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Dissertation Abstract 
 
The Theological Literacy, Beliefs, Attitudes, and Practices of  
Lay Catholic Administrators of the Catholic Secondary Schools in the  
Awka Diocese of Nigeria 
 
 
Christ’s call to evangelization is a mission the Catholic Church has perpetuated 
throughout history through its schools. In the 19th century, Catholic missionaries 
evangelized and catechized the Nigerian Igbo people by means of the schools they built.  
In 1970, the Nigerian government confiscated these schools, and converted them to 
secular institutions. It also closed all Catholic Teacher Training Colleges.   
In response, the Nigerian Conference of Catholic Bishops built diocesan Catholic 
schools, and charged Catholic educators with knowing and integrating the six tasks of 
catechesis—knowledge of the faith, liturgical life, moral formation, prayer, communal 
life, and missionary spirit—within them. While priests and vowed religious educators are 
formally prepared for this, the laity are not, as the Catholic Teacher Training Colleges 
have remained closed. 
This study utilized a mixed methodology. The Information For Growth (IFG) 
survey created by the National Catholic Education Association collected its quantitative 
data, while face-to-face interviews collected its qualitative data to examine the extent to 
which 72 lay Catholic administrators/teachers of 12 Catholic secondary schools in the 
Awka Diocese, Nigeria knew and integrated the six tasks of catechesis within their 
schools and classrooms. It also investigated the extent to which their beliefs, attitudes, 
	  	   iii	  
and practices aligned with those of the Catholic Church regarding the aforementioned 
tasks. It identified interested theological topics for future study, and the factors that aided 
and hindered the participants’ integration of the six tasks within their schools and 
classrooms.  
Survey findings revealed that 77% of the respondents demonstrated a strong basic 
knowledge of the six catechetical tasks, while 76% were strongly aligned to Church 
teachings in their beliefs, attitudes, and practices regarding these tasks. Theological topics 
of interests for future formation included Catholic Social Doctrine, Prayer and 
Spirituality, Marriage, Sexual Ethics, and Religion and Politics.  The interviewees (n=12) 
revealed that school-wide programs and policies aided their catechetical integration 
efforts, while high demands for academic excellence thwarted them. They also perceived 
that their active participation in the life of the Church, their strong Catholic upbringing, 
and Catholic Igbo culture contributed to their knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, practices, and 
integration of the six tasks of catechesis. 
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CHAPTER I 
RESEARCH PROBLEM     
Statement of the Problem 
 Before returning to his Father, the Risen Christ gave a sacred mandate to his 
apostles:  “Go therefore, and make disciples of all nations baptizing them in the name of 
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have 
commanded” (Mt 28:19-20, The New American Bible). This mandate is a call to 
evangelization and catechesis—to bringing the Gospel to the ends of the earth and to 
teaching the depth and breadth of its meaning to believers. Evangelization and catechesis 
are therefore fundamental to the existence of the Church (Benedict XVI, 2012a, 2012b; 
John Paul II, 1979, 1990; Paul VI, 1975; Wuerl, 2013).  Pope Paul VI (1975) specifically 
emphasized, “Evangelizing is in fact the grace and vocation proper to the Church, her 
deepest identity. She exists in order to evangelize” (¶14). He also reaffirmed that 
catechesis is “a means of evangelization that must not be neglected” (¶44). In addition, 
the pontiff called the Church to embrace a new evangelization; to go forth to spread the 
news of salvation to those who are yet to receive the faith, and to rekindle the fire of faith 
in those whose have abandoned their faith.  Both Pope John Paul II (1990) and Pope 
Emeritus Benedict XVI (2012a) have supported this new evangelization to the baptized, 
who have drifted away from the Church.  Specifically, Pope John Paul II declared that the 
moment “has come to commit all the Church’s energies to a new evangelization and 
mission to all” (¶3).   
For the Church, catechesis is integral to the whole process of evangelization and 
its renewal (Benedict XVI, 2012a, 2012b; John Paul II, 1979, 1990; Paul VI, 1975).  The 
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Congregation for the Clergy (1997) declared, “Catechesis is an essentially ecclesial act. 
The true subject of catechesis is the Church which, continuing the mission of Jesus the 
Master and, therefore animated by the Holy Spirit, is sent to be the teacher of the faith” 
(¶78). Jesus Christ remains at the center of all catechetical activities of the Church and as 
such the primary aim of catechesis is “to put people not only in touch but in communion, 
in intimacy, with Jesus Christ: only he can lead us to the love of the Father in the Spirit 
and make us share in the life of the Holy Trinity” (John Paul II, 1979, ¶5).  In 1997, the 
Congregation for the Clergy identified six fundamental catechetical tasks that help the 
catechized to know, to celebrate, to live, and to contemplate the mystery of Christ. These 
six tasks of catechesis are (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral 
formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary spirit.    
 The Church utilizes every opportunity to achieve the definitive aim of catechesis, 
which is the formation of disciples of Christ.  Throughout its history, the Church has used 
its schools to assist in its missionary efforts, since it recognizes them to be “a most 
important locus for human and Christian formation” (Congregation for the Clergy, 1997, 
¶ 259).  For the Church, Catholic schools are “privileged environments’’ wherein the 
“complete formation” of their members is achieved through the “synthesis of culture and 
faith, and the synthesis of faith and life” (Congregation for Catholic Education [CCE], 
1977, ¶37). In addition, CCE (1988) stated that, 
[A] school can and must play its specific role in the work of catechesis. Since its 
educational goals are rooted in Christian principles, the school as a whole is 
inserted into the evangelical function of the Church. It assists in and promotes 
faith education. (¶ 69)   
 
The Church, however, maintains that successful Catholic schools are primarily dependent 
upon their leaders and teachers, who have been carefully prepared both theologically and 
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professionally.  It therefore, urges its universities and dioceses to provide both formation 
opportunities for Catholic educational leaders (Benedict XVI, 2012, 2012b; Catholic 
Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE 1977, 1982, 1988; Congregation for the 
Clergy, 1997; Pius XI, 1929; Second Vatican Council, 1965a).                                                                                
  The encyclical of Pope Pius XI (1929) On Christian Education was the first to 
articulate the primacy of Catholic school educators to successful Catholic schools.  It 
declared, 
Perfect schools are the result not so much of good methods as good teachers, 
teachers who are thoroughly prepared and well-grounded in the matter they have 
to teach; who possess the intellectual and moral qualifications required by their 
important office; who cherish a pure and holy love for the youths confided to 
them, because they love Jesus Christ and His Church, of which these are the 
children of predilection; and who have therefore sincerely at heart the true good 
of family and country. (¶ 88) 
 
The Council Fathers of Second Vatican Council (1965a) reiterated this point of view 
proclaiming, 
[L]et teachers recognize that the Catholic school depends upon them almost 
entirely for the accomplishment of its goals and programs. They should therefore 
be very carefully prepared so that both in secular and religious knowledge they 
are equipped with suitable qualifications and also with a pedagogical skill that is 
in keeping with the findings of the contemporary world. Intimately linked in 
charity to one another and to their students and endowed with an apostolic spirit, 
may teachers by their life as much as by their instruction bear witness to Christ, 
the unique Teacher. (¶8) 
 
Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI (2008) while voicing both his concerns and words of 
encouragement to teachers reaffirmed this teaching of the Church. He stated,  
Teachers and administrators, whether in universities or schools, have the duty and 
privilege to ensure that students receive instruction in Catholic doctrine and 
practice. This requires that public witness to the way of Christ, as found in the 
Gospel and upheld by the Church's Magisterium, shape all aspects of an 
institution's life, both inside and outside the classroom. Divergence from this 
vision weakens Catholic identity and, far from advancing freedom, inevitably 
leads to confusion, whether moral, intellectual or spiritual. 
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I wish also to express a particular word of encouragement to both lay and 
Religious teachers of catechesis who strive to ensure that young people become 
daily more appreciative of the gift of faith. Religious education is a challenging 
apostolate, yet there are many signs of a desire among young people to learn 
about the faith and practice it with vigor. If this awakening is to grow, teachers 
require a clear and precise understanding of the specific nature and role of 
Catholic education. They must also be ready to lead the commitment made by the 
entire school community to assist our young people, and their families, to 
experience the harmony between faith, life and culture. (p. 2) 
 
More recently, Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI (2012c) asserted that Catholic schools 
continue to be for the Church “an essential resource for the new evangelization” (¶ 1). 
 The importance of Catholic schools, their leaders, and their teachers to the 
evangelical and catechetical mission of the Church is well supported in papal documents 
(Benedict XVI; 2012a; 2012b; John Paul II, 1979; 1990; Paul VI, 1975).  Nigerian 
Catholic bishops have also reiterated the primacy of teachers to the mission of Catholic 
schools.  The Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (2005) decreed that Catholic 
school teachers “should be role models whose embodiment of and witness to the noblest 
ideals will help build up the school community and renew the wider society” (¶ 5.2).  
Furthermore, the Nigerian bishops like the Congregation for the Clergy (1997) 
recognized that Catholic schools and their teachers are called to be witnesses to the faith, 
and evangelizers and catechists of the Divine Word of God as revealed by Jesus Christ. 
They declared that as catechists within the Catholic schools, Catholic school teachers are 
called to be theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis.    
 To date, research on the theological literacy, beliefs, attitudes, and practices of 
Catholic lay administrators-teachers in the Catholic secondary schools of the Awka 
Diocese, Nigeria in relation to the six tasks of catechesis is non-existent.  In addition, 
research concerning lay educators within the Catholic secondary schools of the Awka 
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Diocese is also limited. There have been, however, several studies (Nnajiofor, 2007; 
Okochi, 2008; Ugochukwu, 2007) concerning Catholic early childhood and elementary 
education within the Awka Diocese.  The researchers of these studies have recommended 
that research be done within the secondary education in the Awka Diocese. This study 
was a response to that need.  Precisely, it sought to explore the theological literacy; 
beliefs, attitudes, and practices of the Catholic lay administrators, who also serve as 
teachers within the Awka Diocese’s Catholic secondary schools regarding the six tasks of 
catechesis. 
Background and Need for the Study 
 The background and need for this study were rooted in the Catholic Church’s 
missionary efforts to evangelize and catechize the peoples of Nigeria. They involved four 
multidimensional components: (a) the history of evangelization and catechesis in Nigeria 
and the role of Catholic schools played in those efforts, (b) the Nigerian civil war and 
government takeover of Catholic schools of the Awka Diocese as well as their effect 
upon the Church’s evangelical and catechetical efforts in training teachers for their 
ministries in schools, (c) the return of the mission schools to the Catholic Church by the 
Nigerian government, and (d) the present day Catholic secondary schools in Awka 
Diocese and the role of lay Catholic educators to the evangelical and catechetical process.  
 Hence, the background and need for this study were presented in four sections. 
The first section addressed the history of evangelization and catechesis of people of Igbo 
Land in Eastern Nigeria, in which Awka Diocese resides.  It also addressed the role that 
Catholic schools played in this evangelization and catechesis process. The second section 
addressed the Nigerian civil war and government takeover of Catholic schools in Nigeria 
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and the effects both had upon Catholic education in Awka Diocese. The third section 
focused on the return of the Catholic schools by the government to the Catholic Church 
in Awka Diocese. Finally, the fourth section discussed the Catholic secondary education 
in Awka Diocese and the important role that Catholic lay educators play in the Church’s 
call to new evangelization.  
The Evangelization and Catechesis of Awka Diocese and the Role of Catholic Schools 
The Awka Diocese, the context of this study, is located in the State of Anambra in 
Nigeria.  The Awka Diocese is part of Igbo Land (Figure 1).  Igbo Land is located in 
Eastern part of Nigeria, and it comprises five states: Abia, Anambra, Ebony, Enugu, and 
Imo.  It is the homeland of the Igbo tribe, one of the major ethnic groups of Nigeria.  
The advent and the growth of the Catholic Church in the Awka Diocese began in 
the 16th century. The Portuguese, who established the ecclesiastical jurisdictions of 
Santiago of Cape Verde in 1532, Sao Tome in 1584, and San Salvador in the Congo 
spearheaded this effort in 1596.  Earlier attempts made by the missionaries within this 
period for evangelization to reach the west coast of Africa did not yield fruit.  
   In 1833, the Bishop’s Conference of Baltimore in the United States through the 
efforts of Bishop Edward Barron made a proposal to the Vatican’s Sacred Congregation 
for the Propagation of the Faith known also as Propaganda Fide to support a new 
mission in West Africa.  The Propaganda Fide supported the mission but had no 
missionaries to send (Nwosu, 1985; Obi, 1985).  Iheanacho (2004) noted that religious 
groups failed to volunteer due to their perceptions that the living conditions in West 
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Africa were adverse, dangerous, and risky.
   
Figure 1. A Map of Igbo Land in Nigeria     
 Retrieved from http://www.sitesatlas.com/custom/Igboland.htm  
 
According to Obi (1985) the Propaganda Fide later in the 19th century, called 
upon the Congregation of the Holy Ghost Priests (C.S.Sp.) to evangelize West Africa.  
He reported that on the 23rd of July 1885, the then Superior General of the Holy Ghost 
Priests, Pere Ambrose Emonet, appointed Father Joseph Lutz to head the missionary 
outreach to the Lower Niger, which is the region that comprises Igbo Land.  On 
December 5, 1885, Fr. Lutz’s team arrived at Onitsha, a river port city on the eastern 
bank of the Niger River in Anambra State, southeast-Igbo Land, Nigeria.  Onitsha is 
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approximately about 30 miles to Awka Diocese. This event marked the official opening 
of the Roman Catholic mission work in southeastern Nigeria.   
Although the Holy Ghost Priests were faced with many difficulties, these 
missionaries worked tirelessly for more than 80 years to establish and sustain the 
Catholic Church in the southeastern part of Nigeria (Obi, 1985).  Njoku (1980) described 
the legacy of these missionaries as follows:  
It was a tiny seed planted on Onitsha waterside in 1885, which germinated and 
took root under the watchful eye of selfless French pioneer missionaries. The 
seedling was tendered into maturity by zealous Irish Holy Ghost Fathers who 
were never daunted by difficulties pressing on them from many angles. It was 
their will to succeed and they stuck to their guns. The little plant grew into a big 
tree, and had many branches because of steady reinforcement, which defied all 
obstacles. (p. 248) 
  
The seed of the Catholic faith was sown in the Awka Diocese through the efforts 
of Fr. Albert Bubendorf, who joined Fr. Lutz’s missionary team in January of 1890.  He 
opened small Catholic communities, called stations, in the Awka Diocese at Nimo in 
1911 and Adazi in 1912.  Later, in 1925, Adazi became a parish. In 1950, the 
Archdiocese of Onitsha was created and in 1977, the Awka Diocese was carved out of the 
Onitsha Archdiocese.      
One approach that the missionaries used in the evangelization and catechesis of 
the Igbo Land was the opening of Catholic schools.  They opened Church-schools 
inclusive of primary, secondary, and teacher training colleges throughout the western, 
eastern, and southern regions of Nigeria.  These Church-schools served not only to 
educate the students in western ideas, but also, served as a major means for the 
missionaries to evangelize and to catechize them (Njoku, 1980; Onwubiko, 1985).   
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In addition, Onwubiko (1985) pointed out that the missionaries established 
Catholic teachers training colleges to train and to form Catholic school teachers in the 
Catholic tradition so that they would staff the created primary and secondary Catholic 
schools.  He highlighted that the products of these training colleges were “teacher-
catechists,” who worked cooperatively with the missionaries in the work of education and 
faith formation of school children. Furthermore, Onwubiko observed that these teachers 
training colleges “contributed in no small measure in ensuring that Catholic elite are not 
wanting in politics, business, the professions, academics and other important walks of life 
in Nigeria” (p. 241).        
 Onwubiko (1985) also maintained that it was largely through the cooperation of 
the natives that the missionary efforts were successful.  He reported that the collaboration 
between the Church and the native communities unfolded in three stages. Firstly, it began 
with the positive response and appreciation of the Chiefs of the communities, who invited 
the missionaries to build Catholic churches and schools in their towns and villages. 
Secondly, it continued with the natives, who willingly provided the labor for the 
construction of the Church and school buildings. Thirdly, the Church-Community 
collaboration was furthered as the Church and communities worked together to expand 
their school efforts and to raise money for such expansions.  Onwubiko reported, 
The point made here is that at every stage of the development of Catholic 
education in Eastern Nigeria, Catholic lay people were directly involved in close 
cooperation with the missionaries. This was the secret of Catholic mission success 
in her quest for evangelization and educational expansion east of the Niger. The 
Church welcomed the people’s enthusiastic cooperation and sought to 
revolutionize and energize religion, politics and culture generally, to make men’s 
faith become living, conscious and active. (p. 251) 
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This warm rapport between the missionaries and the native communities continued to 
thrive until the Nigerian civil war and the government takeover of schools. 
The Nigerian Civil War and Government Takeover of Catholic Schools in Nigeria 
The cooperation between the Catholic Church and the local communities relative 
to educational efforts in Eastern Nigeria led to the tremendous growth of the primary and 
secondary schools, and teacher training colleges in Igbo Land.  Nigeria as a nation, 
however, faced series of political, social, and educational problems after its independence 
from the British on October 1, 1960.  The climax was the Nigerian-Civil War, also 
known as the Nigerian-Biafra War (Achebe, 2012; Falola & Heaton, 2008).  Falola and 
Heaton reported,  
By 1970, however, Nigeria’s stability and prestige had been greatly damaged by a 
decade of political corruption, economic underdevelopment, and military coups. 
Most damaging, however, was the culmination of these problems in a two and a 
half year civil war from 1967 to 1970 that rent the country along regional and 
ethnic lines, killed between 1 and 3 million people, and nearly destroyed the 
fragile bonds that held together the Nigerian state. (p. 158)     
  
The civil war, which mainly was fought in the Igbo Land, was a great blow to the 
well-structured educational system in the Igbo Land of which Awka Diocese is a part. 
The normal school system was interrupted by 30 months of the war.  According to 
Nwosu (1985), the government of Nigeria at the end of the civil war and with the defeat 
of Biafra expelled all the foreign missionaries (priests, religious, and lay people) on the 
basis that they were illegal in the country.  He maintained that the government also used 
media to mount false propaganda to vilify all the works done by the missionaries. These 
actions affected the Catholic schools in the Eastern Nigeria. Nwosu concluded,  
This forceful repatriation of Catholic missionaries hitherto working in Biafra 
before and during the war was one of the saddest episodes of the war so far as the 
Catholic Church was concerned. Almost all the dioceses were suddenly deprived 
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of their services, especially at the moment of post-war reconstruction and 
rehabilitation. (p. 375) 
   
The repatriation of the foreign missionaries was followed by government takeover 
of the school.  On December 31, 1970, Mr. Ukpabi Asika, Administrator of the East 
Central State of Nigeria, an office equivalent to a governor, published the Public 
Education Edict of 1970.  This Edict gave the Nigerian government full authority, 
without due consultations or compensations, to take over and become the sole 
administrator of all the Catholic schools in the East Central State of Nigeria.  This ruling 
abruptly ended the existing partnership between the Church and the government in the 
administration of Catholic schools in the East Central State of Nigeria.  Eventually, the 
entire country adopted the Edict (Okochi, 2008; Ugochukwu, 2007).  According to 
Nwagwu (1979), the government issued this Edit because it intended to establish a 
system of education that would be home-based, rather than foreign-based. He also noted 
that the government wished to stop the competition that existed among the religious 
denominations for students’ enrollment into their schools.  
Usanga (1981) reported that all efforts made by the Catholic Church through its 
bishops, priests, sisters, and laity to reclaim the Catholic schools from the Nigerian 
government were unsuccessful because government leaders foiled them.  Usanga also 
contended that the Nigerian government takeover of the Catholic schools in the 1970s 
contributed to a decline in the quality of education received within them and a rise in 
moral decadence among students.  He maintained that the corruption and negligence of 
government employees, who managed these schools led to this outcome.  He also posited 
that the closing of the Catholic teacher training colleges contributed to the educational 
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deficiencies facing those who continued to staff government-run Catholic schools 
(Arinze, 1981; Ochiagha, 1981).  Onwubiko (1985) described the situation:  
One notices such unfortunate developments as falling standards of education, 
examination malpractices, revolting and immoral habits, indiscipline, dishonesty, 
drug abuse and above all, a growing sense of irreligion arising from little or no 
knowledge of the Christian religion or even the good norms of traditional religion. 
Children pass through the primary and secondary schools without developing a 
moral and religious conscience, which is a necessary ingredient in the character of 
a good citizen-all because the proper teaching of religion is neglected in the State 
schools. (pp. 269-270) 
 
 When the Catholic Church’s efforts to regain its missionary schools from the 
Nigerian government failed, the bishops of different dioceses decided to establish new 
parish and diocesan Catholic schools in Igbo Land. The Awka Diocese has continued to 
flourish, and currently it governs 214 primary schools and 28 secondary schools. This 
marked increase is primarily due to the fact that in 2011 the Nigerian government of the 
State of Anambra, in which Awka Diocese resides, returned to the Church the Catholic 
schools the government had seized in 1970. 
The Return of the Mission Schools to the Catholic Church 
The return of democracy in Nigeria in 1999 gave the Catholic Church and the 
private organizations the freedom to continue the clarion call for the return of the schools 
taken away from them in I970. The government of Anambra State, led by Governor Peter 
Obi championed the return of the schools. On November 21, 2011, he mandated that all 
mission schools to be returned to their rightful owners. He stated: 
The collapse of education in Anambra State is directly connected with the 
takeover of schools owned by the missionaries, churches and voluntary 
organizations in 1970. That singular exercise signaled the disappearance of 
morality and the building of character from our school system. This can no longer 
be allowed to continue. (p. 1) 
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  Specifically, the Nigerian government returned 138 primary (elementary) schools 
and five secondary schools to the Awka Diocese in 2011.  Collectively, the Awka 
Diocese now oversees 28 Catholic secondary schools: 20 that the Bishops established 
after the 1970 Nigerian government takeover of its schools, five that were returned by the 
Nigerian government in 2011, and three that are sponsored by religious communities 
(Awka Diocesan Education Office, 2012).  
Catholic Secondary Education in Nigeria and the Role of Catholic Lay Educators  
Secondary education in Nigeria is the education students receive after their 
primary or elementary education and before their university or tertiary education.  
According to Nigeria’s National Policy on Education (2004), the secondary education is 
divided into junior secondary (JS) and senior secondary (SS), with each division lasting 
three years.  The National Policy on Education welcomes the establishment and 
management of private secondary schools, but it also articulates that the government has 
the right to “supervise and inspect all schools regularly and ensure that all the schools 
follow approved curricula and conform to the National Policy on Education” (¶ 27).   
Consequently, Catholic secondary schools in Nigeria must comply with both the 
National Policy on Education (2004) and by Catholic Church Policy on Education in 
Nigeria (2005).  Both policies categorize the educational courses of secondary education 
into three groups: A, B, and C.   However, the National Policy on Education places 
Religious Studies into Group C, which delineates courses that are electives and non-
compulsory.  Conversely, the Catholic Church Policy on Education states “Christian 
Religious and Moral Education, which should include Catholic Sex Education should be 
part of the Group A which identifies the core subjects.  It requires that Religious and 
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Moral Education be part of the curriculum of children throughout their secondary school 
programme” (¶ 2.3.3).  Therefore, the Catholic secondary schools in Awka Diocese 
follow the directives of the Catholic Church Policy on Education with regard to the 
grouping of the courses, however they are also required to adhere to government 
curriculum standards and testing in all other subject areas. 
Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese like Catholic schools worldwide 
are called to foster academic excellence as well as to facilitate holiness.  The Church has 
repeatedly acknowledged that the attainment of these goals greatly depends upon the 
educational leaders and teachers of Catholic schools (CCE, 1977, 1982; Pius XI, 1929; 
Second Vatican Council, 1965a).  Hence, the Catholic educational leaders and teachers 
are called to be both professionally prepared as well as spiritually and theologically 
formed (Benedict XI, 2012a; Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; Paul VI, 
1976).     
The Nigerian bishops recognize the importance of teacher formation, and before 
the government takeover of their Catholic schools in 1970, they provided those who 
taught in their schools with such training.   Catholic teacher training colleges were 
established and provided Catholic lay leaders and teachers the opportunity to be 
spiritually and theologically formed in their Catholic faith and in the traditions of the 
Catholic Church.  The formation the Catholic lay educators received from these Catholic 
teacher training colleges made them “teacher-catechists,” who knew and lived out the 
catechetical ministry of the Church.   
However, these teacher training colleges were closed when the government took 
over Catholic schools in the 1970s, and to date have not been reopened.  At present, the 
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Catholic lay leaders and educators in Awka Diocese, Nigeria experience only national 
and secular programs relative to their formation as educators.  In addition, while most of 
the lay educators in the Awka Diocesan schools are baptized Catholics, they have not had 
much opportunity for formal catechetical preparation for their ministry as Catholic school 
leaders and teachers.  In addition, the extent of their theological literacy and 
understanding of the six tasks of catechesis, which they are required to teach are 
unknown.  Hence, this study offers the opportunity to explore the extent of their 
knowledge base, their beliefs, attitudes, and practices relative to the six tasks of 
catechesis, and to discover from them what areas of assistance they perceive they need 
the Diocese of Awka to provide. 
Conceptual Framework 
Central to this study was the call for Catholic schools and their leaders and 
teachers to engage in the catechetical mission of the Church, that is, to nourish, form, and 
deepen faith of the baptized as well as to spread the Good News of the Gospel to the 
unbaptized (Benedict XVI, 2012; Congregation for the Clergy, 1997; John Paul II, 1979; 
Paul VI, 1975).  The Congregation for the Clergy stated:  
Catechesis seeks to educate Christians in a sense of their identity as baptized, as 
believers, as members of the Church, who are open to dialogue with the world. It 
reminds them of the fundamental elements of faith. It stimulates a real process of 
conversion…. It helps them to discern the Gospel and to live it out in everyday 
life. It enables them to give the reasons for the hope that is theirs. It encourages 
them to exercise their missionary vocation by witness, dialogue and proclamation. 
(¶ 194) 
 
Specifically, four Catholic Church sources—(a) the Catechism of the Catholic 
Church [CCC] (2000), (b) the General Directory of Catechesis [GDC] (Congregation for 
the Clergy, 1997), (c) the document Our Hearts Were Burning Within Us: A Pastoral 
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Plan For Adult Faith Formation in the United States (United States Conference of 
Catholic Bishops [USCCB], 1999), and (d) The Catholic Church Policy on Education in 
Nigeria (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005)—guided the conceptual 
framework for this study. These sources collectively addressed among other things: (a) 
the ministry of catechesis and its tasks, (b) the catechetical role of the Catholic schools, 
(c) the role of Catholic educators, and (d) the importance of the formation of Catholic 
educators.   
The CCC was produced and promulgated in October 11, 1992 by Pope John Paul 
II.  This universal catechism is the product of the 1985 Synod of Bishops in Rome, which 
convened to mark the 20th anniversary of the Second Vatican Council.  It is structured 
into four pillars: (a) the Creed—the baptismal profession of faith, (b) the Sacraments of 
faith, (c) The Commandments—the life of faith, and (d) The Lord’s Prayer—the prayer 
of the believer.  The CCC decrees that all who teach in and for the Church and its schools 
are to be formed and informed in these four pillars, so that they may be effective 
catechists, and authentic teachers and witnesses of the Catholic faith.  
In 1997, the Congregation for the Clergy published the GDC.  This document 
came from the International Catechetical Congress that took place in Rome in October 
1997, which was organized by the Congregation for the Clergy on the theme: The Faith 
of the Church and its Evangelization.  The congress was organized, following the 
production of the CCC, and to revise the 1971 General Catechetical Directory.  The 
document is considered by the Church to be an indispensable and necessary companion 
of the CCC, as it describes in depth the aspects of catechetical activity, and the nature, 
aims, principles, content, pedagogy, and methodology and the responsibilities of Catholic 
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school educators relative to these aspects.  The GDC also comprises guidelines for the 
formulation of local catechisms in respect to the cultures and situations of the various 
people and particular places (Kelly, 2000).       
In the GDC, the Congregation for the Clergy (1997) identified six fundamental 
tasks through which catechesis helps the catechized to know, to celebrate, to live, and to 
contemplate the mystery of Christ. These tasks include the proclamation, promotion, and 
practice of the: (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) 
prayer, (e) communal life, and (d) missionary spirit.  The Congregation for the Clergy 
highlighted that each of the tasks plays an important role in achieving the definitive aim 
of catechesis, which is “to put people not only in touch, but also in communion and 
intimacy with Jesus Christ” (John Paul II, 1979, ¶5). Thus, for catechesis to have its 
effect in bringing people into communion with Jesus Christ, those who teach in the 
Catholic schools are called to facilitate all the six tasks. The Congregation for the Clergy 
posited, 
All these tasks are necessary. As the vitality of the human body depends on the 
proper function of all its organs, so also the maturation of the Christian life 
requires that it be cultivated in all its dimensions: knowledge of the faith, 
liturgical life, moral formation, prayer, belonging to community, missionary 
spirit. When catechesis omits one of these elements, the Christian faith does 
not attain full development. (¶87)  
 
The Congregation for the Clergy (1997) recognized also that the Catholic school 
is one of the privileged places where the tasks of catechesis can be best integrated 
because “it is a most important locus for human and Christian formation” (¶ 259). The 
realization of this catechetical role of the Catholic school is immensely dependent on the 
Catholic school educators, especially on their knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, and practices 
of these tasks. Thus, there is a need for the catechetical formation of these Catholic 
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educators.          
 In its document, Our Hearts Were Burning Within Us, the USCCB (1999) 
expounded on the six tasks of catechesis and laid the foundation for adult faith formation 
on the basis of them.  It maintained that the audience for the pastoral plan includes the 
bishops, priests, parish catechetical leaders, and leaders at different pastoral ministry 
settings. It also stated that the audience includes, “Administrators-teachers in Catholic 
schools who have the opportunity to nurture faith in many different settings— whether in 
the students, in their parents, in themselves, or in their colleagues” (¶21).  Furthermore, 
relative to the six tasks of catechesis and adult faith formation the USCCB emphasized 
that the “ongoing development of a living, explicit, and fruitful Christian faith in 
adulthood requires growth in all six dimensions.  Each of them is a fundamental aspect of 
Christian life and a foundational content area for adult faith formation” (¶ 90). 
Consequently, they decreed that each must be addressed and promoted in Catholic 
schools by those who lead and teach there.      
 The Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria in 2005 produced the document, The 
Catholic Church Policy on Education in Nigeria.  It is grounded in the teachings and 
traditions of the Catholic Church, and it is directed to all involved in Catholic education 
in Nigeria at all levels: early childhood education, primary education, secondary 
education, and tertiary.  In it, the Nigerian bishops declared that a “ Catholic school is an 
embodiment of Catholic doctrine for both the formation and education of the children and 
the quality of life of the teachers who must be outstanding in Catholic doctrine as well as 
upright in life” (¶ 2.1).  The bishops among other things maintained the importance of the 
continuing formation of Catholic educators through regular workshops, conferences, and 
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seminars to assist them to be “role models whose embodiment of and witness to the 
noblest ideals will help build up the school community and renew the wider society” (¶ 
5.2).      
These four documents—the CCC (1994), the GDC (Congregation for the Clergy, 
1997), the document Our Hearts Were Burning Within Us: A Pastoral Plan for Adult 
Faith Formation in the United States (USCCB, 1999) and the Catholic Church Policy on 
Education in Nigeria (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005) guided this study’s 
research questions regarding the theological literacy, beliefs, attitudes, and practices of 
the Catholic lay administrators of the Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese of 
Nigeria.  A description of the six tasks of catechesis—(a) knowledge of the faith, (b) 
liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary 
spirit—is presented in Table 1 with their corresponding citations from the four sources 
listed above. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to explore the extent to which Catholic lay 
administrators-teachers within the Catholic secondary schools of Awka Diocese in 
Nigeria are theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis: (a) knowledge of the faith, 
(b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary 
spirit.  It also explored the extent to which their beliefs, attitudes, and practices aligned 
with Church teachings of these tasks. Finally, it identified the Catholic theology topics 
that they would wish to explore in their future spiritual and theological formation. 
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Table 1 
Six Dimensions of Adult Faith Formation and Corresponding Citations From the 
Catechism of the Catholic Church (CCC), the General Directory for Catechesis (GDC), 
the Our Hearts Were Burning Within Us (OHWB), and The Catholic Church Policy on 
Education in Nigeria (CCPEN).  
    
Knowledge of Faith (CCC nos. 26-1065; GDC nos. 84-85, 87, OHWB no. 91; CCPEN 
no. 2.1) Communion with Jesus; Scripture; Creeds and Doctrines; Catholic Social 
Teachings, especially the dignity of the human person; Church’s tradition; philosophical 
and theological foundations of the faith; Christian thought and culture; relevance of 
Church current teachings 
 
Liturgical Life (CCC nos. 1066-1690; GDC nos. 84-85, 87, OHWB no.92; CCPEN no. 
2.2.2) Paschal mystery; sacramental life of the Church; Doctrine on the Eucharist and 
other sacraments; spirituality, skills and habits of full, conscious and active participation 
in the liturgy; Baptismal priesthood and ordained priesthood; Liturgy of the Hours 
 
Moral Formation (CCC nos. 1691-2557; GDC nos. 84-85, 87; OHWB no.93; CCPEN 
no. 2.3.3) New commandment of love one another; formation in the life of the risen 
Christ; Ten Commandments; Beatitudes; human dignity; destiny, freedom and 
responsibility, sin and grace; well-formed conscience; objective moral norms taught by 
the Church’s magisterium; gospel of life; lifestyle based on Scripture 
 
Prayer (CCC nos. 2558-2865; GDC nos. 84-85, 87; OHWB no.94; CCPEN no. 2.2.2)   
Forms and expressions of Christian prayer, especially the Our Father; ascetical-mystical 
tradition; pattern of personal prayer, shared prayer with others, popular piety and 
devotion 
 
Communal Life (CCC nos. 811-870; GDC nos. 84, 86, 87; OHWB no.95; CCPEN no 
2.1) Personal and spiritual growth; interpersonal relationships, civic responsibility; 
marriage and family life; parish, small communities; nature and mission of the Church, 
Church’s authority and structures, rights and responsibilities of Christian faithful; 
ecumenical movement. 
 
Missionary Spirit (CCC nos. 1879- 1948; GDC nos. 84, 86, 87; OHWB no.96; CCPEN 
no. 7.3) Evangelizing spirit; God’s call, personal apostolate; witness to the faith in speech 
and action; service to others, common good, transformation of society; interreligious 
dialogue, Church’s mission to the people 
Note. Adapted from IFG Interpretation Manual, by Diana Raiche (2006a), Washington, 
DC: NCEA. 
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Research Questions 
This study explored the following research questions:              
1. To what extent were Catholic lay administrators of Catholic secondary schools 
in Awka Diocese, Nigeria theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis: (a) 
knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) 
communal life, and (f) missionary spirit?     
2. To what extent were the beliefs, attitudes, and practices of Catholic lay 
administrators of the Catholic secondary schools of Awka Diocese, Nigeria 
aligned with the teachings of the Church regarding the six tasks of catechesis: (a) 
knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) 
communal life, and (f) missionary spirit?     
3. What key topics of Catholic theology did the secondary school administrators 
in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria wish to explore in their future spiritual and 
theological formation?   
 
Significance 
Empirical research on Catholic secondary education in the Diocese of Awka is 
limited, and research studies relative to six tasks of catechesis at this level of Catholic 
education is non-existent.  Therefore this investigation will contribute insightful 
information for the bishop and the diocesan superintendent as they plan for spiritual 
formation programs for Catholic lay leaders and teachers of the secondary schools within 
the Diocese of Awka, especially relative to their role as catechists.  This study will also 
provide valuable insights for current secondary school leaders of the Diocese of Awka to 
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guide them in establishing and providing on-site programs that address the six task of 
catechesis and the ways they could be integrated into the school’s culture and curriculum.     
This study will help the Awka Diocesan Educational Commission and all those 
who are in charge of recruiting and hiring Catholic school educators to understand the 
theological literacy of these educators. Also, the study will assist them in organizing 
programs for the theological and spiritual formation and ongoing formation of Catholic 
school educators. It will also assist the Awka Diocesan Educational Commission in 
planning the curriculum for religious education in Catholic schools. In addition, it may be 
a guide in planning and writing religious texts and resources Catholic schools may be 
used in their catechetical programs.      
 Educators in the Catholic schools may also find this study helpful in directing and 
raising awareness of the challenges before them and the great need for them to go 
through organized theological and spiritual formation programs. The framework of this 
study may be of assistance to school teachers, administrators, pastors, professed religious 
men and women, and Church leaders in understanding the roles of Catholic schools in the 
work of catechesis in the Church, especially assisting them to understand the definitive 
aim of catechesis as formation into a disciple of Christ not only as an act of teaching 
catechism. 
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Definition of Terms 
Catechesis: The term used to describe the whole efforts 
of the Church toward the formation of 
disciples of Christ by celebrating, living 
and communicating the gospel in different 
ways. 
 
Catechism: A doctrinal manual containing religious 
instructions, usually in question and answer 
format. 
 
Catholic Educators:  All those who contribute to academic, 
integral human and spiritual formation of 
students in the Catholic school. They 
include administrators, counselors, tutors, 
coaches, staff and others (Buetow, 1988; 
Congregation for Catholic Education, 
1982). 
 
Congregation for Catholic Education: Is a department of the Roman Curia 
founded in 1588 by Pope Sixtus V which 
has the responsibility to oversee: a) 
seminaries (except those regulated by the 
Congregations for the Evangelization of 
Peoples and for the Oriental Churches) and 
houses of formation of religious and 
secular institutes; b) universities, faculties, 
institutes and higher schools of study, 
either ecclesial or civil dependent on 
ecclesial persons; and c) schools and 
educational institutes depending on 
ecclesiastical authorities (McBrien, 1996). 
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Congregation for the Clergy: Is a congregation of the Roman Curia 
instituted by Pope Pius IV in 1564 as the 
Sacred Congregation for Interpretation of 
the Council of Trent (1545-1563). It was 
renamed the Congregation for the Clergy 
by Pope Paul VI in 1967. It is has three 
duties a) Formation and equal distribution 
of priests around the world, b) Preaching, 
organization and promotion of religious 
instruction, including catechisms, and c) 
All matters concerning ecclesial goods and 
property and their administration (McBrien, 
1996). 
 
  
Second Vatican Council: This was 21st Ecumenical Council of the 
Catholic Church that was held in Rome. It 
opened under Pope John XXIII on 11 
October 1962 and closed under Pope Paul 
VI on 21 November 1965. The Council 
produced16 documents (McBrien, 1996). 
 
Teacher: 
  
“The teacher under discussion here is not 
simply a professional person who 
systematically transmits a body of 
knowledge in the context of a school; 
"teacher" is to be understood as "educator" 
–one who helps to form human persons” 
(Congregation for Catholic Education, 
1982, Lay Catholics in schools: Witness to 
faith, ¶ 16). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Restatement of the Problem 
The Catholic Church depends greatly upon its Catholic schools to assist in its 
catechetical mission of proclaiming the Good News of Salvation in Christ and of teaching 
the faith to all people (Congregation for Catholic Education [CCE], 1977).  The extent to 
which Catholic schools fulfill these ends depends primarily upon their administrators-
teachers (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE, 1977, 1982, 1997, 2007; 
Pius XI, 1929; Second Vatican Council, 1964, 1965a; USCCB, 1999, 2005a, 2000b).  In 
addition, success in this mission calls Catholic lay educators to know, witness, and teach 
the six tasks of catechesis: (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral 
formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary spirit as these tasks are 
foundational to being a disciple of Christ and to forming disciples of Christ 
(Congregation for the Clergy, 1997; John Paul II, 1979).    
A review of literature of Catholic educational research in Nigeria revealed that its 
empirical studies have focused primarily on early childhood education and elementary 
education (Nnajiofor, 2007; Ugochukwu, 2007; Okochi, 2008).  To date, no formal study 
has been conducted relative to Catholic secondary education, in general and within the 
Diocese of Awka, Nigeria, in particular.  Likewise, an exploration regarding the six tasks 
of catechesis within Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese is non-existent.   
Consequently, this study sought to explore the extent to which Catholic lay 
administrators, within the Catholic secondary schools of the Awka Diocese in Nigeria 
were theologically literate of the aforementioned six tasks of catechesis.  It also sought to 
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discover the extent to which their beliefs, attitudes, and practices regarding the six tasks 
of catechesis were aligned with Church teachings.  Finally, it identified the theological 
topics that these Catholic lay administrators wished to incorporate in their future spiritual 
and theological formation.    
Overview of Review of Literature 
This study’s review of literature was divided into three sections. Section one 
concerned the literature on the topic of catechesis in general.  It addressed the definition 
of catechesis, and the role and formation of Catholic school educators as catechists of the 
Catholic schools. Section two defined the six tasks of catechesis and reviewed the 
literature of their integration within Catholic schools. Finally, section three reviewed the 
empirical studies conducted relative to the six tasks of catechesis.    
 Of note, in this review of literature, all references made to the Catholic school 
“teacher” are to be understood as a reference to the Catholic school “administrator” as 
well.  For CCE (1982) noted in its document Lay Catholic in Schools: Witnesses To Faith 
that references to the Catholic school teacher in ecclesial writings were also references to 
the Catholic school administrators, directors, and auxiliary staff.  In addition, Buetow 
(1988) maintained that the concept of the Catholic school “teacher” in Catholic 
educational literature needs to be understood in its broadest terms, that is, of  “one who 
helps to form human persons” (p. 243), not only as one who contributes to the systematic 
transmission of knowledge.   
Catechesis in General 
This first section of the review of literature was divided into three parts: (a) the 
definition of catechesis, (b) the role of lay Catholic educators as described in Church 
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documents as well as by Catholic school experts, and (c) the formation of lay Catholic 
educators as catechists of the Catholic schools.      
The Definition of Catechesis 
The word, catechesis is derived from the Greek verb “katechein,” which means to 
echo or to re-sound.  It is a word that describes the primary effort of the Church to echo 
the message that Christ handed down to the Church through the apostles.  Catechesis has 
evolved from a process of mere indoctrination of tradition and beliefs of the Church to an 
ongoing integral formation of discipleship (Komonchak, Collins, & Lane, 1987).  Pope 
John Paul II (1979) stated, “The definitive aim of catechesis is to put people not only in 
touch but in communion, in intimacy, with Jesus Christ” (¶ 5).  Hence, the operational 
definition of catechesis for this study is its modern understanding, that of forming 
disciples of Christ, who are knowledgeable of the faith, and who witness a faith that is 
“living, conscious, and active” (NCCB, 1972, ¶106).     
 The Congregation for the Clergy (1997) asserted that, “the duties of catechesis 
correspond to the education of the different dimensions of faith, for catechesis is integral 
formation” (¶ 83).  To achieve the formation of disciples of Christ, the Congregation for 
the Clergy identified six tasks of catechesis that enable a disciple to know, to celebrate, 
and to contemplate the mystery of Christ.  These tasks involve teaching and witnessing 
(a) knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) 
communal life, and (f) missionary spirit.  These tasks of catechesis will be discussed in 
depth in the section two of this chapter.         
According to Reichert (2002), catechesis defined as the formation of the disciples 
of Christ is a threefold, interlocking process of encounter, apprenticeship, and initiation 
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into the community of Christ’s disciples. First, catechesis fosters an encounter with the 
person of Jesus. Within this encounter, catechesis provides opportunities for the 
catechized to meet and know Jesus through their own experiences.  Secondly, catechesis 
concerns an apprenticeship with Christ.  This apprenticeship enables the catechized to 
acquire the skills and knowledge to live out their discipleship in Jesus Christ, which 
involves: (a) being a true companion of Jesus Christ, (b) following in his example, and 
(c) sharing in his mission and ministry. Thirdly, catechesis concerns the initiation into the 
community of Christ’s disciples. This initiation permits the catechized to participate in 
the faith life of the community and to fully share in its tradition, symbols, rituals, liturgy, 
ministries, and missions. 
The Role of Catholic Lay Educators as Catechists of the Catholic Schools 
Catholic Church Documents 
Extensively and historically the documents of the Catholic Church (Catholic 
Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE, 1977, 1982, 1997, 2007; Pius XI, 1929; 
Second Vatican Council, 1964; 1965a; 1965b; USCCB, 1999, 2005a, 2005b) have 
emphasized the indispensable role of Catholic school educators for the realization of the 
mission of Catholic school.  Pope Pius XI was the first to proclaim this teaching in his 
encyclical on Christian Education of Youth. As quoted on page three, he recognized that 
the mission of Catholic education is realized by means of the efforts and witness of good 
teachers, who are thoroughly prepared intellectually, spiritually, and morally.   
The documents of Second Vatican Council (1964; 1965a; 1965b) further 
highlighted the distinctiveness of the vocation of laity as People of God, their call to 
holiness, and their rightful participation in the catechetical mission of the Church through 
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their baptism.  In addition, the Second Vatican Council (1965a) acknowledged the 
important role and duty of all those lay Catholics, who work in the Catholic school. The 
Declaration on Christian Education (Second Vatican Council, 1965a) laid the foundation 
for other subsequent documents on faith witnessing of lay educators in the Catholic 
school.           
 In line with the Second Vatican Council, the CCE (1977) published the document, 
The Catholic School.  In it, the CCE described the Catholic school as being important in 
the evangelical and catechetical ministry of the Church and urged the Catholic school “to 
do everything in its power to aid the Church to fulfill its catechetical mission” (¶52).  The 
CCE also acknowledged the importance of those who teach and lead in Catholic schools. 
It stated that, “the extent to which the Christian message is transmitted through education 
depends to a very great extent on the teachers.  The integration of culture and faith is 
mediated by the other integration of faith and life in the person of the teacher” (¶43).  
 In 1982 the CCE published, Lay Catholics in Schools: Witness to Faith.  This 
document focused “on all those lay Catholics who work in any type of elementary and 
secondary schools, whether as teachers, directors, administrators, or auxiliary staff” (¶1). 
In its first section, it outlined the identity of the lay Catholic educator as one, who as a 
Christian belongs to the People of God and is called to life of holiness.  It observed that, 
“All those elements proper to the lay vocation in the Church are surely, also true of those 
lay people who live their vocation in a school” (¶11).  It summarized the ministry of the 
lay Catholic educator as follows: 
The lay Catholic educator is a person who exercises a specific mission within the 
Church by living, in faith, a secular vocation in the communitarian structure of the 
school: with the best possible professional qualifications, with an apostolic 
intention inspired by faith, for the integral formation of the human person, in a 
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communication of culture, in an exercise of that pedagogy which will give 
emphasis to direct and personal contact with students, giving spiritual inspiration 
to the educational community of which he or she is a member, as well as to all the 
different persons related to the educational community. To this lay person, as a 
member of this community, the family and the Church entrust the school's 
educational endeavor. Lay teachers must be profoundly convinced that they share 
in the sanctifying, and therefore educational mission of the Church; they cannot 
regard themselves as cut off from the ecclesial complex. (¶24) 
 
While encouraging the lay Catholic educators to live their personal identity 
through personal encounter with Christ, the CCE (1982) called on the lay educator to be 
open to formation, which will help them to be witnesses to the gospel. It also called on 
the Church to give the lay educators the support to grow in their vocation. The CCE 
concluded, 
Lay Catholic educators in schools, whether teachers, directors, administrators, or 
auxiliary staff, must never have any doubts about the fact that they constitute an 
element of great hope for the Church. The Church puts its trust in them entrusting 
them with the task of gradually bringing about an integration of temporal reality 
with the Gospel, so that the Gospel can thus reach into the lives of all men and 
women. More particularly, it has entrusted them with the integral human 
formation and the faith education of young people. These young people are the 
ones who will determine whether the world of tomorrow is more closely or more 
loosely bound to Christ. (¶81) 
 
In its 1988 document, The Religious Dimension of Education in a Catholic 
School, the CCE advocated that the Catholic schools should not only promote an 
authentic Catholic teaching, but should also respect the personal conscience and freedom 
of non-Catholic and non-Christian students who attend these Catholic schools.  It called 
on Catholic school educators to be mindful of the characteristics of the young people of 
our time and the challenges the young people face in the world by being cognizance of 
recent research on the young people at the local level.     
 The CCE (1988) also emphasized that the Catholic school educators are 
responsible for developing a religious climate in the Catholic school, a climate that 
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integrates “persons, space, time, relationships, teaching, study, and various other 
activities” (¶24). It is a climate that enables them to create a “school home” (¶27) for 
those they serve and teach.  It also allows them to integrate and harmonize faith and 
science.  Finally, the CCE called on the Catholic school educators to teach, to witness and 
to proclaim hope in Jesus Christ so that their students may develop an intimate 
relationship with Christ and become his disciples.      
 The Catholic School on the Threshold of the Third Millennium was published by 
CCE in 1997 in expectation and celebration of the Jubilee Year of 2000.  In it, the CCE   
urged the Catholic school to reinvigorate its missionary and evangelizing spirit by 
attending to the following factors: (a) promoting the dignity of and for the human person; 
(b) educating a genuine apostolate, who actively participates in the Church pastoral 
mission; (c) fostering a genuine experience of Church within the school; (d) synthesizing 
culture, faith, and life among its members; and (e) serving the poor and less privileged.  
In addition, it reaffirmed that the teachers have the primary responsibility of promoting 
these factors through their relationship with the students.  The CCE (1997) concluded 
that,   
Teaching has an extraordinary moral depth and is one of man's most excellent and 
creative activities, for the teacher does not write on inanimate material, but on the 
very spirits of human beings. The personal relations between the teacher and the 
students, therefore, assume an enormous importance and are not limited simply to 
giving and taking. Moreover, we must remember that teachers and educators 
fulfill a specific Christian vocation and share an equally specific participation in 
the mission of the Church. (¶19) 
 
In this context, CCE once again placed the teachers at the center and heart of mission of 
the Catholic school.          
 In 2005 the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria published the document, The 
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Catholic Church Policy on Education in Nigeria (CCPEN) for all who are involved in 
Catholic education at all levels in Nigeria.  The bishops recognized that Catholic schools 
are critically dependent upon their teachers to accomplish their mission.  Consequently, 
they identified six distinctive traits Catholic school teachers should have. They declared,  
• Catholic school teachers should be adequately trained and formed 
professionally, theologically, and spiritually. 
 
• They should be proficient and knowledgeable in the subjects they teach. 
 
• They should be docile and open-minded to new ideas that will improve their 
skills and knowledge. 
 
• They should have love for their students and their colleagues, which is 
inspired by apostolic spirit. 
 
• They should follow the examples of the Master Teacher who is Christ and 
bear the testimony by their teaching and lives. 
 
• They should work in cooperation with the parents and become role models to 
students, thereby building authentic Catholic school community, which 
extends to the society at large. (¶5.3) 
 
The Nigerian bishops also acknowledged that the Church must establish educational 
institutions for training and formation of teachers if Catholic schools are to have formed 
and informed educators to lead and teach within them.  
 In 2006, Archbishop Miller, as the Secretary for Congregation for Catholic 
Education for the Roman Curia, wrote and published The Holy See’s Teaching on 
Catholic School.  His work identified the five essential marks of a Catholic school: (a) 
inspired by a supernatural vision; (b), founded on a Christian anthropology; (c) animated 
by communion and community; (d) imbued with a Catholic worldview that permeates 
throughout its curriculum; and (e) sustained by gospel witness.   
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Archbishop Miller (2006) identified these marks as benchmarks that assist in 
answering the critical question: “Is this a Catholic school according to the mind of the 
Church?”  He reaffirmed that the extent to which these marks are operative in the 
Catholic schools depends greatly upon those who teach and lead within them.  Thus, he 
highlighted the importance of hiring teachers with a “clear understanding and 
commitment to Catholic education” because “Catholic education is strengthened by 
witnesses to the gospel” (p. 56).  Furthermore, he observed that for Catholic school 
students “to experience the splendor of the Church, the Christian example of teachers and 
others responsible for their formation is indispensable, and no effort should be spared in 
guaranteeing the presence of such witnesses in every Catholic school” (p. 59).  
 In 2007, the CCE published Educating Together in Catholic Schools: A Shared 
Mission Between Consecrated Person and the Lay Faithful, which reaffirmed major 
themes it addressed in previous documents while calling for the cooperation between the 
laity and consecrated persons within the Catholic school.  The CCE acknowledged that 
the laity play a unique role in the school because of their ability to read the signs of times 
through their secular involvement in family and society life.  Moreover, the CCE 
supported and called for an integral formation of the lay educators in the spirit of this 
communion and collaboration. The content and scope of this integral formation of the lay 
educators shall be discussed in the subsequent sections of this review of literature.  
Related Literature by Leading Experts on Catholic Education 
This section of the review of literature addressed the role of Catholic lay 
educators through the works of leading experts in the field of Catholic education.  For 
example, Shimabukuro (2001) highlighted that understanding the role of teachers in the 
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Catholic school is a necessity for the future of Catholic education because they play a 
critical role in the realization of the mission of Catholic education.  Like other Catholic 
school experts (Cook, 2001; Jacobs, 1996; Moore, 2000; Nucci, 2001; Nuzzi, 2004), 
Shimabukuro recognized that since the laity have become the main teaching corps of 
Catholic schools, their formation is of critical importance for Catholic schools today. 
Moreover, her examination of Church documents has revealed that there has been a 
paradigm shift in the role of the Catholic school teacher from pre-Vatican II to post-
Vatican II times.  Of importance to this study are the following changes: First, pre-
Vatican II teachers were authoritarian in their teaching and their relationship with 
students, whereas post- Vatican II teachers, while retaining their authority, facilitated 
greater student participation and personal responsibility in learning as well as fostered 
caring relationships with their students.  Secondly, pre-Vatican II teachers emphasized 
the academic growth and integral Christian formation of students alone, whereas post-
Vatican II teachers also emphasized their own development in both areas as well as their 
students’ growth in these areas.  Thirdly, pre-Vatican II teachers utilized indoctrination 
and rote memorization in the teaching-learning process, whereas post-Vatican II teachers 
emphasized understanding, meaningful learning, critical and creative thinking, and moral 
decision making on issues of faith and morals as part of their pedagogical practices.  
For Cook (2001), Catholic school educators are called to be “Architects of 
Catholic Culture” (p. 96).  He described this Catholic culture to be Christ-centered, 
gospel-based, and a way of life.  He identified seven norms that guide Catholic educators 
in creating such a culture. He noted that first, they act intentionally to nurture the 
Catholic imagination and to connect everything in the school to Christ, the Gospel, and 
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the Catholic vision.  Second, they consciously build a multicultural school with respect 
for and appreciation of diversity.  Third, they utilize shared values to support and 
promote the school’s purpose.  Fourth, they assist the school community in identifying 
and developing its unique charism.  Fifth, they view the Catholic school as an 
“educational project” whose religious mission and culture demands ongoing attention and 
renewal. Sixth, they engage others in the culture building process.  Seventh, they view 
themselves as God’s architects, as his ministers.     
The work of Dunlap (2004) highlighted the important role Catholic school 
teachers have relative to fostering the faith formation of their students. For Dunlap, faith 
formation has a vertical and a horizontal dimension. Its vertical dimension describes a 
person’s relationship with God, which is developed and nurtured through prayer.  Its 
horizontal dimension describes the relationship a person has with God through other 
people.  Dunlap emphasized that in the horizontal dimension of faith formation, 
individuals find God in their inmost being, in other people, and in their community.  She 
reported that Catholic school teachers are called to assist their students in discovering 
themselves through prayer, in developing positive peer relationships built on trust, and in 
experiencing a Christian community in their classroom and throughout their school.  She 
noted that Catholic school teachers are pivotal to the integral formation of the students, 
and emphasized the value of their building lifelong relationships with students.   
 According to Shimabukuro (2007), Catholic school teachers are called to integrate 
the religious dimensions of the Catholic school throughout the whole school curriculum. 
She explained that it is a duty, which does not undermine the subject matter of any course 
work, but “it does mean that the teacher be alert, in his or her instructional planning, to 
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opportunities that connect the religious and spiritual with the secular” (p. 27). 
Consequently, she encouraged those who teach in the Catholic schools to always be 
mindful of the religious and spiritual dimensions of the Catholic schools and to always 
align their teaching to them (Shimabukuro & Fox, 2010).    
 Groome (2011) proposed a Life to Faith and Faith to Life approach as 
pedagogical module for Catholic school educators to consider.  He clarified, “It is a 
pedagogy that encourages people to bring their lives to their faith and their faith to their 
lives” (p. 262).  He also noted that this pedagogical model entails participation, 
conversation, and presentation in a teaching and learning community. Participation for 
Groome meant active engagement by all members in building community through 
sharing their abilities and learning styles.  Conversation required attentive listening and 
the sharing of ideas and sentiments with mutual trust and respect.  The act of presentation 
was the responsibility of the educators to the faith community.  They are called to present 
the Christian story and vision in word and deed.  According to Groome, the presentation 
of this faith-content had to be in a dialogue form that would encourage the participants to 
reflect upon the truths through their own experiences.  He cautioned Catholic educators 
“not tell participants what to think, but invite them to think for themselves and to make 
this faith their own or at least to learn from it” (pp. 295-296).   
In addition, Groome (2011) elucidated eight convictions that are necessary for 
educators to implement a Life to Faith and Faith to Life approach.  For Groome, all eight 
convictions are centered on trust and are as follows: 
• To trust that people can be agents of their own knowing in Christian faith,  
 
• To trust that community is the best paradigm for educating in Christian faith 
and to build up community within teaching/learning event, 
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• To trust that people can learn from one another and that their own stories and 
visions can be a source of God’s present revelation in their lives, 
 
• To trust that the Holy Spirit continues to be present to people, revealing God’s 
will and mediating grace in the ordinary and every day of life, 
 
• To trust in the story and vision of Christian faith as the normative and life-
giving source of spiritual truths and wisdom for life-for all Christians, 
 
• To trust that people can discern how to take Christian story and vision “to 
heart” and to appropriate such spiritual wisdom into their lives, 
 
• To trust that the Holy Spirit can work through such a process and that people 
have the ability, by God’s grace, to come to their own decisions for lived, 
living, and life-giving faith, and 
 
• To trust that all people of goodwill can learn from religious education in the 
rich treasury for being human and religious that is Christian faith (p. 297). 
 
The work of Heft (2011) identified teaching as a calling that demands a whole 
hearted response because it involved informing and forming the next generation of 
Christians in matters of faith and knowledge.  Moreover, he maintained that it was a 
privilege for Catholic school educators to pass on the faith to their students through their 
examples and their words. Heft stated that “students need teachers, witnesses and 
exemplars of Christian life, who help them understand, appreciate and criticize the 
cultural trends that continues to shape them” (p.169).  Like Groome (2011), Heft 
supported critical thinking in the classroom and respecting the views and experiences that 
students bring to the teaching-learning process.  Heft recognized that the faith formation 
is an ongoing process occurring internally within both teacher and student, and 
perpetuated by their genuine pursuit for truth.  
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The Formation of Catholic Lay Educators 
 The Second Vatican Council (1965b) in its Decree on the Apostolate of Lay 
People highlighted the importance of vocation and ministry of the laity to the Church.  
This recognition also led to its awareness of its need to provide opportunities for the laity 
to be integrally formed, that is, to develop fully as persons and as ministers of faith.  
Likewise, the Second Vatican Council (1965a) in its Declaration on Christian Education 
emphasized the importance of preparing all who teach in its schools. It declared, 
Beautiful indeed and of great importance is the vocation of all those who aid 
parents in fulfilling their duties and who, as representatives of the human 
community, undertake the task of education in schools. This vocation demands 
special qualities of mind and heart, very careful preparation, and continuing 
readiness to renew and to adapt. (¶ 5) 
 
Moreover, it proclaimed that all who teach in its schools needed to acquire the necessary 
pedagogical skills required of their vocation, and that these skills were to be informed by 
sacred Scripture and Tradition as well as the discoveries in the social sciences. For the 
Church, the vocation of a Catholic school teacher was twofold: to foster the faith 
formation of individuals and to facilitate their integral human development. 
 In Lay Catholics in Schools: Witness to Faith, the CCE (1982) acknowledged 
importance of the laity to the Church and its schools and recognized their need for careful 
preparation as catechists.  It pointed out that while lay educators may have had extensive 
professional formation, their religious or theological formation has been limited.  It also 
acknowledged that in the past Catholic schools relied heavily on priests, brothers, and 
vowed religious women to catechize the faithful.  Since the teaching corps within 
Catholic schools have shifted from consecrated persons to the laity, the Church continues 
to urge lay Catholic school educators to pursue the religious training and spiritual 
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formation essential to their vocation as Catholic school teachers and catechists.  
Moreover, the CCE reaffirmed that the spiritual formation of Catholic educators and 
catechists is an ongoing, lifelong enterprise.  
In his Post Synodal Apostolic Exhortation, On the Vocation and the Mission of 
the Lay Faithful in the Church in the World, Pope John Paul II (1988) reiterated the 
essential nature of the integral faith formation of the laity “according to the union which 
exists from their being members of the Church and citizens of human society” (¶ 59.1).  
He emphasized that this formation has four key domains: spiritual, doctrinal, social 
justice, and human values.  He also maintained that the ongoing formation in these four 
areas is necessary for the laity to fulfill their vocation within the Church as teachers and 
leaders in Catholic schools.      
In its document, Co-Workers in the Vineyard of the Lord: A Resource for Guiding 
the Development of Lay Ecclesial Ministry, the USCCB (2005b) utilized the phrase “lay 
ecclesial ministers” to identify all lay “men and women of every race and culture who 
serve in parishes, schools, diocesan agencies, and Church institutions” (p. 5).  It asserted 
that “lay ecclesial ministers, just like the ordained, need and deserve formation of high 
standards, effective methods, and comprehensive goals” (p. 33).  It also posited, “the four 
areas of formation—human, spiritual, intellectual, and pastoral that provide a framework 
for the formation of … for lay ecclesial ministers as well” (p. 34). The frameworks of 
spiritual and intellectual formation are pertinent to this study and are described below.  
Spiritual Formation 
The USCCB (2005b) described the goal of spiritual formation of lay ecclesial 
ministers in these words:  
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Spiritual formation aims to arouse and animate true hunger for holiness, desire for 
union with the Father through Christ in the Spirit, daily growing in love of God 
and neighbor in life and ministry, and the practices of prayer and spirituality that 
foster these attitudes and dispositions. It promotes and strengthens that 
fundamental conversion that places God, and not oneself, at the center of one’s 
life. Openness to this ongoing conversion is a prerequisite for fruitful spiritual 
formation. (p. 38) 
 
It identified essential elements for the spiritual formation of lay ecclesial ministers as 
follows: (a) a living union with Christ; (b) a habit of reading, studying, and meditating on 
and praying with Scripture; (c) a life nurtured by liturgy and the sacraments, especially 
the Eucharist; (d) a spirituality that accepts suffering as a means of redemption; (e) an 
ecumenical spirit, and (f) a Marian spirituality. In addition, the USCCB identified the 
means by which these elements could be developed: (a) daily prayer and spiritual 
practices, (b) spiritual direction, (c) faith sharing and theological reflection, (d) the 
practice of justice and charity, and (e) celebration of the liturgical year and the study of 
the lives of the saint.  In addition, the USCCB urged all who ministered in the Church to 
actively and continuously engage in these practices as they promoted the spiritual 
development necessary for their office. 
Intellectual Formation 
 Intellectual formation of lay Catholic educators is the formation in knowledge and 
understanding of the faith and teachings of the Church. It concerns the theological 
formation of lay faithful.  The USCCB (2005b) maintained that intellectual formation in 
area of the theological knowledge of the Church will help lay ecclesial ministers know 
“the breadth of Church teaching and the richly varied theological tradition, and be able to 
access and use these resources to meet the needs of ministry today” (p. 44).  It postulated 
the importance of knowing and understanding the following critical elements of 
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theological literacy: (a) scripture and its interpretation, (b) dogmatic theology, (c) Church 
history, (d) liturgical and sacramental theology, (e) moral theology and Catholic social 
teaching, (f) pastoral theology, and (g) Canon law.  In addition, USCCB identified 
multiple means by which intellectual formation on theological issues could be fostered. 
These methods include: (a) small groups discussion, (b) lectures, (c) independent 
research, (d) guided learning projects, (e) theological reflection on field experience, and 
(f) distance learning and other internet sources.  In addition, the USCCB then urged all 
who ministered in the Church to actively and continuously engage in these practices as 
they promoted the intellectual development necessary for their office. 
The USCCB (2005b) concluded that well-formed lay ecclesial ministers are those 
who actively engage in their ongoing development as integrated human, spiritual, 
intellectual, and pastoral beings. This well integrated formation will enable the lay 
Catholic educators to “see the face of a Church that presents that of Christ, praying, 
listening, learning and teaching in fraternal communion” (CCC, 2007, ¶33).  The USCCB 
also proposed the great necessity for an ongoing formation “which strengthens ministerial 
identity as well as enhancing ministerial skills” (p. 51).  In consonant, Catholic Bishops 
Conference of Nigeria (2005) on the need for the ongoing formation of lay educators also 
affirmed that “there is need to ensure the continuing formation of Catholic teachers 
through regular seminars, workshops, and some forms of pastoral guidance” (¶5.3).  
Summary of Catechesis in General 
 This first section of literature review defined catechesis as an ongoing formation 
of disciples of Christ.  It enumerated six interrelated catechetical tasks (knowledge of the 
faith, liturgical life, moral formation, prayer, communal life, and missionary spirit) 
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through which catechesis achieves its aim.  It maintained that the Catholic school is one 
of the privileged places for the ministry of catechesis.  Moreover, both Church documents 
and related literature on the Catholic education opined that the extent to which the 
Catholic school fulfills its catechetical role in the Church depends greatly upon its 
administrators-teachers.  Consequently, the careful formation of Catholic school 
educators is essential to their fulfillment of their responsibilities as catechists and as 
facilitators of the integral formation of those in their charge.  Most importantly, their 
formation comprises the aspects of human, spiritual, intellectual, and pastoral; and it is 
ongoing. 
Six Tasks of Catechesis and Their Integration in the Catholic School 
 This second section of the literature review was divided into two subsections. The 
first presented the Church documents that addressed and described the six tasks of 
catechesis.  The second reported on the Church documents and related literature 
concerning the integration of each of the six tasks of catechesis in the Catholic school. 
    The Six Tasks of Catechesis 
  The six tasks of catechesis (knowledge of the faith, liturgical life, moral 
formation, prayer, communal life, and missionary spirit) were first postulated in the 
General Directory for Catechesis [GDC] (Congregation for the Clergy, 1997).  In 1999, 
the USCCB published Our Hearts Were Burning Within Us, which addressed the six 
tasks of catechesis in greater detail and highlighted the importance of ongoing adult faith 
formation relative to them.  In 2005 the USCCB published the National Directory for 
Catechesis (NDC), which was the third Church document that focused on the six tasks of 
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catechesis.  Consequently, the six tasks of catechesis will be reviewed and described on 
the basis of these three documents. 
Knowledge of the Faith 
According to Congregation for the Clergy (1997) and USCCB (1999, 2005a) the 
first tasks of catechesis is promoting the knowledge of the faith.  The purpose of this task 
is to help the catechized to know God through the study of and gradual understanding of 
Sacred Scripture and Sacred Tradition.  In this task, the catechized is introduced to the 
meaning of the Creed, Church doctrines, Church teachings, and its position in the 
hierarchy of truths.  
Liturgical Life 
For Congregation for the Clergy (1997) and USCCB (1999, 2005a) the second 
task of catechesis is education concerning liturgical life.  Its purpose is to teach the 
catechized the meaning of the liturgy and the sacraments, especially the Eucharist, and to 
encourage active and full participation in the liturgical celebrations as sources of God’s 
grace.  Liturgical education also encourages the catechized to experience the celebration 
of the paschal mystery through the sacramental life of the Church.  It invites them to 
share and participate in the Church’s daily prayer and Liturgy of the Hours.  It also helps 
the catechized to understand and appreciate the common priesthood of all the faithful and 
the difference it has from the ministerial priesthood (USCCB, 1999).  In addition, 
liturgical education helps to prepare for the “initial celebration of sacraments and 
provides enrichment following their reception” (USCCB, 2005a, p. 60). 
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Moral Formation 
The third task of catechesis promotes moral formation in Jesus Christ.  It invites 
the catechized to follow the exemplary life of Christ, as a means to conversion and to the 
transformation of heart and mind (Congregation for the Clergy, 1997; USCCB, 1999; 
2005a).  The Congregation for the Clergy declared that, “The Sermon on the Mount, in 
which Jesus takes up the Decalogue, and impresses upon it the spirit of the beatitudes, is 
an indispensable point of reference for the moral formation, which is most necessary 
today” (¶85).  Central to this third task of catechesis is promoting within the catechized a 
good conscience that is effective in both their personal and social lives.  For a well-
developed conscience is foundational to living the social teaching of the Church, which 
champions respecting and safeguarding the dignity of every human person.   
Prayer 
For Congregation for the Clergy (1997) and USCCB (1999, 2005a) the fourth task 
of catechesis is the concept of prayer, and teaching the Christian how to pray with Christ.  
According to the Congregation for the Clergy “to pray with Jesus is to pray with the same 
sentiments with which he turned to the Father: adoration, praise, thanksgiving, filial 
confidence, supplication and awe of his glory” (¶85).  It also noted that Jesus’ sentiments 
in prayer are summarized in the prayer that Jesus taught his disciples—the Our Father, 
“which is the model of all Christian prayer” (¶85).  The USCCB (1999) highlighted that 
the catechesis of prayer includes knowing and experiencing devotions to the Blessed 
Virgin Mary and the saints as well as knowing and experiencing different forms of 
prayer: vocal, meditative, contemplative, and communal.  The USCCB (2005a) also 
noted that, “prayer should be the ordinary environment for all catechesis so that the 
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knowledge and practice of the Christian life may be understood and celebrated in its 
proper context” (p. 61). 
Communal Life 
The fifth task of catechesis is education for communal life.  It centers on 
preparing the Christian to live in community and to participate actively in the life and 
mission of the Church.  It uses Christ’s example modeled in the Gospel to illustrate the 
elements of a communal life.  Consequently, it teaches that such living integrates 
simplicity, humility, care of the poor, fraternal correction, common prayer, mutual 
forgiveness, and fraternal love.  In addition, this fifth task teaches the catechized the 
importance of living up to their responsibilities toward others in their families and in their 
society, and if they are married to their spouses.  In addition, educating for communal life 
helps to promote the ecumenical movement in the Church, which encourages respect for 
members of other Christian denominations (Congregation for the Clergy, 1997; USCCB, 
1999; 2005a).   
Missionary Spirit 
The sixth task of catechesis concerns promoting a missionary spirit within the 
catechized.  This task continues the mission, which Christ entrusted to his apostles to 
make the Gospel known to all nations.  Essentially, this missionary spirit enables the 
faithful to be present as Christians in society, and to spread the good news of salvation 
within the various realms of their different vocations.  This task also educates Christians 
about the Church’s social teachings so that they may live them.  It also teaches the 
importance of interreligious dialogue and the call for the catechized to participate in this 
dialogue with Christian spirit (Congregation for the Clergy, 1997; USCCB, 1999; 2005a). 
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 The collective purpose of the six tasks of catechesis is put “people not only in 
touch, but also in communion and intimacy with Jesus Christ” (John Paul II, 1979, ¶5).  
As such, the six tasks are inextricably related to each other.  Consequently, the 
Congregation for the Clergy (1997) decreed, “when catechesis omits one of these 
elements, the Christian faith does not attain its full development” (¶87).  The USCCB 
(1999) confirmed this teaching noting that; “the ongoing development of a living, 
explicit, and fruitful Christian faith in adulthood requires growth in all six dimensions. 
Each of them is a fundamental aspect of Christian life and is a foundational content area 
for adult faith formation” (¶ 90).  In addition, the USCCB (2005a) declared,   
Each task, from its own perspective, realizes the object of catechesis, and all the 
tasks are interdependent. Knowledge of the Christian faith, for example, leads to 
celebrating it in the sacramental liturgy. Participation in the sacramental life 
encourages moral transformation in Christ. Christian moral living leads to prayer, 
enhances community life, and encourages a missionary spirit. (p. 63) 
 
Integration of Six Tasks of Catechesis in the Catholic School 
This second subsection reviewed Church writings and related literature on 
Catholic education concerning the integration of the six tasks of catechesis within the 
Catholic school.  It addressed each task separately.  However, it also highlighted the 
interconnection of all six tasks.  
Promoting Knowledge of the Faith in the Catholic School 
  The Catechism of Catholic Church [CCC] (2000) defines faith as, “a personal 
adherence of the whole man to God who reveals himself. It involves an ascent of the 
intellect and will to the self-revelation God has made through his deeds and words” (¶ 
176).  In addition, as one of the theological virtues, the CCC described faith as a “virtue 
by which we believe in God and believe all that he has said and revealed to us, and that 
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Holy Church proposes for our belief, because he is truth itself” (¶ 1814).  Accordingly, 
Groome (1998, 2011) noted that faith is a supernatural gift that shows itself both in our 
relationship with God and one another.  He also maintained that one’s response to faith as 
a divine gift depends one’s relationship with one’s God and one’s fellow creatures.  
 The Second Vatican Council (1965a) identified the Catholic school as a 
distinctive faith community that develops the seed of faith sown in the students through 
baptism, so that this faith is nurtured to bear fruit in the lives of the students.  It declared, 
“the Catholic school enables young people, while developing their own personality, to 
grow at the same time in that new life which has been given to them in baptism” (¶ 8). 
Therefore, the Church recognizes the primary goal of the Catholic school to be promotion 
of the knowledge of the faith (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE, 1977; 
1982).  In order to fulfill this goal, education in the knowledge of faith has to “permeate 
the whole curriculum, its dynamics, content, and environment” (Groome, 1991, p. 30). 
 According to the CCE (1977), the Catholic school is called to foster in students a 
life of faith grounded in Sacred Scripture and Sacred Tradition.  For the Catholic Church, 
Sacred Scripture and Sacred Tradition are the sources of the Catholic faith, which are, in 
turn, summarized in the Creed (CCC, 2000; Second Vatican Council, 1965b).  The 
Congregation for the Clergy (1997) described the Creed as “the compendium of Scripture 
and of the faith of the Church” (¶ 85).  Therefore, promoting the knowledge of the faith 
in Catholic schools requires a knowledge and understanding of Sacred Scripture and 
Sacred Tradition as well as the teachings of beliefs articulated in the creed.  CCE (1977) 
stated,  
No Catholic school can adequately fulfill its educational role on its own. It must 
continually be fed and stimulated by its Source of life, the Saving Word of Christ, 
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as it is expressed in Sacred Scripture, in Tradition, especially liturgical and 
sacramental tradition, and in the lives of people, past and present, who bear 
witness to that Word. (¶ 54)        
       
The CCE (1977, 1982) declared that when promoting knowledge of the faith in 
the Catholic school, the Catholic school has to create an awareness of the tension that 
arises between faith and culture.  Moreover, it maintained that those who teach and lead 
in a Catholic school are called to synthesize faith and culture because “the integration of 
culture and faith is mediated by the other integration of faith and life in the person of the 
teacher” (CCE, 1977, ¶43). This integration will assist the students to grow in their 
knowledge, understanding, and appreciation of their Christian faith.  Consequently, 
attention to culture is necessary because every enduring faith is built within the context of 
a culture (Gallagher, 1998; Leinhard, 2006a; Shorter, 2006; Udeani, 2007).  Specifically, 
Leinhard asserted that proper integration of faith and culture in the Catholic school 
enables the students “to discern what is good in society, and to embrace what is right and 
transform the culture (and their influences) to that which espouses Christian values” (p. 
89).           
 Inyanwachi (2007), in the context of integration of culture and faith in the 
Catholic school, conducted a content analysis of selected documents of the Roman and 
Nigerian Church to identify the Church’s directives on inculturation that would be 
relevant to Catholic education in Nigeria.  Inyanwachi’s analysis found that the Church 
has repeatedly heralded the need for Catholic school educators to witness and to teach the 
synthesis of culture and faith through their own lives and to facilitate their reality in the 
lives of their students.  Inyanwachi reported that ecclesial writings affirmed that teachers 
in the Catholic schools are called “always to be alert for opportunities to initiate the 
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appropriate dialogue between culture and faith in order to bring the interior synthesis of 
the student to a deeper level” (p.165). His study reaffirmed that the role of education is to 
create an encouraging environment for proper dialogue between culture and faith.  
 Likewise Dunlap (2001) maintained that the task of promoting the knowledge of 
the faith in the Catholic school required Catholic school teachers to intentionally share 
their Catholic faith with their students.  This sharing of the faith, Dunlap asserted, 
deepened both the faith of the students as well as the educators since faith is multiplied 
when it is shared. The CCC (2000) affirmed,  
Faith is a personal act—the free response of the human person to the initiative of 
God who reveals himself. But faith is not an isolated act. No one can believe 
alone, just as no one can live alone. You have not given yourself faith as you have 
not given yourself life. The believer has received faith from others and should 
hand it on to others. Our love for Jesus and for our neighbors impels us to speak 
to others about our faith. Each believer is thus a link in the great chain of 
believers. I cannot believe without being carried by the faith of others, and by my 
faith I help support others in the faith. (¶ 166)  
           
The Church (NCCB, 1972) further recognized that faith is a gift from God and 
that is nurtured in a faith community.  Moreover, it teaches that faith is the foundation of 
the Christian life and permeates all aspects of Christian living.  It is expressed through 
prayer; it is celebrated through the liturgy and the sacraments; it is lived through moral 
life; and it shows itself in service of men and women in the world. Hence, promoting 
knowledge of the faith is related and connected to all other tasks of catechesis. 
Educating for Liturgical Life in the Catholic School 
Liturgy is the worship of God.  It is the action of and for the Church through 
which a Christian community celebrates its faith. The Second Vatican Council (1963) 
decreed, 
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In the liturgy the sanctification of women and men is given expression in symbols 
perceptible by the senses and is carried out in ways appropriate to each of them. 
In it, complete and definitive public worship is performed by the mystical body of 
Jesus Christ, that is, by the Head and his members. From this it flows that every 
liturgical celebration, because it is an action of Christ the priest and of his body, 
which is the church, is a preeminently sacred action. No other action of the church 
equals its effectiveness by the same title or to the same degree. (¶ 7) 
 
To this the CCC (2000) added that liturgy is the celebrated faith of the Church, which 
enriches the life of the faithful “so that the faithful may live from it and bear witness to it 
in the world” (¶ 1068).         
 Relative to its Catholic school, the Second Vatican Council (1963) declared that 
through liturgical education students are provided with the opportunity for “full, 
conscious, and active part in liturgical celebrations, which is demanded by the very 
nature of the liturgy” (¶ 14).  Building on this teaching the USCCB (2005a) affirmed that 
liturgical catechesis in the Catholic school “fosters a deep sense of the meaning of liturgy 
and sacraments” (p. 111) for it provides opportunities for the Christian community to 
reflect upon the reasons for liturgy and upon the importance of its celebration.  
 The CCE (1988) highlighted that Catholic school leaders and teachers have to be 
mindful that the celebration of the sacraments is at the heart of the liturgical celebrations 
of the Church. Hence, the sacraments are to be celebrated, experienced, and lived out for 
their efficaciousness and effectiveness.  The CCE asserted, “the essential point for 
students to understand is that Jesus Christ is always truly present in the Sacraments which 
he has instituted, and his presence makes them efficacious means of grace” (¶ 78).  
Therefore, a clear understanding of the meaning and effects of the sacraments is 
important if students are to participate in them and fully benefit from them.  Most 
importantly, the Catholic school is called to have at its center of liturgical education the 
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Eucharist, which is “the sacrament of the sacraments” (CCC, 2000, ¶1211) and “the heart 
and summit of the Church’s life” (CCC, 2000 ¶ 1407).  For it is through, the sacrament of 
the Eucharist, the faithful become one with God and one with each other.   
 The work of Mongoven (2000) maintained that it is essential for Catholic school 
teachers to link all aspects of school life to liturgy.  It noted that liturgical catechesis 
occurs in the planning and preparations for liturgy, in the experience of the liturgy itself, 
and in the reflection of the liturgical experiences.  It maintained that a well-celebrated 
liturgy is one that is fully lived within the daily lives of the faithful.  Mongoven asserted,  
We cannot differentiate what we do at the altar from what we do during the rest of 
our lives, nor what we do during the week from what we do at Sunday worship. 
Neither the individual nor the community can celebrate the reign of God in liturgy 
and not strive for it in daily life. (p. 264) 
     
For Mongoven, liturgical catechesis or education in liturgical life is all encompassing, 
enabling students to conceive Christian living as sacramental.  Her ideas are supported by 
Dunlap (2001), who maintained that liturgical education extends beyond simply teaching 
about liturgy and sacraments to initiating the students to become more attuned to 
embracing a liturgical way of living.       
 The work of Cook (2001) suggested that it would be beneficial for Catholic 
schools to align their school year with the Church’s liturgical year so that teachers and 
students may know, participate, and celebrate the Church’s liturgical seasons of Advent, 
Christmas, Ordinary time, Lent, and Easter.  In addition, it suggested that recognition of 
the feasts of the Church, school patron saints, as well as the beginning and ending of a 
school year would permit teachers and students to experience meaningful liturgical 
celebrations and paraliturgial activities as a faith community.  It also encouraged Catholic 
school leaders and teachers to utilize the liturgical celebrations in their schools “to 
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showcase Gospel values and the school’s religious mission” (p. 57).   
 The work of Heft (2011) highlighted the importance of student participation in 
liturgies.  It encouraged teachers to guide their students in the liturgical planning and 
celebrations so that they may have experiences as readers, communion ministers, cantors, 
musicians, and ushers, and may learn the sacred meaning for each task.  It suggested that 
a well prepared and celebrated liturgy aids students in learning about different symbols, 
rituals, and postures that are present in the liturgical celebration, especially the Eucharist. 
It concluded that liturgical celebrations “educate, that is, draw out of people what is 
deepest in them—the desire of God and communion with others” (p. 87).  
Facilitating Moral Formation in the Catholic School 
 Morality is an encompassing concept, which has been defined and described in 
different ways.  However, Christian morality refers to rightful living built upon and 
mirroring the life of Christ as presented in the gospels. Thus, moral formation in the 
Catholic school concerns encouraging students “ to follow Christ and to learn more and 
more within the Church to think like him, to judge like him, to act in conformity with his 
commandments, and to hope as he invites us to” (John Paul II, 1979, ¶ 20).  According to 
the Congregation for Clergy (1997), Christian moral formation is grounded in the Ten 
Commandments (The Decalogue) and the Sermon on the Mount, especially in relation to 
the beatitudes. Consequently, it is the responsibility of Catholic school educator to teach 
the life and lessons of Christ as well as the teachings of Church in order to aid students in 
living a moral life.  It is also the duty of the Catholic school educator to assist students in 
their conscience formation and maturation, which is an ongoing, developmental process. 
 In addition, the work of Simon (2001) suggested that when Catholic school 
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teachers designed their curriculum around moral issues, it aided students in understanding 
their importance and assisted them in utilizing moral guidelines and norms within their 
decision-making and their lives. He also found that the moral formation of students is 
facilitated when the following factors are in place within a classroom: (a) when class 
activities allow the least verbal students to participate fully, (b) when class activities are 
void of polarization, (c) when the teacher supports students in developing an informed 
point of view, (d) when students are encouraged and given the freedom to shift their 
opinions as warranted, and (e) when students are taught tools of discussion along with 
developing informed points of view.   
Likewise, Nucci (2001) noted that students grow morally when moral values are 
infused throughout the curriculum.  He also asserted, “the manner in which teachers and 
schools establish and maintain conventions and moral standards form a substantial aspect 
of the schools’ contribution to students’ socio-moral development” (p. 167).  Like 
Jackson (1968), Nucci held that the moral formation of students is highly dependent upon 
the implicit or hidden curriculum of the school—that is all that is taught through the 
structure and procedures used in a school.  Like Jackson, Nucci affirmed that doing 
things with intentionality and awareness are critical to fostering the moral formation of 
teachers and students alike.     
For Grace (2002) the moral formation of students is rooted in their respect for 
human life and for human dignity, and their understanding that each person is created in 
the image and likeness of God.  This moral imperative is centered on the Gospel of Christ 
and teachings of the Church, which defines life from conception until natural death.  
Grace emphasized,  
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Much of the moral teaching of these Catholic schools focused upon the principle 
of respecting the dignity and worth of individuals. Taking this principle seriously 
raised questions about economic and social relations in society and in the global 
economy, about institutional cultures and the treatment of persons and about 
personal morality including sexual relations…. Taking ‘dignity of the person’ as a 
central moral principle also raised a set of other questions about how their own 
schools operated in practice. These questions related to race and gender issues in 
the schools and crucially to whether or not their own students experienced 
‘dignity of the person’ as a reality in the school culture. (pp. 226-227)  
          
For Bretzke (2004), the development of a good moral conscience is central to 
moral formation.  He pointed out that an informed and formed conscience assist 
individuals in doing the good and avoiding evil.  For the Church the conscience is “a 
judgment of reason whereby the human person recognizes the moral quality of a concrete 
act that he is going to perform, is in the process of performing, or has already completed” 
(CCC, 2000, ¶ 1778).  Thus, Catholic school is called to assist the students in forming 
and informing their consciences in order that they may live and choose rightly.   
 Lickona and Davidson’s (2005) work on secondary education in the United States 
maintained that all educational institutions—public, private, and parochial are inherently 
responsible for aiding students to be both smart and good.   It also noted that educators 
who effectively fostered these ends within their students were found to have intentionally 
and collaboratively fostered eight character traits within their students.   Smart and good 
students were found to value lifelong learning and to be critical thinkers. They were also 
characterized as (a) diligent and capable performers, (b) socially and emotionally skilled 
persons, (c) ethical thinkers, (d) respectful and responsible moral agents, (e) self-
disciplined persons who pursue healthy lifestyles, (f) contributing community members 
and democratic citizens, and (g) spiritual persons engaged in crafting a life of noble 
purpose.   
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Lickona and Davidson’s (2005) work also affirmed that teachers are called to 
assist students in knowing the good, desiring the good, and doing the good, and to do all 
three conscientiously.  Their work also substantiated that effective schools work in 
partnership with the home and parents to actualize these goals.  The work of Berkowitz 
and Bier (2005) also supported the importance of the schools partnering with the parents 
to successfully facilitate the holistic development of youth, in general and the moral 
growth of students, in particular.         
In addition, the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (2005) confirmed that 
facilitating the moral growth of students is an inherent duty of the Catholic school and 
those who teach within it.  Like Lickona and Davidson (2005), and Berkowitz and Bier 
(2005), it also affirmed the importance of school leaders and educators working in 
partnership with parents, who are the primary educators of their children and their 
children’s moral formation of their children.  In addition, it urged the continuing 
formation of Catholic school teachers as a moral agent because of their principle 
importance to moral maturation of the students. 
According to Heft (2011), an interdependent relationship exists between moral 
formation and intellectual formation.  He maintained that this connection is rooted in the 
teachings of Jesus Christ, which called the disciples to love the Lord their God with all 
their heart, mind, and strength.  For Heft, excellence in Catholic education demands 
careful attention to both moral and mental formation. He concluded, 
Intellectual development should never be separated from moral development. An 
intellectual who has no moral compass is dangerous; a moral person without 
intellectual formation may give good example, but has a hard time saying why- 
and in the worst case such a person may not be moral, since knowing is an 
important dimension of doing. Educated Christians understand that they need to 
develop both their minds and their morals. (p. 101) 
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Teaching Prayer in the Catholic School 
The CCC (2000) teaches that prayer is central to Christian life and to the mystery 
of faith that is professed in the Creed, celebrated in the sacramental liturgy, lived out in 
the moral life, and founded in a relationship with the Triune God.  According to Lienhard 
(2006b) prayer sustains our relationship with God because “it is the communication of 
the soul with God” (p. 7).  As such, prayer grounds Christians in their relationship with 
God, and it occupies an important place in their formation as disciples of Christ.  
 According to Nuzzi (2001), Jesus is the model of prayer life for both teachers and 
students in the Catholic school because Jesus’ life revealed persistence in prayer and the 
power of prayer.  Nuzzi maintained that Jesus modeled an active prayer life in his 
teaching and ministry.  Nuzzi also noted that a good prayer life connects our life to our 
prayer and our prayer to our life.  He called it an “integration of contemplation and 
action, of religion and knowledge” (p. 79).      
 Cook (2001) recognized the importance of praying daily as a school community 
and as a classroom community.  He encouraged Catholic school leaders and teachers to 
start each school day with a prayer.  He stated that “Catholic educational leaders must see 
to it that every member of the school community, especially students, experience prayer 
as an integral part of school life” (p. 48).  Cook encouraged teachers to teach different 
forms of prayer to mirror the diversity of the students in their classrooms.  He also 
encouraged schools to provide teachers with resources on prayer so that they could teach 
students to pray in meaningful ways.  He argued that, “the more routine and natural 
Catholic educators can make classroom prayer, the more Catholic educators build 
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Catholic culture. Placing students at such ease with prayer is perhaps the most wonderful 
gift that Catholic educators can offer students” (p. 50).  
For Dunlap (2004), developing a student’s prayer life is essential because prayer 
stands at the foundation of a person’s relationship with God and with others.  She 
maintained that the environment of prayer in Catholic schools gives the students the 
opportunity to know and experience prayer in several forms—vocal, meditative, and 
contemplative.  She suggested that students be introduced and encouraged to use the 
different forms of prayer in their day-to-day prayer life.  Dunlap encouraged the teachers 
to develop and deepen their own prayer life, so that in turn, they could deepen the prayer 
life of their students.  She noted that if teachers did not have a developed prayer life 
themselves, they could not foster one within their students.  
Archbishop Miller (2006) noted that when prayer permeates the whole curriculum 
of the Catholic school “students learn to pray in times of sorrow and joy, of 
disappointment and celebration, of difficulty and success. Such prayer teaches students 
that they belong to the communion of saints, a community that knows no bounds” (p. 40). 
He also maintained that prayer in the Catholic schools should include both traditional and 
popular Catholic devotions to Christ, Mary, and the saints, the study of the Scriptures, the 
reading of spiritual books, and the practice of celebrating the Church’s liturgical year. 
The Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (2005) also supported these actions and 
urged teachers in Nigeria to provide students with ongoing opportunities to engage in 
these prayer and devotional practices.     
 Lienhard (2006b) explained that teaching prayer to students would be challenging 
to those teachers who do not have that spiritual ability.  For her the “best way to teach 
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prayer is to be prayerful, and to lead prayer” (p. 21). She suggested that prayer can be 
taught by in multiple ways: (a) encouraging the students to create prayer journals, (b) 
having students learn the prayers for different parts of the mass, (c) making prayer cards 
for different events, (d) participating and leading prayers before and after class, and (e) 
forming prayer groups or partners that pray and support another.  Furthermore, she 
suggested that teachers work closely with the parents, the primary educators of their 
children, in fostering family prayer time.  In this regard Pope Benedict XVI (2009) 
affirmed, 
It is vitally important to pray in the family at the most appropriate and significant 
moments. The Master is definitely present in the family that listens to and 
meditates upon the Word of God, that learns what is most important in life from 
Him and puts His teachings into practice. In this way individual and family life is 
gradually transformed and improved, dialogue is enriched, the faith is transmitted 
to children, and the pleasure of being together increases and the home becomes 
more unified and consolidated, like a house built upon rock. (p. 1)    
 
For Lienhard (2006b), prayer life in a Catholic school is supported by providing 
students with a sacred space, like a chapel or a prayer center, for prayer.  She suggested 
that the sacred space be established to accommodate both individual and collective 
prayer, and to be accessible to all the students.  She also maintained that students and 
teachers are to be encouraged to utilize this sacred space for prayer.  She concluded that 
such efforts assist in making the environment of the Catholic school an environment of 
prayer.         
Fourre, Fulay, Iwanski and Petitfils (2007) observed that providing opportunities 
for both personal and communal prayer is an important aspect of campus ministry in the 
Catholic secondary school. They noted that both personal and communal prayers of 
thanksgiving, intercession, and forgiveness give students the opportunity to recognize the 
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presence of God in their lives. They maintained that prayer opportunities need to 
permeate the life of the school and suggested that the school public address system could 
be used to invite all students to pray at a common time during school hours either before 
or at the end of school day. They also highlighted the importance of school retreats as 
great opportunities for students to pray and deepen their prayer life. They opined that, “of 
the various programs within the Catholic high school campus ministries, retreats are 
among the most important and intricate. Well done retreats can be some of the most 
effective tools campus ministries use to bring the students to Christ” (p. 53).   
Building Communal Life in the Catholic School 
The call to communal life is central to Catholic education, and it is rooted in the 
teachings and life of Jesus Christ (CCE, 1977; Moore 2000).  Education for communal 
life in Catholic schools calls for the spirit and attitude of fraternal love, tolerance, 
accommodation, and cooperation among the teachers, and between teachers and students. 
Most importantly, it calls Catholic schools to create within their walls a community of 
learning and a community of faith permeated with  “an atmosphere animated by a spirit 
of liberty and charity based on the Gospel” (Second Vatican Council, 1965a, ¶ 8).  
Central to this charge are the building of relationships and the fostering of an ecumenical 
spirit: two topics that have been extensively explored. 
 According to Shimabukuro (1998, 2001), the formation of communal life in 
Catholic education is grounded in positive and caring interpersonal relationships among 
the faculty, and between the faculty and the students.  She (1998) noted that the “true 
formation of the teacher, as well as of the students, cannot occur in isolation.  It must take 
place in the context of a community, which brings forth the significant theme of the 
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teacher as a community-builder” (p. 8).  She maintained that as a community-builder, the 
teacher recognizes the dignity of each student, appreciates student diversity, and 
welcomes all students irrespective of their status, race, or class.    
 Likewise, Archbishop Miller (2006), Sergiovanni (2009), and Cook and Simonds 
(2011) maintained that the building of communal life through caring interrelationships is 
foundational to the mission of Catholic education and is central to its success.  For 
Archbishop Miller, “this communal dimension is rooted both in the social nature of the 
human person and in the reality of the Church” (p. 28).  He maintained that this 
relationship is also strengthened by teamwork between the school and home, cooperation 
between bishops and educators, and interaction between teacher and students.  For 
Sergiovanni, a Catholic school community is formed and guided by relationships that are 
inclusive and share common values and beliefs.  According to Cook and Simonds, 
successful Catholic schools form a “culture of relationships” between students with God, 
self, others, communities, and creation. For Cook and Simonds, the Catholic school, “is 
authentically and distinctively Catholic when it fosters relationships that are both human 
and divine” (p. 323).          
In addition to the importance of forming positive and caring interpersonal 
relationships, the Congregation for the Clergy (1997) maintained that the education for 
communal life is intertwined with the Church’s teachings on Ecumenism.  It noted that 
catechesis relative to communal life provides the opportunity to study and understand the 
relationship of Christians with individuals of other faiths, especially Catholic students’ 
relationship with their fellow Christian students who are not Catholics.  Further, it noted 
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that the Decree on Ecumenism (Second Vatican Council, 1964) calls Christians to care 
about those of others faith. This document decreed,   
In ecumenical work, Catholics must assuredly be concerned for the members of 
separated Christian communities, praying for them, keeping them informed about 
the church, making first approaches toward them. But their primary duty is to 
make a careful and honest appraisal of whatever needs to be renewed and done in 
the Catholic household itself, in order that its life may bear witness more clearly 
and more faithfully to the teachings and institutions which have been handed 
down from Christ through the apostles. (¶ 4) 
 
Church documents on Catholic education have called Catholics on the basis of Christian 
love to embrace all, who share a belief in Jesus Christ (CCE, 1982, 1988, 1997, 2007).  In 
its 1982 document the CCE stated, “The attitude should not only be one of respect, but 
also welcoming, and open to dialogue motivated by a universal Christian love” (¶ 55). It 
also stated: 
Therefore, while Catholic educators will teach doctrine in conformity with their 
own religious convictions and in accord with the identity of the school, they must 
at the same time have the greatest respect for those students who are not 
Catholics. They should be open at all times to authentic dialogue, convinced that 
in these circumstances the best testimony that they can give of their own faith is a 
warm and sincere appreciation for anyone who is honestly seeking God according 
to his or her own conscience. (¶ 42) 
 
Gros (1999) suggested ways in which the Catholic school, through its curriculum, 
faculty, governing boards, and outreach programs could contribute to the ecumenical 
vision of Second Vatican Council.  He noted that Catholic school is an important place 
for nurturing the Church’s commitment to Christian unity. He encouraged the Catholic 
school to “provide occasional adult Christian education programs that enrich the faith of 
the parents and wider Catholic community and enhance understanding of Catholic 
ecumenical principles and the results of our dialogue and collaboration” (p. 395).  He 
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asserted that it is the responsibility of those who teach and manage the Catholic schools 
to be at the frontline in promoting the ecumenical spirit in Catholic schools. He stated: 
Students acquire their attitudes about other Christians and zeal for Christian unity 
from the interests, openness, and enthusiasm of teachers as much as they learn it 
in the content of religion classes. The encouragement of administrators and the 
symbolic leadership of presidents and principals are factors in the ecumenical 
horizon developed in the faculty community. Modeling ecumenical openness, 
prayer for the unity of the Church, and dialogue on the part of leadership provide 
both students and faculty with role models for bringing these Catholic 
commitments into the daily life of the school. (pp. 391-392) 
  
In his later work Gros (2005) highlighted the importance of ecumenical concerns in 
secondary Catholic education.  He posited, 
As the Church moves more deeply into communion with other Christians and our 
programs of catechesis attempt to keep pace, our secondary curricula and social 
context will be an important locus for leadership training. It is during the 
adolescent years that the intellectual imaginations, and often the career horizons 
of young Christians, begin to take shape…. Active engagement in the ecumenical 
mission of the Church, like social justice, liturgical awareness, and biblical 
enthusiasm are important resources for the secondary school teacher in bringing 
alive the religious imagination of the adolescent. (p. 74) 
 
Heft (2011) reported that today’s Catholic schools are experiencing a growing 
diversity of faiths within their student bodies.  He noted that this reality not only provides 
Catholic teachers and students the opportunity to understand more deeply what it means 
to be a Catholic, it also enables them to learn more about the beliefs systems of others.  In 
addition, Heft maintained that this situation may permit Catholic school teachers to 
“teach a capacious, and therefore more authentic, form of Catholicism” (p. 132).  He also 
emphasized that awareness of other religious beliefs permitted the opportunity to 
understand their tenets, and to show respect for them, while learning to appreciate one’s 
Catholic doctrines.   
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Fostering the Missionary Spirit in the Catholic School 
The missionary call given by Jesus Christ to his apostles over 2000 years to make 
disciples of all nations continues today (Congregation for the Clergy, 1997).  Those who 
lead and teach in Catholic schools have also received this task, and as catechists they are 
called to promote a missionary spirit that prepares the faithful to be present as Christians 
in society, and to do their part to spread the good news of the salvation of Christ to the 
world.  The CCE (1997) acknowledged that while the Church uses every possible means 
to carry on this mission, it relies greatly on its school for assistance with this divine 
mandate.           
 For the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (2005) the “Catholic school is the 
privileged environment in which Christian education is carried out. It is thus a place of 
evangelization” (¶ 2.2).  In addition, it is a sacred environment, where its leaders, 
teachers, and students are called to witness in words and deeds their discipleship in 
Christ.  Christian discipleship is a call to living the teachings of Christ and the Church 
and to witnessing openness to interreligious dialogue (Congregation for the Clergy, 
1997).  Central to the promotion of a Christian missionary spirit within Catholic schools 
is knowing, understanding, and living the social teachings of the Catholic Church, also 
known as Catholic social doctrine.  These Catholic social teachings focus on seven 
themes: (a) life and dignity of the human person (b) call to family, community, and 
participation (c) rights and responsibilities (d) option for the poor and vulnerable (e) 
dignity of work and rights of workers (f) solidarity, and (g) care for God’s creation 
(USCCB, 1998).  The USCCB acknowledged that its “social teaching is a rich treasure of 
wisdom about building a just society and living lives of holiness amidst the challenges of 
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modern society” (p. 1).  In addition, it emphasized the importance of proper integration of 
these principles in the Catholic schools:  
We want to encourage a fuller integration of the Church's social tradition into the 
mainstream of Catholic education and Catechesis. We seek to encourage a more 
integral sharing of the substance of Catholic social teaching in Catholic education 
and catechesis at every level. The commitment to human life and dignity, to 
human rights and solidarity, is a calling all Catholic educators must share with 
their students. It is not a vocation for a few religion teachers, but a challenge for 
every Catholic educator and catechist. (p. 8)  
     
The USCCB also pointed out that respect for a human being’s life and dignity is at the 
center of all Catholic social teaching principles and that “the measure of every institution 
is whether it threatens or enhances the life and dignity of the human person” (p. 4). 
 In addition to teaching and living the Catholic social teachings as a means of 
facilitating the missionary spirit in students, Bryon (2000) found that participation in 
well-organized service learning projects not only fostered the missionary spirit within 
students, they also facilitated the integration of Catholic social teaching into the school’s 
entire curriculum.  Projects that were perceived as relevant to the needs of others, and of 
high interest to students were found by Bryon to promote the spiritual and moral growth 
in students.  In addition, Furrore et al. (2007) found that “carefully designed reflection 
before, during, and after service experiences helped the students reap the maximum 
benefits from their work and help them remember and apply their new insights to future 
endeavors” (p. 39). Lessons learn by the students from these experiences and reflections 
are that the missionary call to service extends beyond their school years and continues 
their entire Christian lives.  
For Palestini (2009), the Catholic school is a “catalyst for social transformation” 
(p. 101).  He maintained that through its mission, vision, and core values, the Catholic 
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school is charged with fostering the missionary spirit of its school community. Like 
Bryon (2000) and Furrore et al. (2007), he maintained that participation in service 
learning programs and community service projects provided students the opportunity “to 
act compassionately and courageously to transform social structure and relationships that 
dehumanize and victimize persons” (p. 101).  Hence, he supported their continuous 
integration into the curriculum of the Catholic school.  In addition, Palestini concluded 
that such service programs provided the means for students to know and realize the 
Catholic social teaching of the Church.  Palestini’s findings are also substantiated by the 
works of Groome (2011), Heft (2011), and Taymans and Connors (2011)    
 Promoting the missionary spirit of students within Catholic schools is also aided 
by fostering openness to interreligious dialogue (Congregation for the Clergy, 1997). As 
Catholic schools’ population become a mixture of Catholics and non-Christian students 
and teachers, such openness is essential to the building of community and the Church’s 
call to evangelization. The call to reach out to those of differing faiths was sanctioned by 
the Second Vatican Council (1965c).  Specifically, it decreed, 
The Church, therefore, urges its sons and daughters to enter with prudence and 
charity into discussion and collaboration with members of other religions. Let 
Christians, while witnessing to their own faith and way of life, acknowledge, 
preserve and encourage the spiritual and moral truths found among non-
Christians, together with their social life and culture. (¶ 2) 
 
Post-conciliar writings (CCE 1977, 1982, 1988) have also recognized the 
importance of respecting the religious orientations and freedom of non-Christian 
students, who attend Catholic schools the world over. In 1988, the CCE stated,  
Not all students in Catholic schools are members of the Catholic Church; not all 
are Christians. There are, in fact, countries in which the vast majority of the 
students are not Catholics…. The religious freedom and the personal conscience 
of individual students and their families must be respected, and this freedom is 
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explicitly recognized by the Church. On the other hand, a Catholic school cannot 
relinquish its own freedom to proclaim the Gospel and to offer a formation based 
on the values to be found in a Christian education; this is its right and its duty. To 
proclaim or to offer is not to impose, however; the latter suggests a moral 
violence which is strictly forbidden, both by the Gospel and by Church law. (¶ 6) 
 
Engebreston’s (2008), an Australian researcher, noted that since the Second 
Vatican Council, the Catholic Church has articulated the importance of interreligious 
dialogue.  Moreover, Engebreston reported that, “this openness is not in conflict with a 
healthy Catholic identity, but is a constitutive aspect of this identity; just as important in 
the work of the Catholic school as the linking Catholic children and young people with 
their local Catholic church structures” (p. 151).  The central mission of the Church is the 
evangelization of the world, and it relies greatly upon its Catholic schools to realize this 
ministry. Hence, the Church urges its schools to foster the missionary spirit within its 
leaders, teachers, and students, as this spirit is foundational to forming disciples of Christ, 
who will serve the Church and the world through their witness of the social teachings of 
the Church and their engagement in and respect for interreligious dialogue.  
Summary of Six Tasks of Catechesis and Their Integration in the Catholic Schools 
This second section of literature review addressed the meaning and content of 
each of the tasks of catechesis. It supported that the six tasks of catechesis are both 
interrelated and necessary for the development of a maturing Christian faith. The 
literature also supported the necessity for the Catholic school to address and integrate the 
six tasks within the school’s culture and curriculum, as these actions are fundamental to 
the mission of a Catholic school to form disciples of Christ. 
Related Empirical Studies on the Six Tasks of Catechesis and the Catholic School 
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A review of Catholic educational literature of Nigeria indicated that research on 
the six tasks of catechesis within the context of Catholic secondary education is non-
existent, and in the United States it was found to be limited.  To date, the work of 
Thompson (2011) stands alone regarding an empirical examination of all six catechetical 
tasks in the context of Catholic high schools. The review of literature also revealed that 
most studies conducted on catechesis within Catholic education have focused on 
particular tasks of catechesis. For example, Evans (2011) and Cho (2012) examined the 
topic of faith and Catholic education. Starratt (2000) explored the topic of liturgical life.  
Donovan (2000), Jones (2000) and Gorzcki (2002) focused on the task of promoting the 
moral formation of students.  Jasmine and Kim (2001) as well as Mayotte (2010) 
investigated the teaching of prayer in Catholic schools.  Jensen (2001) and Donlevy 
(2007) researched the fostering of communal life in Catholic education.  Lastly, Duffy 
(2005), Klackner (2006), and Breen (2009) examined the task of promoting a missionary 
spirit in Catholic education.  All of these works are addressed in detail in this section.  
Thompson (2011) conducted a quantitative study that utilized the Information for 
Growth (IFG) Survey published in 2006 by the National Catholic Educational 
Association (NCEA) to investigate the extent to which lay administrators in Marianist-
sponsored secondary schools were theologically literate of six tasks of catechesis: (a) 
knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal 
life, and (f) missionary spirit. He also explored the degree to which the beliefs, attitudes, 
and practices of the lay administrators within Marianist-sponsored secondary schools 
were aligned with Church teachings relative to the aforementioned content areas. Finally, 
he identified the discrete topics of Catholic theology that participants wished to 
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incorporate into their future spiritual and theological formation. His online survey study 
received a 75% response rate with 55 administrators sharing their perceptions.  
 Thompson’s (2011) study found that the majority of the participants scored in the 
strong/high category relative to their cognitive knowledge of all six tasks of catechesis. 
They also scored strong/high category in their affective beliefs relative to four of the six 
dimensions of faith: liturgical life, prayer, communal life, and missionary spirit. 
Participants scored at the moderate level in the areas of moral formation and the 
knowledge of the faith. The theological topics which received the highest degree of 
interest among the lay administrators of Marianist-sponsored secondary schools included: 
Prayer and Spirituality, Catholic Social Doctrine, Apologetics, Liturgical Services, 
History of the Church, and Politics and Religion.      
In summary, Thompson’s study found that the lay administrators of Marianist 
secondary schools were literate of theological concepts essential to leading a Catholic 
secondary school and to fulfilling their spiritual responsibilities. However, he concluded 
that “Additional study and formative experiences may be necessary for lay administrators 
to bridge the gap between content knowledge and beliefs and practices in the dimensions 
of Liturgical Life, Moral Formation, Communal Life, and Missionary Spirit” (p. 133). 
Knowledge of Faith in the Catholic School 
Evans (2011) conducted an online survey to investigate the relationship between 
the religiosity of Catholic secondary school teachers and their task of fostering the faith 
formation of their students.   He randomly selected 54 Catholic high schools from the 593 
diocesan Catholic schools in the 13 regions in the United States. Of the 1886 surveyed, 
415 lay Catholic educators responded, representing a 23% rate of response.  The teachers, 
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who responded, reported that their participation in ongoing faith and spiritual formation 
opportunities aided them in fostering the faith development of their students.  
Cho (2012) also conducted an online survey on the topic of faith.  He investigated 
the relationship between the faith of Catholic teachers and their commitment to Catholic 
education.  The participants of his online survey comprised a national sample of Catholic 
high school teachers in the United States, 751 teachers from 39 Catholic high schools in 
15 archdioceses in the United States responded, providing a 36% response rate. His study 
measured the relationship between the four dimensions of the teachers’ faith (belief, 
intimacy with God, action, and a living faith) relative to four dimensions of their school 
commitment (commitment to mission, commitment to the school, commitment to 
teaching, and commitment to students).  Cho found that one dimension of the faith that of 
“a living faith” was perceived to be the most influential to all the four dimensions of a 
teacher’s school commitment.  Furthermore, he found that among the four dimensions of 
teacher commitment, commitment to mission was most strongly connected with all four 
dimensions of faith.  Based on these findings Cho concluded that the living faith of 
Catholic teachers was found to be a critical predictor of their commitment to Catholic 
high schools.  Like Evans (2011), Cho’s study also suggested the importance of 
providing ongoing faith formation opportunities for Catholic school teachers as they “can 
lead lay teachers toward a deeper personal relationship with God, a fuller understanding 
of Catholic faith, a greater confidence integrating faith and learning for students, and a 
higher level of devotion to school mission” (p. 134). 
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Liturgical Life in the Catholic School 
Starratt (2000) conducted a case study of a Catholic high school to examine the 
role of Catholic school teachers in integrating liturgy within the school curriculum of a 
selected Catholic high school.  His case study revealed the importance of intentional 
liturgical planning and celebration throughout the school curriculum on the part of 
teachers.  He observed that when teachers intentionally integrated liturgical education and 
celebrations throughout school curriculum, it aided in creating and sustaining a Christian 
culture and climate within the school and their classrooms.  In addition, such integration 
enabled liturgical witness to permeate all aspects of school learning.  Starratt concluded, 
For Catholic school educators, the sense of the sacramentality of their lives should 
penetrate the sense of their ministry of teaching, so they see that in the very act of 
bringing youngsters to insight about how a piece of history or science or literature 
reveals an important aspect of the human, natural, or cosmic world, they are 
bringing them closer to an understanding of how God works in human affairs and 
how God speaks to students about himself through poetry, physics, geography, or 
a foreign language. What teachers bring to the Eucharist is something very 
special: the hard and exhausting work of cultivating young minds and emotions. 
(p. 60) 
 
Starratt’s findings was in agreement with the directives of United States Bishops (NCCB, 
1979) which stated that “Children grow in their understanding and appreciation of what a 
worshipping community is through participating in class or group prayer and in liturgies 
which have been carefully planned by students and teachers” (p. 142).   
Moral Formation in the Catholic School 
Donovan (2000) conducted ethnographic interviews with six Catholic high school 
teachers—first and second year teachers at three Catholic high schools in the United 
States concerning their beliefs and practices as moral educators. Specifically, she 
examined how teachers reacted to moral issues in the classroom. From the findings of 
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three, two-hour interviews with each participant approximately three weeks apart, 
Donovan concluded that even though these teachers know their roles as moral educators 
in the school; they did not possess the requisite skills and formation to fulfill these roles 
in their classrooms.  Thus, she recommended that school administrators provide ongoing 
opportunities for teachers to learn the essential skills, conditions, and strategies that they 
needed to facilitate the moral development of students in their charge.  
 Jones’s (2000) extensive literature review discovered that empirical research has 
identified multiple skills, conditions, and strategies that effectively stimulate the moral 
growth of students, and maintained that Catholic school teachers need to be 
knowledgeable of this data if they wish to successfully promote the moral maturity of 
their students.  The research-based skills necessary to develop in students to stimulate 
their moral growth include: (a) caring, (b) concern for justice, (c) empathy, (d) respect, 
(e) responsibility, (f) role taking, (g) self-esteem, (h) service, and (i) trust.  The research-
based, school-wide conditions that were found necessary to stimulate student moral 
formation include: (a) adherence to high standards both academic and behavioral, (b) 
alignment of the explicit and implicit curriculum, (c) caring community climate, (d) 
collegiality and competency of faculty, (e) emphasis on cooperation, (f) recognition of 
teaching as moral enterprise, (g) respect for diversity, and (h) student-centered program. 
The research-based classroom conditions that were found to foster student moral growth 
include: (a) active listening, (b) democratic leadership, (c) caring community climate, (d) 
participatory governance, (f) emphasis on cooperation, (g) freedom and rationality of 
expression, (h) student interaction, and (i) stimulation of critical thinking, open-ended 
discussions, and role taking. Finally, the research-based classroom strategies that aid in 
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stimulating student moral formation include: (a) reading and discussing books and case 
studies, (b) cooperative learning, (c) didactic instruction, (d) modeling, (e) moral debates 
and discussions, (f) reflective journal writing, (g) role playing, (h) Socratic questioning, 
and (i) discussing stories presented through media. 
 Gorzycki (2003) conducted an online survey to investigate the degree to which 
Catholic educators incorporate moral development across their social studies curriculum 
in high schools.  Her research explored the similarity between the cognitive 
developmental model of moral development, as articulated by Piaget (1932) and 
Kohlberg (1969), the social scientific community, (such as the National Council for 
Social Studies), and the directives of the Catholic Church on moral growth.  Her study 
surveyed 60 teachers from 19 Catholic high schools out of 23 Catholic high schools in 
the Archdiocese of San Francisco and Diocese of Oakland. Thirty-nine teachers or 65% 
of the population responded to the survey and from her findings she concluded,  
Logically, therefore, if moral development is going to be integrated into the 
curriculum, it is going to occur because departments and teachers within 
individual school have made a commitment to do. This study indicates that the 
commitment to integrate moral development into the curriculum may require 
schools to train their teachers in moral development and Catholic social teachings. 
The fact that more than one-half of the teachers surveyed had only a limited 
exposure to courses in moral development and Catholic social teachings strongly 
suggested that these teachers are not proficient in those fields and nor did they 
possess full mastery of the major concepts in each subject. Though the teachers 
expressed a moderately high degree of readiness to teach moral development their 
training in the area indicated that at least some of them were not as well-prepared 
as they projected. (pp. 123-124) 
 
Prayer in the Catholic School 
Jasmine and Kim (2011) conducted a four-point Likert scale survey, an open-
ended questionnaire, and a structured interview on prayer in the Catholic school and its 
effect on students and teachers. Their study investigated the degree to which school 
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community prayer at the beginning of each day helped teachers and students stay calm 
and positive throughout the school day. The study was conducted at a girl’s Catholic high 
school in the Northeast part of the United States. Jasmine and Kim (2011) found that the 
opening school prayer had a calming effect on the students who participated in the study. 
They also found that most of the students wanted a community prayer that would be more 
meaningful to them and inclusive of their personal intentions, thereby enhancing the 
calmness and positive attitude in them. Jasmine and Kim recommended that students be 
given the opportunity to pray for their own intentions, for one another, and for their 
teachers. Their recommendation is supported by teachings of the CCE (1988). 
 Mayotte (2010) conducted an online survey to gather data about the communal 
prayer experiences of faculty members in Catholic elementary and secondary schools in 
the United States.  The population for this study was 1,750 faculty representing five 
regions (northeast, south, west, southwest, and northwest) in the United States. Mayotte 
received a response rate of 41%.  Those who did respond perceived that faculty prayer 
within a Catholic school to be very important to building school community as it 
provided the opportunity for the faculty to be connected to one another and to make 
Christ the center and source of strength for their ministry.  They also pointed out that 
finding the time to pray together was often a challenge. Based on his findings, Mayotte 
recommended that Catholic school leaders set aside time for faculty prayer as it would 
not only benefit their teachers but their students as well.  
Communal Life in the Catholic School 
For many Catholic researchers (Cook & Simonds, 2011; Heft, 2011; Miller, 2006; 
Shimabukuro, 1998, 2000) communal life is built on interpersonal relationships and these 
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relationships ground the mission of the Catholic school on ecumenism (Gros, 1999, 2005; 
Heft, 2011). Consequently the goal of this section will be to review the work of Jensen 
(2001) on interpersonal relationships and Donlevy (2007) on the ecumenical spirit.  
Utilizing the five traits of early Christian community—catechesis, liturgy, prayer, 
communion, and evangelization, Jensen (2001) conducted a qualitative study through 
semi-structured, one-on-one interviews with 10 teachers from 10 Catholic schools in 
Archdiocese of Vancouver, Canada, to determine which trait was deemed most important 
to those teaching in the Catholic school.  His interviewees were six Catholic elementary 
school teachers and four Catholic secondary schools teachers.  Interestingly, 
Jensen found that the teachers he interviewed perceived that building positive 
relationships with one’s colleagues and one’s students to be critical to all five traits under 
investigation, and that without first fostering positive relationships with others none of 
the five traits could be effectively fostered.  The Bishops Conference of Nigeria (2005) 
echoed with the findings of Jensen when they stated that the Catholic school “is a 
community whose values are transmitted through the interpersonal and sincere 
relationship of its members and through both individual and cooperative adherence to the 
outlook on the life that permeates the school” (¶ 2.1).      
 The work of Donlevy (2007) investigated through grounded theory, focus groups, 
and documentary analysis the impact of non-Catholic students had upon their Catholic 
teachers and the sense of community in their classroom.  His study employed focus 
groups to collect data.  His subjects were Catholic teachers drawn from four urban 
Western Canadian Catholic high schools. His findings revealed that although the 
teachings of the Church encouraged the inclusion of non-Catholics in the Catholic school, 
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there were still concerns on the part of their teachers as to how this inclusion was to be 
realized. Nonetheless, the teachers perceived that the inclusion of non-Catholics in the 
school had allowed them the opportunity to demonstrate an openness and acceptance of 
others of a different faith, and to witness the importance of freedom of conscience, 
freedom of speech, and freedom of religion as fundamental values to Catholic Education.  
Finally, they also perceived such inclusion to be a catalyst for them to reflect upon their 
own religious beliefs.  
Missionary Spirit in the Catholic School 
Missionary spirit in the Catholic schools entails formation in the social teachings 
of the Church and interreligious dialogue (Congregation for the Clergy, 1997; USCCB, 
1999, 2005a). Thus, this section reviewed the works of Duffy (2005) and Klackner 
(2006) on social teachings of the Church and work of Breen (2009) on interreligious 
dialogue.           
 Duffy (2005) conducted a content analysis of 12 selected Church documents from 
the canon of Catholic Social Teaching (CST) in order to determine the basis of the 
Church’s teaching on the promotion of social justice and also to examine the presence of 
directives for the inclusion of social justice in the Catholic school curriculum. His study 
revealed the important role that justice and education play in the mission of the Church. It 
also revealed the importance of knowing and understanding what the Catholic social 
teachings of the Church were.  Duffy noted, 
The promotion of justice must remain at the center of the Church’s mission. 
Catholic education must continue to work diligently to integrate and incorporate 
the social mission as proclaimed in the documents. Each of the social documents 
of the Church validated previous Church teachings. The Church of the 21st 
century needs to embrace this tradition and validate the previous teachings 
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through new writings, new application and a renewed commitment to action. (p. 
82) 
 
  Klackner (2006) surveyed 303 educators in the 156 elementary schools in 
Wisconsin to investigate the extent to which teachers integrate Catholic Social Principles 
(CSP) into school curricula, the availability of resources to support their teaching of CSP, 
and the perceptions of teachers on the extent their schools incorporate CSP into the 
curricula and life of their schools. Her study revealed that majority of the respondents 
“sometimes” used topics that were related to CSP in their curricula.  Many respondents 
reported that they had neither heard nor understood the term CSP before participating in 
the survey. Finally, almost half of the educators (44%) reported a lack of knowledge 
about CSP resources and a lack of teaching resources that were proper to the different 
ages.  Based on these findings, Klackner recommended, that catechetical training be 
given to teachers relative to the Catholic social teachings as well as to inform them of 
ways (and resources) in which they may incorporate CSP into their curricula. Even 
though this study was done on Catholic elementary school level, it proffered guidelines 
through which such study can be replicated at the secondary school level. Breen (2009), 
a British researcher conducted an ethnographic case study to discover the ways in which 
a Catholic primary school located in the center of a large South-Asian Community in 
Leicester, United Kingdom responded to the religious and ethnic diversity of its 
surroundings.  He conducted interviews with members of teaching staff to gather data.  
He also observed the students during school assemblies, at school-wide liturgical 
celebrations, and in their classrooms. He also observed the teacher and students 
relationships with a neighboring school, which was comprised of greater number of 
Hindu, Muslim and Sikh children.        
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 Breen’s (2009) study spanned a six-week period. The weekly-shared activities of 
both schools brought an inter-ethnic and religious relationships, dialogue, and socializing 
among the students and their teachers within and after school hours. In all situations, he 
observed great respect on the part of all teachers and students for the diversity they 
continually experienced.  He concluded that, “single faith schools can challenge the 
argument that they are socially divisive by adopting the responsive approach, and by 
engaging with other schools, which are either secular or of another faith” (p.114). The 
findings of his study are in agreement with directives of Church on interreligious 
dialogue in the Catholic school (CCE, 1977; 1982; 1988; 1997; Second Vatican Council, 
1965a; 1965b), which recognized that although all students in Catholic schools do not 
profess the same faith, the Catholic school must endeavor to respect and appreciate the 
religious orientations and freedom of non-Christians.   
Summary of Related Empirical Studies on the Six Tasks of Catechesis 
The empirical studies that have been reviewed in this third and last section of the 
literature review addressed the importance of knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, and practices 
of educators with regard to the six tasks of catechesis. The researchers reiterated the role 
of educators in assisting the Catholic school in its catechetical ministry. Although none of 
the empirical studies that were reviewed were within the context of secondary schools in 
Awka Diocese, the findings of these studies were informative to Catholic education in 
general, because the educational value of Catholic school in any given context is to 
“provide a service which is truly civic and apostolic” (CCE, 1977, ¶ 4). The studies also 
recommended further research in another context and another levels of Catholic 
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education, a recommendation that is appropriate and needs implementation for growth in 
the Catholic education in Nigeria. 
Summary of the Review of Literature 
  Catechesis as the ministry of the Church has the formation of disciples of Christ 
as its objective. To achieve this objective, the Congregation for the Clergy (1997) 
promulgated the document—General Directory Catechesis (GDC), which postulates the 
six tasks of catechesis. These tasks are (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) 
moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary spirit. Each of these 
tasks is interdependent of the other and has to be properly integrated in order to form 
disciples of Christ, whose faith is active, lively, and matured.    
 The Catholic school as a catechetical institution is dependent on its educators to 
achieve its catechetical role of the formation of disciples of Christ. A review of Church 
documents, related literature on Catholic education, and empirical studies on Catholic 
education highlighted the indispensable role of educators toward the Catholic school’s 
realization of its catechetical ministry. The literature examined revealed that lay 
educators need to be informed and formed humanly, spiritually, intellectually, and 
pastorally in order to effectively and efficiently fulfill their roles as catechists in the 
Catholic school.  The literature also called for an ongoing formation of Catholic 
educators. Finally, the review of the empirical studies indicated that presently only the 
Thompson’s (2011) study has addressed the integration of all the six tasks of catechesis 
within Catholic secondary schools, which in turn supports the need for this study to 
measure the knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, and practices of Catholic school educators on 
the six tasks of catechesis, and the integration of these tasks with Catholic secondary 
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schools in Awka Diocese in Nigeria. The next chapter will address the methods that were 
utilized in this study.  
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Restatement of the Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the extent to which Catholic lay 
administrators of Catholic secondary schools in Awka Diocese, Nigeria were 
theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis: (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) 
liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary 
spirit.  In addition, this study examined the extent to which the beliefs, attitudes, and 
practices of these Catholic lay administrators were aligned with the teachings of the 
Church on the six catechetical tasks.  Finally, it identified the theological topics that the 
Catholic lay administrators would like to explore in their future spiritual and theological 
formation programs. 
Research Design 
This study utilized a mixed methodology.  Quantitatively, it used a paper-based 
survey, the Information for Growth (IFG) survey, published in the United States by the 
National Catholic Educational Association (NCEA) to measure the theological literacy of 
the Catholic lay educators of 12 Catholic secondary schools of the Awka Diocese, 
Nigeria regarding the six tasks of catechesis.  The IFG survey also measured the 
alignment of the participants’ beliefs, attitudes and practices with those of the Catholic 
Church concerning these six tasks.  In addition, it identified the different theological 
topics that the participants would like to explore in their future spiritual and theological 
formation. 
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Qualitatively, the study utilized face-to-face, semi-structured interviews with one 
volunteer from each of the 12 Catholic secondary schools. According to Orcher (2007), 
interviews provide the opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the data collected by 
survey research, as they allow for clarifications of data ambiguity and permit the 
observations of facial expressions of the interviewee relative to the questions discussed.  
Consequently, he maintained that a mixed method approach enables the breadth and 
depth of data collection for the research questions under investigation. In addition, 
Krathwohl (2009) argued that a mixed-methodology design supports the triangulation and 
corroboration of data as well as their development and expansion of meaning.  He stated, 
“In many cases only mixed methods can provide the optimal combination required for the 
powerful development of evidence and an explanation that will gain a consensus around 
the interpretation of the data” (p. 620).  
Setting 
The setting for this study was 12 Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese 
in Nigeria.  The Diocese of Awka is one of the three Catholic dioceses located in State of 
Anambra in Nigeria.  The Awka Diocese is also part of a larger cultural and geographical 
region known as Igbo Land, which spans across five eastern Nigerian states: Abia, 
Anambra, Ebonyi, Enugu, and Imo.  The inhabitants within these five states are from the 
Igbo tribe and share a cultural heritage and language (Akaolisa, 2003).   
In total, there are 28 Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese in Nigeria.  
Twenty of them were built and are governed by the Bishop of the Awka Diocese; three 
were built and are governed by Religious Congregations; and five were built by Catholic 
missionaries and were returned to the Awka Diocese by the Nigerian State of Anambra in 
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2011.  The Awka Diocese in partnership with Nigerian government of Anambra oversees 
these five Catholic secondary schools.   
However, the setting of this study was limited to the Catholic secondary schools 
that are governed solely by the Bishop of the Awka Diocese, and which have been 
operational for six years or more.   The researcher purposefully chose these delimitations 
to ensure that the schools to be surveyed would have the same governance structure and 
represent the complete duration of secondary education in Nigeria, which spans six years.  
Of the Awka Diocese’s 20 Catholic secondary schools, only 12 have been operational for 
six or more years.  These 12 Catholic secondary schools also permit the researcher to 
explore the various types of Catholic secondary schools that are operative in the Awka 
Diocese: single gender, co-ed, day, boarding, and urban schools.  The names, locations, 
and types of the 12 selected Catholic secondary schools for this study were presented in 
Table 2.  
Table 2 
The Names, Locations, and Types of the 12 Catholic Secondary Schools to be Studied 
Name Location Types of School 
Single Gender/Coed Boarding/Day Rural/Urban 
Austica Memorial College Nanka Single Gender-boys Boarding Rural 
Holy Family  Igboukwu Coed Day Urban 
Holy Queen Aguluzigbo Coed Day Rural 
Holy Name Isuofia Coed Boarding Rural 
Holy Name Umuchu Coed Day Urban 
Immaculate Heart Uga Coed Day Urban 
Madonna  Umunze Single Gender-Girls Boarding Urban 
Monsignor Maduka Memorial Ekwuluobia. Coed Day Urban 
Holy Rosary  Nise Single Gender- Girls Boarding Rural 
St. Anthony  Agulu. Coed Day Urban 
St. Theresa Enugwu-
ukwu 
Coed Day Rural 
Tansi International College Awka Single Gender-Boys Boarding Urban 
Source: Awka Diocesan Education Secretariat Records, 2012.   
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Population 
The population for this study was the Catholic lay educators, who served as both 
school administrators and classroom teachers in the Catholic secondary schools in the 
Awka Diocese in Nigeria.  Within the Awka Diocese, it is customary for those who 
perform administrative duties at the secondary level of education to also assume teaching 
responsibilities within their schools.  In addition, administrative positions in the Awka 
Diocese’s Catholic secondary schools may include the following roles: Principal, Vice 
Principal, Academic Dean, Dean of Students, School Liturgy Coordinator, Guidance 
Counselor, and School Bursar or Bookkeeper.  Of note, any administrator who is a cleric 
or a vowed religious was not included in this study.  
Specifically, this study invited six Catholic lay administrators from each of the 12 
schools to participate in the IFG survey or quantitative portion of this study (N= 72).  The 
participants’ administrative roles permitted the exploration of their perceptions relative to 
their schools’ overall policies and practices concerning the six tasks of catechesis, 
whereas their teaching responsibilities and classroom experiences permitted their 
perceptions relative to the ways in which the six tasks of catechesis were integrated 
within their classroom curriculum and classroom environment.   
The population for the qualitative, face-to-face, semi-structured portion of the 
study was 12 Catholic lay administrators, who also teach (N=12).  These individuals were 
randomly selected from those survey participants, who completed the survey and who 
volunteered to be interviewed.  One representative was randomly selected from each 
school’s volunteer pool.  
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Instrumentation 
 This study utilized a copyrighted survey to collect its quantifiable data.  
Permission (Appendix A) was granted by the National Catholic Educational Association 
(NCEA) to utilize its 2006 Information for Growth (IFG) Survey to collect the data from 
Catholic lay educators, who served as both school administrators-teachers, in the Catholic 
secondary schools in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria.  The IFG was designed by the NCEA 
to  
Support the ongoing spiritual and intellectual formation that is central to Jesus’ 
call to conversion. It is a self-assessment designed to lead one to further education 
and formation in faith. [The] IFG can offer an adult the opportunity to become a 
self-motivated, self-directed and self-activated seeker in deepening one’s spiritual 
formation. It is designed as an efficient and effective way to capture a profile of 
the strengths and areas in need of improvement relative to the six dimensions of 
adult faith formation in OHWB [Our Hearts Were Burning Within Us]. (Raiche, 
2006a, pp. 3-4) 
Because the IFG survey instrument is copyrighted in the United States by the NCEA and 
because a nominal fee is requested in order to complete its assessment, a copy of this 
instrument was not included in this study’s appendices.  However, the cover page of this 
NCEA instrument was provided (Appendix B).   
The IFG survey was considered the most appropriate instrument to answer 
research questions of this study because it was designed to measure the perceptions of the 
participants relative to their knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, and practices regarding the six 
tasks of catechesis.  In addition, the IFG’s English language format will not need to be 
adapted for this study’s participants as English is the official language used in Nigeria.  
However, the researcher adapted the demographic section (Appendix C) of the IFG to fit 
the population of the study.  The Department of Religious Studies of the NCEA, the 
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creator and publisher of the instrument approved this adaptation of its IFG survey 
instrument. 
According to Raiche (2006a), former Director of the Department of Religious 
Education at NCEA, the IFG Survey instrument was first developed in 1985 to serve the 
needs of ongoing adult formation, especially for teachers and administrators in parishes 
and schools in the United States.  Its first name was A Self-Assessment Survey for 
Catechists.   In 1994, the IFG was revised in order to widen its usage to all Catholic 
adults.  In 2006, it was revised once more due to the advancements in technology and 
catechesis, as well as to the publication of four catechetical documents: the Catechism of 
the Catholic Church [CCC] (2000), the General Directory of Catechesis [GDC] (1997), 
the USCCB’s statement Our Hearts Were Burning Within US: A Pastoral Plan for Adult 
Faith Formation in the United States (1999), and the National Directory for Catechesis 
[NDC] (2005).    
According to Raiche (2006a), the revised IFG Survey assessed both individual 
and group literacy of the six tasks of catechesis: (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical 
life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary spirit.   It does 
this within two domains, the cognitive (knowledge and understanding), and the affective 
(beliefs, values, attitudes and perceptions).  In addition, she noted, 
The newly revised Information for Growth (IFG) represents the culmination of a 
coordinated effort to enhance a survey that helps individual assess their own level 
of religious knowledge and faith formation. It also gives catechetical leaders who 
are dedicated to adult faith formation valuable group data that is aimed at helping 
them evaluate the completeness and strength of current or proposed programs and 
initiatives. (p. 2) 
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Moreover, she maintained that the “purpose of IFG is to support the ongoing spiritual and 
intellectual formation that is central to Jesus’ call to conversion.  It is a self-assessment 
designed to lead one to further education and formation in faith” (p. 3).  
In format, the IFG survey instrument is divided into four parts. Parts I and II 
assessed the cognitive and affective domains relative to the six tasks of catechesis: (a) 
knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal 
life, and (f) missionary spirit. Of note, this study used the terminology, “the six tasks of 
catechesis” as this is the classification given by the Congregation for the Clergy (1997) in 
its General Directory for Catechesis (GDC) for these faith dimensions.  The IFG, in 
contrast, referred to these factors as “the six dimensions of adult faith formation.”  Part 
III of the IFG focuses on demographic items, while Part VI identifies the areas of topical 
theological interest.        
Specifically, Part I of the IFG survey, entitled Knowledge of the Six Dimensions 
of Adult Faith Formation, consisted of 63 multiple questions that measured the 
respondents’ level of cognitive knowledge of the faith.  Scores are rated according to 
three categories: emerging, moderate, and strong/high.  A score ranging from 0% to 40% 
correct designates that the respondent has an emerging or a beginning level of 
understanding of theological concepts and Church teachings.  A score ranging from 41% 
to 75% correct designated that the respondent has a moderate level of understanding of 
the theological concepts and Church teachings.  A score ranging from 76% to 100% 
correct designated that the respondent has strong or high level understanding of 
theological concepts and Church teachings (Raiche, 2006a).    
 Part II of the IFG survey, entitled Attitudes, Opinions, Practices and Perceptions, 
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consisted of 62 Likert-scale questions.  The four point Likert scale—strongly agree, 
agree, disagree, and strongly disagree—measured to what extent do the beliefs, attitudes, 
and practices of the respondents aligned with Church teachings.  As in Part I, the 
respondents’ scores in Part II are categorized as emerging, moderate, or strong/high.  A 
score between1.00 – 2.50 designated an emerging alignment between their beliefs, 
attitudes, and practices and Church teachings, while a score between 2.51 – 3.25 
designated a moderate alignment between the two.  Finally, a score between 3.26 – 4.0 
designated a strong/high alignment between the respondent’s beliefs, attitudes, and 
practices and the teachings of the Church (Raiche, 2006a). Table 3 presented the six tasks 
of catechesis or six dimensions of adult faith formation, and their corresponding 
questions under corresponding cognitive and affective domains of the IFG survey.  
Table 3 
The Six Tasks of Catechesis and Their Corresponding Questions Within Their Cognitive 
and Affective Domains on the IFG  
 
Dimension Cognitive Questions: Part I   Affective Questions: Part II 
Knowledge of the Faith 1,4,8,12,16, 19,23,26,30,33, 
36,40,43,47,50,54,57,60,63 
1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25,29,32, 
36, 42,48,54,58,61 
Liturgical Life 2,10,17,24,29, 
34,41,48,55,61 
2,9,16,23,30,37,43,49, 
55,59,62 
Moral Formation 5,9,13,20, 27,31,37,44, 
51,58,62 
5,12,19,26,33,39,45,51,56,60 
Prayer 6,14,21,28,38,45,52 6,13,20,27,34,40,46,52,57 
Communal Life 7,15,22,32,39,46,53,59 7,14,21,28,35,41,47,53 
Missionary Spirit 3,11,18,25,35,42,49,56 3,10,17,24,31,38,44,50 
Note. Raiche, D. (2006). IFG Interpretation Manual. Washington, DC: NCEA, p. 6. 
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Part 3 of IFG survey consisted of eight multiple-choice demographic questions, 
which included gender, age, racial/ethnic background, primary language spoken, highest 
educational degree, religious affiliation, religious education level, and the position in 
one’s organization.  However, this section of IFG survey was revised with the permission 
of NCEA to accommodate the population of this study, the Catholic lay administrator of 
the Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese in Nigeria (Appendix C).  The 
revised demographic section for this study included participant’s gender, age-range, race, 
religious/theological education, highest educational degree, type of institution that 
conferred the degree, years of service as a Catholic administrator, years of teaching in 
Catholic education and subject one teaches at his or her school. Finally, Part 4 of IFG 
survey titled: Topical Interest presented 20 different theological topics from which 
participants were to identify the top four topics they would like to know more about by 
attending ongoing faith formation sessions on them  (Raiche, 2006a). 
Validity 
The face, content, and construct validity of the 2006 revised IFG survey were 
determined using the following procedures.  Three panels of experts reviewed and 
developed the survey questions over a period of three sessions. The experts of these 
validation panels included:  NCEA members, religious education coordinators, past IFG 
user groups, and representatives from the Department of Education at the United States 
Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB).  Also, psychometricians John Poggio and 
Douglas Glasnapp from the Center for Educational Testing and Evaluation (CETE) at the 
University of Kansas, and Joseph Pedulla from the Boston College’s Center for the Study 
of Testing, Evaluation, and Educational Policy supervised the revision process in 
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accordance with the accepted psychometric procedures for developing and revising 
measurements instruments.  
NCEA’s Department of Religious Education drew its questions for its 2006 
revised IFG survey from various sources.  The main catechetical sources were the 
Catechism of the Catholic Church (USCCB, 2000), the General Directory of Catechesis 
(Congregation for the Clergy, 1997), Our Hearts Were Burning Within Us (USCCB, 
1999), and the National Directory for Catechesis (USCCB, 2005b).  Other supporting 
sources included: the previous IFG and the Level 3 of the Assessment of 
Catechesis/Religious Education (ACRE) instrument designed for Catholic high schools 
students, and youth ministry programs (Raiche, 2006a).   
Reliability 
NCEA used field-testing to measure the reliability of its revised 2006 IFG survey 
instrument.  Regarding this process Raiche (2006a), the Director of the Department of 
Religious Education, noted,  
Field testing of this instrument was done in sections. In that process, willing 
participants responded to a portion of the potential pool of IFG questions. 
Analyses from the field testing data informed the final question selection, and 
ultimately, the development of the finished instrument. Statistical analyses of 
these results affirmed the high quality of the measurement system. (p. 4) 
In addition, she reported that the NCEA utilized the Kuder Richardson formula 20 (KR-
20) to measure the internal consistency reliability for measures with dichotomous 
choices, as its means to determine the reliability of Parts I and II of the 2006 revised IFG 
survey.  Table 4 reported the reliability estimates for the cognitive and affective domains 
for each of the six dimensions of adult faith formation or six tasks of catechesis.  
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Table 4  
Reliability of the Cognitive and Affective Domains of the IFG  
Note. Personal Communication, Dr. John Poggio (2012). 
  The K-R reliability estimates for the six tasks of catechesis in the Cognitive 
Domain and the Affective Domain were determined based on the number of questions 
within each of the six categories.  The “All Items” row as listed in Table 4 refers to the 
internal consistency for all questions in the IFG survey within each domain: Cognitive 
Domain (N=63), Affective Domain (N=62).  The reliability estimates for both the 
cognitive and affective domains were .93 and .98 respectively.  Within the K-R scale, a 
score of .80 or higher indicated good reliability and a score of .90 indicated a 
homogenous test (Krathwohl, 2009).  The reliability estimates for both domains were 
higher than individual categories because the more questions in a test the more 
opportunity to see patterns in responses and to make comparison, which allows for higher 
reliability estimates to result.  For instance, three of the six tasks—knowledge of the 
faith, liturgical life, and moral life had 10 or more questions to compare, which caused 
their K-R estimates to be higher, whereas the categories of prayer, communal life, and 
Dimension Cognitive Domain Affective Domain 
 K-R #of Questions K-R # of Questions 
Knowledge of Faith .75 (19) .92 (16) 
Liturgical Life .75 (10) .93 (11) 
Moral Formation .71 (11) .81 (11) 
Prayer .60 (7) .93 (7) 
Communal Life .58 (8) .90 (8) 
Missionary Spirit .64 (8) .91 (8) 
All Items .93 (63) .98 (62) 
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missionary spirit had eight or less questions to compare, which contributed to lower 
internal reliability estimates.          
 In addition, the difference between the low internal consistency scores relative to 
the Cognitive Domain and the high internal consistency scores relative to the Affective 
Domain may have occurred because those who took the reliability test had strong 
theological knowledge of the six tasks of catechesis and so there would be less variation 
in their responses, and as a result the K-R reliability estimates were low.  While in the 
affective domain, there may have been greater variation in answers and the greater the 
variation the more patterns and comparisons one can make, which allows for higher K-R. 
Interviews 
Qualitatively, this study collected further data through the use of face-to-face 
semi-structured interviews.  According to Merriam (2009), a semi-structured interview, 
“allows the researcher to respond to the situation at hand, to the emerging worldview of 
the respondent, and to new ideas on the topic” (p. 90).  As in every semi-structured 
interview, there was core set of questions, which served as the interviews’ guide 
(Appendix D).  However, these core questions were followed by probes or follow up 
questions that were developed on the spot by the interviewer to provide a greater depth of 
understanding of the responses. Merriam (2009) emphasized that 
Asking good questions is key to getting meaningful data. Interview questions can 
ask for experiences, opinions, feelings, knowledge, sensory, or demographic data. 
Hypothetical, devil’s advocate, ideal position, and interpretive questions can also 
be used to elicit good data, while multiple and leading questions, as well as 
questions yielding yes-and-no answers, should be avoided. Follow-up questions 
or probes are an important part of the process. (p. 114) 
One representative was randomly selected from each school from the survey participants, 
who completed the survey and who volunteer to be interviewed (N=12).  
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Data Collection 
The data collection for this study was done through a paper-based survey and 
face-to-face, semi structured interviews.  The 2006 revised IFG survey, created by the 
Department of Religious Education of the NCEA was used to collect the quantitative data 
of the 72 participants of the study. In addition 12 face-to-face, semi-structured interviews 
were used to collect the qualitative data of this study.      
 The researcher travelled to Nigeria to collect the data for this study.  The 
researcher obtained the permission of the Diocesan Education Secretary (Superintendent) 
to contact the principals of the selected schools for this study (Appendix E).  The 
researcher sent a letter (Appendix F) to all the participants that explained the purpose of 
the study and invited them to participate in the study. The letter informed them also that 
participation was strictly voluntary and guaranteed both the right of confidentiality and 
anonymity.  
The researcher worked with the principals of each school to arrange the date and 
time of the survey’s administration. The researcher administered the revised 2006 IFG 
paper and pencil surveys in a group setting within the school in a designated place 
determined by the principal. The researcher adhered strictly to the directives of the 
NCEA with regard to the conduct during the administration of IFG, which stated, 
During administration of IFG persons participating are to work alone. Discussing 
the questions or responding with a consensus answer is not allowed. Responses to 
each IFG question are to represent the thoughts and understanding of the 
individual. Thus the direction to “work alone” or by oneself is to be strictly 
enforced…. When participants are responding to the IFG survey, local 
administrators and facilitators are not to move about the area observing 
participants taking/responding to the survey questions. Privacy and confidentiality 
of participants’ responses must be assured. (Raiche, 2006b, IFG Administration 
Manual, p. 5)       
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The researcher randomly assigned a letter to each school as a way to identify it and refer 
to it. No school was identified by its official name throughout the entire investigation to 
honor the right of confidentiality and anonymity of participants. Since there are 12 
schools, letters A through L were randomly assigned to the schools. In addition to 
assigning letters to the schools, number code identification from 1 to 6 was assigned to 
the participants from each school to guarantee the participants’ anonymity. 
 The researcher conducted the follow-up face-to-face, semi-structured interviews. 
The researcher arranged with the 12 randomly selected participants concerning the date, 
time, and place of the interviews.  The interview was scheduled for an hour. Each 
respondent was given a pseudonym to assure the anonymity.  Permission was requested 
of each of them to tape record his or her interview to ensure that all comments are 
preserved. The responses were transcribed, and returned to the interviewees to obtain 
their acceptance of the data recorded. Both the electronic and hard copy interview records 
were secured in a locked file to keep to the promise of confidentiality.  
Data Analysis 
As part of the requirements for using the IFG survey, the answer sheets are 
required to be returned to the Computerized Assessments and Learning (CAL) an agency 
NCEA contracted for the processing and reporting of IFG survey. The researcher mailed 
the answer sheets to the CAL for processing and reporting. The data received from CAL 
provided the structure for the analysis of the educators’ responses to survey. The IFG 
survey items were aligned to specific research questions and were reported using 
descriptive statistics: frequencies, percentages, means, and standard deviation. The 
researcher, wherever appropriate used frequency tables, and bar charts to report the 
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responses of the educators to the survey.       
 First, the data that was processed and reported by the CAL on Part 1 of the IFG 
survey was analyzed in order to answer the first research question which was, To what 
extent were Catholic lay administrators of Catholic secondary schools in Awka Diocese, 
Nigeria theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis: (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) 
liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary 
spirit? Secondly, the data that was processed and reported by the CAL on Part 2 of the 
IFG survey was analyzed to answer the second research question which was, To what 
extent were the belief, attitudes, and practices of Catholic lay administrators of the 
Catholic secondary schools of Awka Diocese, Nigeria were aligned to the teachings of 
the Church on the six tasks of catechesis?   
Thirdly, the adapted demographic items, which form the Part 3 of the survey, 
provided meaningful knowledge about the characteristics of the lay educators who 
participated in the survey. The demographic variables that were analyzed in this section 
included, gender, age range, race, baptismal age, religious or theological educational 
level, highest educational degree, type of educational institutions attended, years of 
administrative service in Catholic schools, their administrative position, and subject areas 
taught.  Finally, data that was processed and reported by the CAL on Part 4 of the IFG 
survey were analyzed in order to answer the third research question which was, What 
were the key topics of Catholic theology that Catholic lay administrators of Catholic 
secondary schools in Awka diocese, Nigeria would wish to explore in their future 
spiritual and theological formation? The researcher reported the four highest topics that 
were chosen by the respondents.        
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 The data from the face-to-face, semi-structured interviews were transcribed, 
confirmed, and analyzed to provide deeper knowledge of the research questions under 
review. The researcher gleaned the data for themes—recurring words, phrases, and 
concepts—that described the practices of administrators-teachers with regard to 
integration of the six tasks of catechesis in their school wide and classroom activities, and 
the factors that aided and hindered their integration.  
Ethical Considerations 
The researcher requested and received the approval for his study from the 
University of San Francisco’s Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human 
Subjects [IRBPHS] (Appendix G). The background and rationale for the study, the 
description of the sample, the recruitment procedures for participation in the study, the 
consent process, copies of the questionnaires, description of potential risks and benefits to 
the participants, and the confidentiality of records were all included in the IRBPHS 
application.            
 Upon the approval of the dissertation proposal, the researcher sent to the 
participants a letter of introduction and an invitation to participate in the research. A 
consent letter to be a research participant was attached to the letter of introduction and 
invitation (Appendix F). The letter of approval from the IRBPHS was also attached to 
these letters. The contents of these letters addressed beneficence, justice, and respect for 
persons, which are the three principles of the Belmont Report for the treatment of survey 
respondents (Groves et al., 2011). Due to distance from the participants, the researcher 
delegated the principals or the managers of the selected school or the Education Secretary 
where the principal was one of the participants and the school does not have a manager, 
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to administer and sign the receipt of the consent form on behalf of the researcher. 
 The potential risks to the subjects may be the fear of the confidentiality of their 
answers to the survey and the interviews, and its impact on the security of their jobs in 
the school. The researcher minimized the potential risks by stating clearly in his letter of 
introduction and invitation to participate in the study that participation in his research was 
strictly voluntary, and that a participant was free to decline to be in the study or to 
withdraw from it at any point. Also, the letter stated that the decision to participate or not, 
would not have any effect on the present or future status of any educator as an employee 
at Catholic secondary school in Awka Diocese. In addition, the letter guaranteed each 
participant the right of confidentiality and anonymity.  All of the above ethical aspects 
were reemphasized to the participants prior to the administration of the survey by the 
researcher.         
 Further, there was no cost to any educator or his or her school for participating in 
this study. Also, there was no direct benefit to any educator for participating in the study. 
Rather, the anticipated benefit of this study is the educator’s contribution toward the body 
of research on the Catholic education in Nigeria and the understanding of the role of 
Catholic lay administrators in the catechetical ministry of the Church, especially in Awka 
Diocese. Therefore, all the ethical issues were highly considered in this study because, 
“the best a researcher can do is to be conscious of the ethical issues that pervade the 
research process and to examine his or her own philosophical orientation vis a vis these 
issues” (Merriam, 2009, p. 235).  
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Limitations 
This study was limited in its scope and context, the population and sample, the 
instrument, and the researcher.  The scope of this study was limited only to the six 
fundamental tasks of catechesis—knowledge of the faith, liturgical life, moral formation, 
prayer, communal life, and missionary spirit—as presented by the Congregation for the 
Clergy (1997) in the General Directory for Catechesis (GDC).  Also, the generalizability 
of this study was limited to the Diocese of Awka, the context or setting of this study, 
which is one of many (arch) dioceses in Nigeria.       
The population of this study was limited to Catholic lay administrators, who teach 
in the Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria. Other Catholic lay 
leaders in other levels of education (nursery and elementary) were not included in this 
study. Also, the convenience sample of 12 schools, 72 Catholic lay administrators for the 
survey, and 12 Catholic lay educators for the interviews limited the generalizability of 
this study.  In addition, the result of the study may not be generalized to secondary school 
administrators in other (arch) dioceses of Nigeria.     
 Further, since this study used survey instrument as one of the tools to collect its 
data, the limitations of this method affected the findings. Although, there was evidence of 
the validity (face and content) and reliability of the IFG survey instrument, there was no 
certitude that the responses from the questionnaire reflected the actual knowledge, 
beliefs, attitudes, and practices of the Catholic lay administrators. There may have been 
tendency for social desirability, whereby the participants portrayed a better image of 
themselves, even though the anonymity and confidentiality of their responses were 
guaranteed.  Furthermore, because the NCEA’s IFG survey, took about 60-90 minutes to 
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complete and the researcher administered the paper and pencil based form of it at one 
sitting, the concentration of the participants was not guaranteed and could have 
influenced their responses.         
 The researcher is a Catholic priest of the Diocese of Awka in Nigeria, who taught 
in two of the 12 selected schools and knows personally some of the participants. This 
could be a limitation to the study, especially during interviews because five of 12 people 
who were randomly selected for the interviews turned out to be former acquaintances of 
the researcher.  However, the researcher reassured these interviewees that their 
anonymity and the confidentiality of their responses were guaranteed, and that no 
personal judgments were to be given to their responses. Each respondent was given a 
pseudonym to assure the anonymity. Both the electronic and hard copy data were secured 
in a locked file to keep to the promise of confidentiality.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Overview 
The purpose of this study was to explore the extent to which Catholic lay 
administrators within the Catholic secondary schools of Awka Diocese in Nigeria were 
theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis: (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) 
liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary 
spirit.  It also examined the extent to which their beliefs, attitudes, and practices were 
aligned with Church teachings regarding these tasks. Finally, it identified the Catholic 
theological topics that they wished to study in their future spiritual and theological 
formation. The researcher analyzed data that was collected from the Information for 
Growth (IFG) survey and the follow-up interviews according to the following research 
questions:    
1. To what extent were Catholic lay administrators of Catholic secondary schools 
 in Awka Diocese, Nigeria theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis: (a) 
  knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer,  
  (e) communal life, and (f) missionary spirit?       
  2. To what extent were the beliefs, attitudes, and practices of Catholic lay  
  administrators of the Catholic secondary schools of Awka Diocese, Nigeria 
 aligned with the teachings of the Church regarding the six tasks of catechesis: 
 (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, 
 (e) communal life, and (f) missionary spirit?       
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3. What key topics of Catholic theology did the lay Catholic secondary school 
administrators in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria wish to explore in their future 
spiritual and theological formation? 
The researcher, using the data collected for this study, will report in this chapter variables 
of the respondents, findings for each research question from the survey and the 
interviews, and additional findings relevant to the population of the study on the basis of 
the cognitive and affective domains of six tasks of catechesis.  
  Demographics 
The paper-based Information for Growth (IFG) survey was administered to 72 lay 
Catholic secondary school administrators in Awka Diocese of Nigeria, who were also 
teachers in their respective schools.   All 72 participants completed the IFG survey.  The 
demographic questions of the study investigated the respondents’ gender, age range, race, 
baptismal age, religious or theological educational level, highest educational degree, type 
of educational institutions attended, years of administrative service in Catholic schools, 
their administrative position, and subject areas taught.   
The IFG survey respondents (N=72) were comprised of a balance of female 
(n=39) and male (n=33) lay Catholic secondary school administrators-teachers.  Most 
respondents or 40% of them were between the ages of 31- 40 years, while the least or 4% 
of them were between 51- 60 years of age. Figure 2 presents the frequency percentages 
for the age-range for all of the participants of the IFG survey (N=72).  
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Figure 2. Age range of IFG survey respondents (N=72). 
The demographic data also revealed that 83% of the survey respondents reported 
that they were baptized Catholic as infants, and 100% of them (N=72) reported to be of 
the Igbo race.  Sixty-five percent of the respondents reported having a minimum level of 
religious or theological education, with its concentration on sacramental preparation. 
Twenty-seven percent of the respondents reported graduating from Catholic schools, and 
8% of the participants reported having no formal religious or theological education. 
 With regard to their highest educational level, 65% of the survey respondents 
reported that their highest degree was a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science, whereas 
10% of them reported completing a Master of Arts’ degree. The remaining 25% reported 
that their highest educational degree was the National Certificate of Education (NCE), 
which is Nigeria’s minimum qualification for entry into the teaching profession.  This 
national certification is earned within Nigerian tertiary institutions over three-year period. 
Also, 85% of the survey respondents reported earning their educational degrees from a 
public institution, 10% of them reported earning their degrees from a Catholic institution, 
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and the remaining 5% reported earning their degrees from a private, but non-Catholic 
institution.           
 The demographic data also revealed that the majority of the survey respondents 
(n=57) have served as Catholic school administrators for the shortest period (1-6 years), 
whereas the minority of respondents (n=5) have served as Catholic school administrators 
for the longest period (over 19 years).  Figure 3 presents the data collected relative to all 
of the respondents (N=72) with regards to their number of years in administration. 
 
Figure 3. Years of administrative services of survey respondents (N =72)  
Seven administrative positions—principal, vice principal, academic dean, dean of 
students, coordinator of school liturgy, guidance counselor, and chair of religion or 
theology department were surveyed in this study.  Table 5 presents a listing of these 
administrative positions and the number of respondents who served in those capacities. 
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Table 5. 
 
The Administrative Positions Represented in This Study and the Number of 
Respondents Who Serve Within Them (N=72). 
Administrative Positions 
Represented in This Study 
 
 
No. of Respondents  
Who Served Within Them  
 Principal 6 
Vice Principal 12 
Academic Dean 12 
Dean of Students 12 
Guidance Counselor 11 
Coordinator of School Liturgy 11 
Chair of Religion/Theology 
Department 
8 
 
The 72 respondents who completed the IFG survey also served as classroom 
teachers in their schools.  Table 6 lists the subject areas taught and the numbers of 
respondents who taught them (N=72).   
 
Table 6 
Titles of Subject Areas and the Number of Respondents Who Taught Them (N=72) 
Subject Areas No. of Respondents 
Who Taught Them 
Science 19 
Language 16 
Business/Economics 13 
Religion/Theology 10 
History/Social Studies/Government 8 
Mathematics 4 
Music/Art 1 
Other- Home Economics 1 
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Summary of Demographic Variables 
The 72 Catholic lay secondary school admnistrators and teachers who completed 
the IFG survey were all of the Igbo race and represented a balance of male and female 
respondents, ranging in the age from 20-30 years to over 61 years.  Most participants 
were between the age range of 31-40 years and were baptised Catholic as infants. 
Likewise,  a majority or 65% of them reported having minimal religious or theological 
education.  The highest educatonal degree for most respondents was a Bachelor of Arts or 
Bachelor of Science degree.  In addition, 85% of respondents reported earning their 
educational degrees within a public institution, whereas only 10% of them received their 
degrees from a Catholic institution.     
The demographic data also revealed that most respondents served in their 
administrative poisitions between 1-6 years. Seven administrative positions were 
represented in this study: principal, vice principal, academic dean, dean of students, 
coordinator of school liturgy, guidance counselor, and chair of religion or theology 
department. Each of the respondents also taught a class in their respective schools. 
Subject areas taught included: language (foreign or native), mathematics, science, 
business or economics, religion or theology, history/social studies/government, music or 
art, and home economics.  The top four subject areas taught by most of the respondents 
were science, language, business or economics, and religion or theology.     
Research Question 1 
To what extent were Catholic lay administrators of Catholic secondary schools in 
Awka Diocese, Nigeria theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis: (a) knowledge 
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of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) 
missionary spirit?    
To obtain the answer to Research Question 1, the participants (N=72) of this 
study completed Part 1 of the IFG survey.  Part 1 focused on the cognitive domain or 
content knowledge of the six tasks of catechesis. Specifically, it presented a series of 63 
multiple-choice questions that by their nature and design required a correct answer. The 
63 multiple choice questions were divided among the six tasks of catechesis as follows: 
(a) knowledge of the faith (19 questions), (b) liturgical life (10 questions), (c) moral 
formation (11 questions), (d) prayer (7 questions), (e) communal life (8 questions) and, 
(f) missionary spirit (8 questions).  The 72 participants answered the 63 questions of Part 
1 using the paper and pencil form of the IFG survey. 
NCEA (2006), the creator of the IFG survey, rated the cognitive, theological 
literacy results of Part 1 according to three levels of understanding: emerging, moderate, 
and strong/high.  A correct score that ranged between 0% to 40% indicated that the 
respondent had an emerging level of understanding of theological concepts and Church 
teachings.  A correct score that ranged between 41% to 75% indicated that the respondent 
had a moderate level of understanding of the theological concepts and Church teachings.  
A correct score that ranged between 76% to 100% indicated that the respondent had a 
strong/high level understanding of theological concepts and Church teachings.  
Table 7 presents the score report relative to the cognitive domain of the six tasks 
of catechesis as measured by Part 1 of the IFG survey for all respondents (N=72). It lists 
the six tasks, their number of survey items, the respondents’ minimum and maximum 
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scores, their mean scores and standard deviations, as well as their percentage scores for 
each of the theological categories examined.  
Table 7 
 
Score Report for Cognitive Domain (N=72) 
Six Tasks 
of 
Catechesis 
 
Number of 
Survey 
Items 
Minimum 
Score 
Maximum 
Score 
Mean 
Score 
(SD) 
Percentage 
Response of 
Participants 
(N=72) 
Knowledge 
of the Faith 
19 58% 100% 83% 
(11) 
Strong/High: 
68% 
Moderate: 32% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
Liturgical 
Life 
10 50% 100% 86% 
(13) 
Strong/High: 
83% 
Moderate: 17% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
Moral 
Formation 
11 64% 100% 95% 
(10) 
Strong/High: 
78% 
Moderate: 22% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
Prayer 7 43% 100% 87% 
(13) 
Strong/High: 
76% 
Moderate: 24% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
 
Communal 
Life 
 
8 
 
63% 
 
100% 
 
89% 
(11) 
Strong/High: 
76% 
Moderate: 24% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
 
Missionary 
Spirit 
 
8 
 
50% 
 
100% 
 
88% 
(12) 
Strong/High: 
79% 
Moderate: 21% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
 
Note. NCEA Scoring Scale: Emerging (0% - 40%), Moderate (41% - 75%), & Strong/High (76% - 100%) 
taken from IFG Survey Interpretation Manual, by Diane Raiche, Washington, DC: NCEA (2006), p. 7.  
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As indicated in Table 7, the majority of the respondents earned strong/high scores 
in the cognitive domain or content knowledge of the six tasks of catechesis.  No 
respondent scored in the emerging level of understanding category, and many received 
maximum scores of 100% for each catechetical task. The minimum scores in the 
cognitive domains ranged from a low of 43% relative to prayer to a high of 64% relative 
to moral formation, with each endpoint being within the moderate level of understanding 
range (41%-75%).  The mean scores with regard to theological literacy for the six tasks 
were all high, ranging from 83% in relationship to knowledge of the faith to 95% with 
regard to moral formation.              
A closer analysis of the data relative to the percentage response of the participants 
(N=72) revealed that the majority or 83% of the respondents (n=60) scored in the 
strong/high category of theological literacy relative to liturgical life.  In addition, 76% 
(n=55) to 79% (n=57) of them scored in the strong/high category relative to their 
knowledge of Church teaching relative to the catechetical tasks of prayer, communal life, 
moral formation, and missionary spirit, respectively. Lastly, 68% of the respondents 
(n=49) scored in the strong/high category in relationship to the cognitive domain of 
knowledge of the faith.  
Research Question 2 
To what extent were the beliefs, attitudes, and practices of Catholic lay 
administrators of the Catholic secondary schools of Awka Diocese, Nigeria aligned with 
the teachings of the Church regarding the six tasks of catechesis: (a) knowledge of the 
faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) 
missionary spirit?   
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To obtain the answer to Research Question 2, the study’s participants (N=72) 
completed Part 2 of the IFG survey, which consisted of 62 questions centering on the  
affective domain of the six tasks of catechesis.  NCEA (2006), the author of the survey, 
utilized a four point Likert scale—strongly agree, agree, disagree, and strongly 
disagree—to determine the extent to which the beliefs, attitudes, and practices of survey 
respondents aligned with Church teachings.  Similar to the scoring of Part 1, the  
measurement scale of Part 2 is divided in to three levels: emerging, moderate, or 
strong/high.  Specifically, a score between 1.00 – 2.50 indicated an emerging alignment 
between the respondent’s beliefs, attitudes, and practices regarding Church teachings, 
while a score between 2.51 – 3.25 indicated a moderate alignment between the two.  
Finally, a score between 3.26 – 4.0 indicated a strong/high alignment between the 
respondent’s beliefs, attitudes, and practices regarding the teachings of the Church. 
Within Part 2 of the IFG survey, the 62 Likert scale questions are divided among 
the six tasks of catechesis as follows: (a) knowledge of the faith (16 questions), (b) 
liturgical life (11 questions), (c) moral formation (10 questions), (d) prayer (9 questions), 
(e) communal life (8 questions) and, (f) missionary spirit (8 questions).  The 72 
participants answered the 62 questions of Part 2 using the paper and pencil form of the 
IFG survey. 
Table 8 presents the score report relative to the affective domain of the six tasks 
of catechesis as measured by Part 2 of the IFG survey for all respondents (N=72). It lists 
the six tasks, their number of survey items, the respondents’ minimum and maximum 
scores, their mean scores and standard deviations, as well as their percentage scores for 
each of the theological categories examined. 
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Table 8 
 
Score Report for Affective Domain (N=72) 
Six Tasks 
of 
Catechesis 
 
Number of 
Survey 
Items 
Minimum 
Score 
Maximum 
Score 
Mean 
Score 
(SD) 
Percentage 
Response of 
Participants 
(N=72) 
Knowledge 
of the Faith 
16 3.06 4.00 3.54 
(0.22) 
Strong/High: 
88% 
Moderate: 12% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
Liturgical 
Life 
11 3.09 4.00 3.60 
(0.25) 
Strong/High: 
92% 
Moderate: 8% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
Moral 
Formation 
10 2.60 4.00 3.31 
(0.27) 
Strong/High: 
56% 
Moderate: 44% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
Prayer 9 2.78 4.00 3.61 
(0.27) 
Strong/High: 
86% 
Moderate: 14% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
Communal 
Life 
8 2.63 4.00 3.40 
(0.29) 
Strong/High: 
63% 
Moderate: 37% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
Missionary 
Spirit 
8 3.00 4.00 3.50 
(0.29) 
Strong/High: 
71% 
Moderate: 29% 
Emerging: 0% 
 
 
Note. NCEA Scoring Scale: Emerging (1.00 -2.50 ), Moderate (2.51 – 3.25), & Strong/High (3.26 – 4.00) 
taken from IFG Survey Interpretation Manual, by Diane Raiche, Washington, DC: NCEA (2006), p. 7.  
 
  As indicated in Table 8, the majority of the respondents earned strong/high 
scores in the affective domain or the beliefs, attitudes, and practices of the six tasks of 
catechesis.  No respondent scored in the emerging level of understanding category, and 
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many received maximum scores of 4.00 for each catechetical task. The minimum scores 
in the affective domains ranged from a low of 2.60 relative to moral formation to a high 
of 3.09 relative to liturgical life, with each endpoint being within the moderate level of 
understanding range (2.51-3.25).  The mean scores with regard to theological literacy for 
the six tasks were all high, ranging from 3.31 relative to moral formation to 3.61 relative 
to prayer with each endpoint within strong/high level of understanding range (3.26-4.00). 
 In addition, the highest percentage of respondents scoring in the strong/high 
category in the affective domain was on the dimension of liturgical life (92%), which 
revealed the lowest percentage of 8% score of moderate, and the lowest percentage of 
respondents scoring in the strong/high category in the affective domain was on the 
dimension of moral formation (56%), which revealed the highest percentage of 44% 
score of moderate. None of the six tasks of catechesis recorded score of emerging in 
affective domain of adult faith formation.  
 Research Question 3 
What key topics of Catholic theology did the lay Catholic secondary school 
administrators in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria wish to explore in their future spiritual 
and theological formation? 
To answer Research Question 3, the Catholic lay administrators in the Catholic 
secondary schools in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria (N=72) were directed to complete Part 
4 of the IFG survey.  This section of the survey presented the respondents with 20 
theology topics from which they were to select the top four topics they wished to study in 
their future faith formation programs.  Table 9 lists the frequencies and percentages of the 
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theological interests of the Catholic lay administrators in the Catholic secondary schools 
in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria. 
Table 9. 
 
Frequencies and Percentages of Theological Topical Interests for Lay Administrators in 
Catholic Secondary Schools in the Awka Diocese, Nigeria (N=72) 
 
Topical Interest Frequency Percentage  
Catholic Social Doctrine 45 63% 
Marriage 33 46% 
Prayer and Spirituality 33 46% 
Sexual Ethics 31 43% 
Politics and Religion 27  38% 
Scripture Study 18 25% 
Life After Death 18 25% 
Ecumenism and Interreligious Dialogue 14 19% 
Apologetics 12 17% 
Current Church Issues 10 14% 
Beginning and End of Life Issues 8 11% 
History of the Church 8 11% 
Priesthood and Religious Life 8 11% 
Science and the Church 7 10% 
Evangelization 6 8% 
Roles: Laity and the Clergy in the Church 5 7% 
Ethics in the Workplace 5 7% 
Finances and Faith 3 4% 
Saints and Devotions 3 4% 
Liturgical Services 0 0% 
 
A closer analysis of the data presented in Table 9 revealed that only one topic, 
Catholic Social Doctrine, was perceived to be of high interest for future study by a 
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majority or 63% of the respondents.  The remaining topics in the top four-category were 
chosen by less than half of the 72 respondents, who completed the survey.  For example, 
the second highest choice, which comprised of a tie between two topics: (a) Marriage and 
(b) Prayer and Spirituality was selected by 46% of the respondents (n=33).  The third 
topic, Sexual Ethics, was chosen by 43% of the respondents (n=31), while the fourth top 
topic, Politics and Religion was selected by 38% of the total population studied (n=27).   
Summary of Finding Related to Research Questions  
The survey results of this study indicated that the majority of Catholic lay 
administrators-teachers in the Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria 
(N=72) scored in the strong/high range (76%-100%) relative to their theological literacy 
(content knowledge) of the six tasks of catechesis.  Their highest mean score was 95% 
with regard to the task of moral formation, whereas their lowest mean score was 83% 
with regard to the task of knowledge of the faith.  The remaining tasks’ mean scores were 
as follows: communal life (89%), missionary spirit (88%), prayer (87%), and liturgical 
life (86%).     
Likewise, the survey results of this study revealed that the majority of lay 
Catholic secondary schools administrators-teachers in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria 
(N=72) scored in the strong/high range (3.26 - 4.0) relative to affective domain or the 
alignment of their beliefs, attitudes, and practices of the six tasks of catechesis with those 
of Church teachings.  Their highest mean score in the affective domain was 3.61 relative 
to the task of prayer, whereas their lowest mean score was 3.31 relative to the task of 
moral formation. The remaining tasks’ mean scores were as follows: liturgical life (3.60), 
knowledge of the faith (3.54), missionary spirit (3.50), and communal life (3.40). Five 
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theological topics were identified by the respondents (N=72) as areas of high interest for 
future study. These included Catholic Social Doctrine, Marriage, Prayer and Spirituality, 
Sexual Ethics, as well as Politics and Religion.  
Interview Findings 
To gain a deeper understanding of the data collected from the 72 lay Catholic 
secondary schools administrators-teachers in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria, who 
completed the IFG survey, the researcher conducted follow-up, semi-structured, face-to-
face interviews with 12 respondents: one administrator/teacher from each of the 12 
schools studied.   These interviewees were randomly selected from a pool of volunteers 
who represented respondents from each school site.  The interview portion of this study 
investigated three issues: (a) the extent to which the lay Catholic secondary school 
administrators-teachers within the Awka Diocese, Nigeria integrated the six tasks of 
catechesis within their schools and classrooms, (b) the factors that were perceived to aid 
the integration, (c) factors that were perceived to hinder the integration, and (d) the 
theological topics they would like to know more about. The data collected and analyzed 
from these interviews are reported in the following sections relative to each of the six 
catechetical tasks: (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) 
prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary spirit.  
Knowledge of the Faith 
All 12 interviewees perceived the first task of catechesis, the knowledge of the 
faith, to be a priority within their schools and classrooms as well as in their lives and in 
their Igbo culture. The following statement by one of the administrators expressed that 
shared attitude.  He declared, “promoting faith is the primary thing we do here because 
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we are in a Catholic school. Everything we do is attached to the Catholic faith.” Table 10 
summarizes the emerged themes regarding the integration of the knowledge of the faith 
in school-wide and classroom activities and the factors that aided and hindered that 
process as perceived by the study’s 12 interviewees. 
Table 10.  
Emerged Themes Regarding the Integration of the Knowledge of the Faith in School-
Wide and Classroom Activities, and the Factors That Aided and Hindered That Process 
As Perceived by the Study’s Interviewees  (N=12) 
 
 
 School-Wide Activities Classroom Activities 
Ways of 
Integration 
 
 
Daily religion classes are provided for all students in the 
school. 
 
Presentations on gospel values are provided in school 
wide assemblies throughout the school year. 
 
Presentations on the relationship between faith and 
Church tradition are provided in school wide assemblies. 
 
 
Scripture stories and gospel values are connected to 
classroom work.  
 
The importance of the integration between faith and 
culture is taught and modeled by teachers. 
 
Students are encouraged to ask questions about their faith 
in their classes. 
 
Factors 
Aiding 
Integration 
 
School programs/policies provide structure and time for 
faith integration in the school activities. 
 
 
Faculty collaboratively implements the school 
programs/policies on faith integration. 
 
Presence of priests and vowed religious women in the 
school influences faith integration for adults and students. 
 
Strong personal and cultural faith life. 
 
 
Teachers model their faith to their students. 
 
 
 
Teachers encourage students to put their faith into action. 
 
 
Priests and vowed religious women teach faith formation 
classes. 
 
Strong personal and cultural faith life. 
 
 
Factors 
Hindering 
Integration 
 
The celebration of traditional (pagan) feasts by non-
Christians that conflict with Church teachings is common 
outside of school. 
 
Attention to high academic standards and demands 
minimize time for faith formation.   
The celebration of traditional (pagan) feasts by non-
Christians that conflict with Church teachings is common 
outside of school. 
 
Attention to high academic standards and demands 
minimize time for faith formation.  
  
 
Liturgical Life 
The 12 interviewees also perceived the integration of the second task of 
catechesis, liturgical life, to be a priority within their schools and classrooms. While all of 
the interviewees (N=12) could identify factors that aided in the integration of this task in 
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their schools and classrooms, none of them perceived a factor that hindered it. Relative to 
this finding, an interviewee claimed, “Liturgy is at the heart of what we do here in the 
Catholic school. In fact, it is difficult to mention any factor that makes the life of liturgy 
here difficult.”  The themes that emerged from the interview data regarding the 
integration of liturgical life in school-wide and classroom activities, and the factors that 
aided that process are presented in Table 11 
Table  11.  
Emerged Themes Regarding the Integration of Liturgical Life Into School-Wide and 
Classroom Activities, and the Factors That Aided and Hindered That Process as 
Perceived by the Study’s Interviewees (N=12) 
 
 
 School-Wide Activities Classroom Activities 
Ways of 
Integration 
 
School-wide liturgical services (masses) are held daily at 
Boarding Schools, and twice a month at all other school 
types. 
 
School-wide sacramental services are provided at all 
school types.   Reconciliation is weekly at Boarding 
Schools, and monthly at all other school sites. 
Confirmation is held yearly for all schools. 
 
School-wide celebration of the school’s feast day is a 
tradition for all schools. 
Teachers and students plan class masses. 
 
 
 
Teachers and students participate in school liturgies. 
 
 
Sacramental preparation classes are part of the class 
curriculum. 
Factors 
Aiding 
Integration 
 
 
Presence of priests in the schools as principals or as 
chaplains provides on-staff celebrants for liturgies. 
 
School programs/policies provide structure & time for 
promoting liturgical life in the school. 
 
Administrators & teachers witness active liturgical life in 
and out of school. 
 
 Teachers witness their faith. 
 
 
Teachers participate in liturgical activities in and out of 
school. 
 
Teachers encourage students to participate in the 
liturgical life of the school. 
 
Factors 
Hindering 
Integration 
 
 None 
 
None 
 
Moral Formation 
The 12 administrators-teachers interviewed perceived the integration of the third 
task of catechesis, moral formation, to be present within their schools and classrooms. 
Collectively, they perceived this task’s integration to be challenging because of the rise in 
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moral secularism and moral relativism in Nigeria today.  Table 12  presents the emerged 
themes regarding the integration of moral formation in school-wide and classroom 
activities, as well as the factors that aided and hindered that process as perceived by the 
12 interviewees.  
Table 12. 
Emerged Themes Regarding the Integration of Moral Formation Into School-Wide and 
Classroom Activities, and the Factors That Aided and Hindered That Process as 
Perceived by the Study’s Interviewees (N=12) 
 
 
School-Wide Activities Classroom Activities 
Ways of 
Integration 
 
Moral instruction is part of the school’s curriculum. 
 
The virtues of respect and responsibility are part of the 
school culture. 
 
School-wide policies guide the boundaries of faculty-
student relationships. 
 
Moral formation is part of the class curriculum. 
 
Moral discussions are part of the class curriculum.  
 
 
Conscience formation and good decision-making are 
addressed in classes. 
 
Factors 
Aiding 
Integration 
School programs/policies provide structure and time for 
moral formation in the school. 
 
 
Adult school members (administration faculty, and staff) 
serve moral exemplars for students and each other. 
 
Cooperation of many parents with schools’ efforts 
regarding the moral formation of students is operative. 
 
 
Teachers serve as moral exemplars for their students.  
 
 
Teachers integrate moral formation into their classes. 
 
Teachers work with the parents with regard to moral 
formation of the students. 
 
Factors 
Hindering 
Integration 
 
Mass media values counter gospel values and confuse 
students.  
 
A lack of understanding of the complexity of student 
moral development on the part of teachers is a concern. 
 
Lack of cooperation on the part of the students in class 
activities regarding issues of moral education.  
 
Class time on academic matters override time for moral 
concerns. 
 
Prayer 
The inclusion of prayer, the fourth task of catechesis, was perceived by the 12 
interviewees to be part of their school-wide activities and classroom activities. The 
boarding schools in this study, however, had more prayer opportunities and programs 
than day schools (inclusive of all other types of schools) because of their structure.  
Teachers and students in boarding schools had prayer opportunities at night as well as 
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during the day. A boarding school interviewee asserted, “ Prayer puntuates the life of all 
of the students both at school and in their hostels.”  The emerged themes regarding the 
ways in which prayer was integrated in the various schools and classrooms and the 
factors which either aided or hindered its integration are presented in Table 13 
Table 13. 
Emerged Themes Regarding the Integration of Prayer Into School-wide and Classroom 
Activities, and the Factors That Aided and Hindered That Process as Perceived by the 
Study’s Interviewees (N=12) 
 
 School-Wide Activities Classroom Activities 
Ways of 
Integration 
 
Prayer is a part of school-wide assemblies and 
faculty meetings. 
 
Morning, afternoon, evening, and night prayers 
are common within boarding schools. 
 
Prayer is a part of school-wide seasonal 
devotions: Advent, Christmas, Lenten, Easter, and 
Marian celebrations. 
 
Prayer is a part of the beginning and ending of 
each class with students leading prayer. 
 
Teachers encourage the students to develop 
personal prayer life. 
 
Teachers encourage students to share prayer 
intentions during class prayer time. 
 
Factors 
Aiding 
Integration 
 
School program/policies provide the structure and 
time for prayer in the school. 
 
School provides a prayer manual to faculty as a 
devotional resource. 
 
Sacred spaces, for example the school’s chapel, is 
available for individual and communal prayer. 
 
Teachers share moments of prayer with the 
students. 
 
Teachers provide opportunities for students to 
lead in prayers.  
 
Teachers encourage the students to pray for one 
another. 
 
Factors 
Hindering 
Integration 
 
Attention to high academic standards and 
demands minimize time for prayer.   
 
Attention to high academic standards and 
demands minimize time for class prayer. 
                   
Communal Life 
The expression “communal life,” which describes the fifth task of catechesis was 
unfamiliar to the 12 interviewees.  Consequently, the researcher explained to them that it 
referred to the building of relationships within the school in the spirit of the gospel and to 
the developing a spirit of ecumenism with those of other Christian faiths.   Once 
understood, an interviewee pointed out that: “The administrators-teachers here have 
cordial and respectful relationships with one another that influence the students to have 
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the same bonds among themselves and between them and the faculty.” Table 14  presents 
the emerged themes that resulted from researcher’s follow-up, semi-structured, face-to-
face interviews with the 12 administrators. 
Table 14. 
Emerged Themes Regarding the Integration of Communal Life Into School-wide and 
Classroom Activities, and the Factors That Aided and Hindered That Process as 
Perceived by the Study’s Interviewees (N=12) 
 
 School-Wide Activities Classroom Activities 
Ways of 
Integration 
 
Mutual and maturing interpersonal relationships among 
the faculty and between faculty and students are 
encouraged in the school. 
 
School policies with regard to mutual respect among 
faculty and among students are enforced. 
 
Teachers respect the students and encourage them to 
respect one another in class discussions. 
 
 
Teaches give students group assignments that 
encourage interpersonal relationships. 
Factors Aiding 
integration 
 
Faculty share and witness common Christian and 
gospel values with one another.  
 
Faculty and students relate to one another respectfully.  
 
Teachers build a caring community climate in their 
classrooms.  
 
Teachers develop class activities and assignments that 
encourage students’ interactions. 
Factors 
Hindering 
Integration  
 
Attention to high academic standards and demands that 
minimize time for communal life.   
Lack of cooperation by some faculty in building 
community of faith. 
 
Attention to high academic standards and demands that 
minimize time for class interactions.   
Some teachers do not have enough experience in 
building classroom relationships with their students. 
 
 
Missionary Spirit 
 
The sixth and the last task of catechesis, the missionary spirit, which entails 
integration of the social teachings of the Church and promoting interreligious dialogue 
was perceived by the interviewees to be integrated both in school wide activities and 
classroom activities. Table 15  presents the emerged themes regarding the integration of 
the tasks of missionary spirit in school-wide and classroom activities, as well as the 
factors that aided and hindered that process as perceived by the 12 interviewees.   
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Table 15. 
 Emerged Themes Regarding the Integration of Missionary Spirit Into School-Wide and 
Classroom Activities, and the Factors That Aided and Hindered That Process as 
Perceived by the Study’s Interviewees (N=12) 
 School-Wide Activities Classroom Activities 
Ways of 
Integration 
 
School-wide presentations that focus on social 
concerns, especially on respect for human life and 
dignity are offered throughout the school year. 
 
School-wide talks and presentations on openness to 
interreligious dialogue, especially on relationship 
between Moslems and Christians in Nigeria are 
offered throughout the school year. 
 
School provides tuition reduction for less privileged 
students.  
 
Class presentations on social issues like hunger and 
poverty occur in the classroom.  
 
 
Teachers and students engage in discussions about 
religious tolerance in their communities and the 
country-at-large. 
 
Teachers encourage the students to be involved in 
outreach programs that promote care of the poor. 
Factors  
Aiding 
Integration 
 
School programs/policies provide structure and time 
for integration of missionary spirit.  
 
Faculty and administration are committed to 
promoting the missionary spirit of the school. 
 
Class curriculum helps the teachers in the integration 
of the missionary spirit.  
 
Students perform community service to develop their 
missionary spirit. 
 
Factors 
Hindering 
Integration 
 
Attention to high academic standards and demands 
minimize time for the integration of missionary spirit.   
 
School lacks resources to promote in-depth 
discussions on social issues. 
 
 
Academic resources to promote missionary spirit are 
limited for classroom teachers. 
 
Attention to high academic standards and demands 
minimize time allotted for the integration of 
missionary spirit within the classrooms. 
  
Also of note, the 12 interviewees perceived that their knowledge of the six tasks 
of catechesis had been positively influenced by their strong Catholic upbringing and 
Catholic family life. It had also been nurtured by the strong Catholic traditions within 
their Igbo culture as well as the strong gospel values shared in their Igbo community. 
Finally, they shared that their active participation in the life of the Catholic Chuch also 
played a major role in their knowledge and practice of their Catholic faith through six 
tasks of catechesis: (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) 
prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary spirit.  
As part of the semi-structured, face-to-face interviews with 12 repondents, the 
interviewees were also asked to identify two theological topics they would like to know 
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more about as administrators and as teachers.  Table 16 presents the top six topics for 
both groups. The top six theological topics selected by the 12 interviewees as 
administrators and as teachers were identical, however their ranking varied relative to 
topics in the fourth, fifth, and sixth positions. Also of note, the interviewees’ top choices 
for future study were similar to those of the survey respondents (N=72), who selected 
Catholic Social Doctrine as their first choice, Prayer and Spirituality as their second 
choice, Sexual Ethics as their third choice, and Politic and Religion as their fourth choice 
(See Table 9). 
Table 16. 
The Top Six Theological Topics That the Interviewed Administrators-teachers Identified 
As Important for Future Study 
 
Administrators Teachers 
Prayer and Spirituality Prayer and Spirituality 
Politics and Religion Politics and Religion 
Catholic Social Doctrine Catholic Social Doctrine 
Sexual Ethics Interpersonal Relationship 
Interpersonal Relationship Ecumenism and Interreligious Dialogue 
Ecumenism and Interreligious Dialogue Sexual Ethics 
 
The survey respondents (N=72) also viewed the topic of Ecumenism and Interreligious 
Dialogue as important, however it was ranked as their eighth choice.  While the topic of 
Interpersonal Relationship was not offered on the IFG survey as an option for future 
study, the interviewees as administrators and as teachers perceived it to be important to 
them for future study. The interviewees perceived their interpersonal relationship with 
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their colleagues and their students to be very important to their teaching-learning process 
and wanted more information on how to make those types of relationship better. 
 
Summary of Interview Findings 
 
The interview findings of this study affirmed that the Catholic lay administrators 
of Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria (N=12) integrated the six 
tasks of catechesis within their schools and classrooms in a variety of ways: school-wide 
assemblies, classroom curricula, personal witness of faith, and positive relationships 
between and among administrators, faculty, and students.  For the interviewees, the most 
common factor that aided their integration process within their school and classroom was 
the existence of policies and programs that provided the structure and time for the 
integration of each of the tasks. Likewise, for them the most common factor that hindered 
their integration process within their schools and classrooms was the high demands for 
excellence in academic achievement, which took precedent over faith formation efforts.  
Finally, the top theological topics selected by the interviewees for their future study were 
comparable to those chosen by the survey respondents (N=72) in that they included 
prayer and spirituality, politics and religion, Catholic social doctrine, sexual ethics, and 
ecumenism and interreligious dialogue. The interviewees’ selection of interpersonal 
relationships for future study was unique to them, as it was not an option within Part 4 of 
the IFG survey. 
Additional Findings 
The researcher utilized inferential statistics to determine whether or not the 
variances between mean scores of the 72 respondents in Parts 1 and 2 of the IFG survey 
were statistically significant when compared to the study’s demographics and school 
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types (coed, single gender, boarding, day, rural, and urban).  The T-test for the Equality 
of Means was used to analyze the mean scores of Part 1 (cognitive domain) for 
significant differences, while the ANOVA test was used to examine the mean scores of 
Part 2 (affective domain) for significant differences. The significant findings that were 
found from these analyses are reported in the following section.  
Significant differences were found in the mean score variances of the 72 
respondents relative to four demographic variables: gender, age-range, level of religious 
or theological formation, and the type of institution that conferred their educational 
degree.  With regard to gender, the T-test for Equality of Means found that the 92% mean 
score of the male respondents (n=33) was significantly higher at the 0.05 level than the 
87% mean score of the female respondents (n=39) relative to their knowledge regarding 
the catechetical task of fostering communal life.   There were no other significant 
differences based on gender. 
Statistical analyses of the variances of the respondents’ mean score relative to 
their age-range revealed two significant differences.  First, the T-test for the Equality of 
Means found that the 97% mean score of the respondents between 20-30 years of age 
(n=11) was significantly higher at the 0.05 level than the 79% mean score of those 
between 51-60 years of age (n=3) regarding their content knowledge of communal life.  
Secondly, the ANOVA test found that the 3.9 mean score of the respondents between 51-
60 years of age (n=3) was significantly higher at the 0.05 level than the 3.4 mean score of 
those over 61 years of age (n=19) with regard to their beliefs, attitudes, and practices 
regarding the catechetical tasks of prayer.  
A significant difference was also found in mean score variances relative to the 
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respondents’ level of religious or theological education.  The ANOVA test found that the 
3.5 mean score of respondents, who reported to be Catholic school graduates (n=19) was 
significantly higher at the 0.05 level than the 3.1 mean score of respondents, who 
reported that their religious or theological education was minimal (n=47) relative to their 
beliefs, attitudes, and practices of the catechetical task of prayer.  In addition, ANOVA 
test discovered that the 3.5 mean score of respondents, who reported earning their highest 
educational degree from a Catholic institution (n=7) was significantly higher at the 0.05 
level than the 3.1 mean score of respondents, who reported earning it from a private, but 
non-Catholic institution (n= 4) relative to their beliefs, attitudes, and practices concerning 
the task of moral formation.   
Significant differences were also found relative to the variance of mean scores of 
the 72 respondents of Parts 1 and 2 of the IFG survey relative to the various types of 
Catholic secondary schools this study investigated: (a) coed and single gender, (b) 
boarding and day, and (c) rural and urban. Mean score variances of Part 1 of the IFG 
survey were analyzed by T-tests for the Equality of Means, while the mean score 
variances of Part 2 of the IFG survey were analyzed by ANOVA tests.  The results of 
these analyses are reported in Tables 17 relative to coed and single gender schools, in 
Table 18 relative to boarding and day schools, and in Table 19 relative to rural and urban 
schools.  Each table presents the mean scores of the respondents of each school type for 
both the cognitive and affective domains, and for each task of catechesis (knowledge of 
the faith, liturgical life, moral formation, prayer, communal life, and missionary spirit).  
Variances that were found to be statistically significance at the 0.05 levels are identified 
with an asterisk in the aforementioned tables. 
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Table 17 
Comparison of Means Scores of the Respondents of Coed Schools (n=48) and Single-Gender Schools 
(n=24) for the Cognitive and Affective Domains of the Six Tasks of Catechesis. 
Six Tasks of Catechesis 
Cognitive Domain Affective Domain 
Coed  
(n=48) 
Single-Gender 
(n=24) 
Co-ed 
(n=48) 
Single-Gender 
(n=24) 
Knowledge of the Faith 84% 81% 3.5 3.7* 
Liturgical Life 87%* 82% 3.6 3.7 
Moral Formation 88% 81% 3.3 3.4 
Prayer 87% 86% 3.6 3.7 
Communal Life 91% 86% 3.4 3.5 
Missionary Spirit 87% 91% 3.5 3.6 
Note. The asterisk denotes a significance difference at *p ≤ 0.05. 
 
As noted in Table 17, the respondents, who administered and taught in the Awka 
Diocese’s coed secondary schools scored higher than their counterparts who worked 
within single-gender schools regarding their content knowledge of the six tasks of 
catechesis.  However, the T-test for the Equality of Means found only one variance to be 
statistically significant: liturgical life.  In addition, while the administrators-teachers of 
single gender schools scored higher in the affective domains for all six tasks of catechesis 
than their coed counterparts, the ANOVA test found only one variance to be statistically 
significant: knowledge of the faith. The affective domain measured the alignment of the 
respondents’ beliefs, attitude practices regarding the six catechetical tasks with Church 
teachings.   
A comparison of means scores of the respondents of boarding schools (n=30) and 
of day schools (n=42) in the cognitive and affective domains of the six tasks of catechesis 
are presented in table 18. 
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Table 18. 
Comparison of Means Scores of the Respondents of Boarding Schools (n=30) and Day 
Schools (n=42) in the Cognitive and Affective Domains of the Six Tasks of Catechesis. 
Six Tasks of Catechesis 
Cognitive Domain Affective Domain 
Boarding 
(n=30) 
Day 
(n=42) 
Boarding 
(n=30) 
Day 
(n=42) 
Knowledge of the Faith 80% 85%* 3.6 3.5 
Liturgical Life 84% 88% 3.6 3.6 
Moral Formation 82% 87%* 3.3 3.3 
Prayer 85% 87% 3.6 3.6 
Communal Life 88% 90% 3.5 3.6 
Missionary Spirit 90% 86% 3.6* 3.4 
Note. The asterisk denotes a significance difference at *p ≤ 0.05. 
 
As noted in Table 18, the Catholic lay administrators-teachers in day schools 
scored higher than their boarding school counterparts in five out of six catechetical tasks, 
with missionary spirit being the exception.  However, the T-test for the Equality of 
Means discovered that only two variances—those relating to knowledge of the faith and 
moral formation—were statistically significant.  Relative to the affective domain, the 
mean scores for both boarding and day school respondents were similar.  However, 
ANOVA tests discovered that the boarding school respondents scored significantly 
higher than their day school counterparts relative to their alignment with Church 
teachings regarding the task of fostering a missionary spirit within their schools. 
A comparison of means scores of the respondents of rural schools (n=30) and of 
urban schools (n=42) in the cognitive and affective domains of the six tasks of catechesis 
are presented in table 19. 
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Table 19.  
Comparison of Means Scores of the Respondents of Rural Schools (n=30) and the Urban 
Schools (n=42) in the Cognitive and Affective Domains in the Six Tasks of Catechesis. 
Six Tasks of Catechesis 
Cognitive Domain Affective Domain 
Rural 
(n=30) 
Urban 
(n-42) 
Rural 
(n-30) 
Urban 
(n=42) 
Knowledge of the Faith 79% 86%* 3.6 3.5 
Liturgical Life 86% 86% 3.6 3.6 
Moral Formation 87% 84% 3.3 3.3 
Prayer 85% 87% 3.6 3.6 
Communal Life 91% 88% 3.4 3.4 
Missionary Spirit 85% 89% 3.5 3.4 
Note. The asterisk denotes a significance difference at *p ≤ 0.05. 
 
As noted in Table 19, the mean scores of the respondents from urban schools 
were higher than their rural counterparts’ mean scores in the cognitive domain for three 
tasks of catechesis (knowledge of the faith, prayer, and missionary spirit) with a 
significant difference supported by the T-test for the Equality of Means for only one of 
them: the knowledge of faith. In addition, although the mean scores of the respondents in 
rural schools were higher in the cognitive domain than those in urban schools relative to 
moral formation and communal life, these differences were not statistically significant.  
Also when the mean scores of the respondents of the rural and urban schools in the 
affective domain were compared for significance utilizing the ANOVA tests, none were 
found to be significant.  
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Summary of Additional Findings 
Inferential statistical analyses (T-tests for the Equality of Means and ANOVA 
tests) examined whether there were any significant differences in the survey results when 
compared with both the demographics and types of schools that were studied.   
Significant differences were found in relationship to the demographic variables of gender, 
age range, religious/theological educational level, and institutions where the degrees were 
earned. Relative to the cognitive domain, statistical analyses discovered that the study’s 
male respondents scored significantly higher in their knowledge of communal life than 
the female respondents.  Likewise, the respondents between 20-30 years of age scored 
significantly higher in their knowledge of communal life than those between 51-60 years 
of age. Relative to affective domain, statistical analyses found that the respondents 
between the ages of 51-60 scored significantly higher in their alignment with Church 
teachings on prayer than respondents over 61 years of age. Likewise, graduates of the 
Catholic schools also scored significantly higher in their alignment with Church 
teachings in the area of prayer than those with minimal religious or theological formation. 
In addition, respondents who received their highest educational degree from a Catholic 
institution scored significantly higher in their alignment with Church teachings in the area 
of moral formation than those who graduated from non-Catholic institutions. 
 Significant differences were also found when the respondents’ mean scores for 
Parts 1 and 2 of the IFG survey results were compared to the type of schools in which 
they served— coed or single gender, boarding or day, and rural or urban. For example, 
the respondents of coed Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese in Nigeria 
scored significantly higher in their content knowledge of liturgical life than their 
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counterparts in single-gender schools. Conversely, the respondents of single-gender 
Catholic secondary schools scored significantly higher in their alignment with Church 
teachings relative to the knowledge of the faith than their counterparts in coed schools.  
In addition, the respondents of boarding Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese 
of Nigeria scored significantly higher in their content knowledge of the knowledge of 
faith and moral formation than their counterparts in day schools. Conversely, the 
respondents of day Catholic secondary schools scored significantly higher in their 
alignment with Church teachings concerning missionary spirit than their counterparts in 
boarding schools.  Lastly, the respondents in rural Catholic secondary schools in the 
Awka Diocese of Nigeria scored significantly higher in their knowledge of the faith than 
their counterparts in urban schools. The comparison of scores of both the urban and rural 
schools in the affective domain revealed no significant differences.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of the Study 
Evangelization and catechesis are central to the mission of the Catholic Church. 
These aims are rooted in the final mandate of Jesus Christ to his apostles: “Go therefore, 
and make disciples of all nations” (Mt 28:19-20, The New American Bible).  Throughout 
the world the Catholic Church depends greatly upon its Catholic schools to assist in its 
mission of making disciples of all nations (Congregation for Catholic Education [CCE], 
1977).  The extent to which Catholic schools fulfill this mission depends primarily upon 
their administrators-teachers (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE, 1977, 
1982, 1997, 2007; Pius XI, 1929; Second Vatican Council, 1964, 1965a; USCCB, 1999, 
2005a, 2005b).  The Catholic Church also recognizes that in order to realize this mission 
those who lead and serve within its schools need to be informed and formed spiritually 
and theologically relative to the six tasks of catechesis—(a) knowledge of the faith, (b) 
liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary 
spirit—which are foundational to being a disciple of Christ and to forming discipleship in 
Christ (Congregation for the Clergy, 1997; John Paul II, 1979).   
Research on Catholic education in Nigeria has focused mainly on early childhood 
education and elementary education (Nnajiofor, 2007; Okochi, 2008; Ugochukwu, 2007).  
Empirical investigations at the secondary level of Catholic education are minimal, and 
none have explored the theological literacy, beliefs, attitudes, and practices concerning 
the six tasks of catechesis by those who lead and teach in the Catholic secondary schools 
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in the Diocese of Awka in Nigeria. Hence, this study seeks to examine these issues in a 
systematic way.     
The purpose of this study was to explore the extent to which Catholic lay 
administrators within the Catholic secondary schools of Awka Diocese in Nigeria are 
theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis: (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) 
liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary 
spirit.  It also investigated the extent to which the participants’ beliefs, attitudes, and 
practices aligned with Church teachings concerning these catechetical tasks. Finally, it 
identified the Catholic theological topics that the Catholic lay administrators wished to 
study in their future spiritual and theological formation programs.    
The conceptual framework for this study was derived from four Catholic Church 
sources—(a) the Catechism of the Catholic Church [CCC] (2000), (b) the General 
Directory of Catechesis [GDC] (Congregation for the Clergy, 1997), (c) the document 
Our Hearts Were Burning Within Us: A Pastoral Plan For Adult Faith Formation in the 
United States (United States Conference of Catholic Bishops [USCCB], 1999), and (d) 
The Catholic Church Policy on Education in Nigeria (Catholic Bishops Conference of 
Nigeria, 2005). These sources collectively addressed among other things: (a) the ministry 
of catechesis and its tasks, (b) the catechetical role of the Catholic schools, (c) the role of 
Catholic educators, and (d) the importance of the formation of Catholic educators. In 
addition, these sources guided this study’s research questions regarding the theological 
literacy, beliefs, attitudes, and practices of the Catholic lay administrators of the Catholic 
secondary schools in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria.    
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This study utilized a mixed methodology: survey research and face-to-face, semi-
structured interviews. With the permission of National Catholic Educational Association 
(NCEA) (Appendix A), the researcher utilized NCEA’s 2006 revised and published 
paper-based survey, the Information for Growth (IFG) survey as the instrument for this 
study.   Because it is copyrighted by the NCEA, the IFG survey was not included in this 
dissertation, however a copy of the IFG survey’s cover page is located in Appendix B.  
The IFG survey was composed of four parts and explored the respondents’ (a) 
content knowledge of the six tasks of catechesis, (b) their beliefs, attitudes, and practices 
regarding these tasks, (c) their demographic information, and (d) their interest in 
additional information on specific concepts of theology for future study.  Consequently, 
the IFG survey was considered an appropriate instrument for this study. The IFG survey’s 
demographic section was revised with NCEA’s permission to accommodate the survey’s 
use with Catholic lay administrators within the Catholic secondary schools in the Awka 
Diocese of Nigeria.  
The paper-based IFG survey was administered to 72 Catholic lay administrators, 
who are also teachers within the Catholic secondary schools in Awka Diocese of Nigeria. 
All 72 participants or 100% of the sample population completed the survey. The 12 
purposefully selected schools of this study represented the six types of Catholic 
secondary schools that are presently operative in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria: coed, 
single-gender, boarding, day schools, rural, and urban schools.    
 To gain a deeper understanding of the practices of Catholic lay administrators of 
Catholic secondary schools in Awka Diocese of Nigeria, follow-up, semi-structured face-
to-face interviews were conducted with 12 Catholic lay administrators, one from each of 
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the schools investigated. The interviewees were randomly selected from a pool of 
volunteers. The interviews explored four areas: (a) the extent to which the participants 
integrated the six tasks of catechesis in their school-wide and classroom activities, (b) the 
factors that aided them in the integration process, (c) the factors that hindered them in the 
integration process, and (d) the theological topics that the participants wished to study in 
their future faith formation programs.  
This study examined three research questions:                                                        
1. To what extent were the Catholic lay administrators of Catholic secondary 
schools in Awka Diocese, Nigeria theologically literate of the six tasks of 
catechesis: (a) knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) 
prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary spirit?              
2. To what extent were the beliefs, attitudes, and practices of Catholic lay 
administrators of the Catholic secondary schools of Awka Diocese, Nigeria 
aligned with the teachings of the Church regarding the six tasks of catechesis: (a) 
knowledge of the faith, (b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) 
communal life, and (f) missionary spirit?              
3. What key topics of Catholic theology did the lay Catholic secondary school 
administrators in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria wish to explore in their future 
spiritual and theological formation?                            
This study’s findings relative to the three research questions, the demographic data, the 
interviews, and the additional findings are summarized below:  
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Research Question 1 
The data collected from Part 1 of the IFG survey revealed that the majority, or 
77% of the Catholic lay administrators of the Catholic secondary schools in Awka 
Diocese (N=72), scored in the strong/high range (76%-100%) relative to their theological 
literacy (content knowledge) for the six tasks of catechesis: (a) knowledge of the faith, 
(b) liturgical life, (c) moral formation, (d) prayer, (e) communal life, and (f) missionary 
spirit.  All remaining respondents scored in the moderate level (41% -75%) of content 
knowledge for all six tasks.  The groups’ (N=72) mean score percentages per task from 
highest to lowest were as follows: 95% (moral formation), 89% (communal life), 88% 
(missionary spirit), 87% (prayer), 86% (liturgical life), and 83% (knowledge of the faith).  
Research Question 2 
The data collected from Part 2 of the IFG survey revealed that the majority, or 
76% of the Catholic lay administrators of the Catholic secondary schools in Awka 
Diocese (N=72), scored within the strong/high range (3.36 – 4.0) relative to the 
alignment of their beliefs, attitudes, and practices of the six tasks of catechesis with that 
of Church teachings on these tasks.  All remaining respondents scored in the moderate 
level (2.51 -3.25) of alignment for all six tasks. The groups’ (N=72) mean scores per task 
from highest to lowest were as follows:  3.61 (prayer), 3.60 (liturgical life), 3.54 
(knowledge of the faith), 3.50 (missionary spirit), 3.40 (communal life), and 3.31 (moral 
formation). 
Research Question 3 
 The collected data from the Part 4 of the IFG survey identified the theological 
topics that the respondents were most interested in studying in their future spiritual and 
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theological formation programs.  The theological topic of greatest interest and chosen by 
63% of the respondents was Catholic Social Doctrine. The USCCB (1998) refers to this 
topic as the Church’s “Catholic Social Teaching,” or the body of doctrine, which, “is 
central and essential to our faith…. rooted in the life and words of Jesus Christ …and 
based on and inseparable from our understanding of human life and human dignity” (¶2).  
The remaining top selections by the survey respondents ranked by their percentages were 
Marriage (46%), Prayer and Spirituality (46%), Sexual Ethics (43%), and Politics and 
Religion (38%).  
Demographics 
The 72 lay Catholic secondary school admnistrators and teachers who completed 
the IFG survey were all of the Igbo race and represented a balance of male (n=33) and 
female (n=39) respondents, ranging in the age from 20-30 years to over 61 years.  Most 
participants were between the age range of 31-40 years and were baptised Catholic as 
infants.  Likewise, a majority, or 65% of them reported having minimal religious or 
theological education.  The highest educatonal degree reported by most, or 65% of 
respondents was a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree.  Of note, only seven 
respondents (10% ) reported having a Master of Arts degree, while the remaining 25% of 
respondents reported having the minimum credential, the National Certificate of 
Education (NCE), for teaching in Nigeria.  In addition, 85% of respondents reported 
earning their educational degrees within a public institution, whereas only 10% of them 
received their degrees from a Catholic institution. The remaining 5% earned their 
educational degree from a private, but non-Catholic institution.   
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The demographic data also revealed that the majority, or 51% of respondents 
served in their administrative positions for the shortest time span: between 1-6 years. 
Seven administrative positions were represented in this study: principal, vice principal, 
academic dean, dean of students, coordinator of school liturgies, guidance counselor, and 
chair of the religion or theology department.  Also, each of the respondents taught a class 
in their respective schools. Subject areas taught included: language (foreign or native), 
mathematics, science, business or economics, religion or theology, history/social 
studies/government, music or art, and home economics.  The top four subject areas taught 
by most of the respondents were science, language, business or economics, and religion 
or theology. 
Interviews 
The interview findings of this study affirmed that the lay Catholic secondary 
schools administrators-teachers in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria (N=72) integrated the six 
tasks of catechesis within their schools and classrooms in a variety of ways: school-wide 
assemblies, classroom curricula, personal witness of faith, and positive relationships 
between and among administrators, faculty, and students.  The interviews also revealed 
that the most common factor that aided the integration of the six tasks of catechesis 
within the schools and classrooms was the existence of policies and programs that 
provided the time and structure for the tasks’ inclusion.  The interviews also revealed that 
the most common factor to hinder the integration of the six tasks of catechesis within the 
schools and classrooms was the high demands from both the state and the school for 
excellence in academic achievement, which often took precedent over the school’s faith 
formation efforts.   The realities of annual, mandatory statewide assessments that measure 
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expected student academic achievements as well as the ongoing competition among 
Catholic secondary schools for student enrollment contributed to prominence of this 
hindrance factor.  
Finally, the top theological topics selected for future study by the interviewees 
(N=12) were similar to those chosen by the survey respondents (N=72) in that they 
included prayer and spirituality, politics and religion, Catholic social doctrine, and sexual 
ethics. The interviewees, however also selected ecumenism and interreligious dialogue as 
priorities they would like to study.  The interviewees’ selection of interpersonal 
relationships as a topic for future study was unique to them, as it was not an option 
offered within the IFG survey’s list of topics.  The topics selected by the interviewees 
were viewed to be of high interest and relevant because the Diocese of Awka, Nigeria is 
confronted with both religious and political challenges.  In addition, with the rise of 
secularism and relativism in the modern world the interviewees recognized their need to 
foster a more comprehensive understanding of their Catholic faith, inclusive of Catholic 
social doctrine, sexual ethics, prayer and spirituality, ecumenism and interreligious 
dialogue, and interrelationships so that they would be better prepared to address these 
topics in their schools and their classrooms.  
Additional Findings 
Inferential statistical analyses (T-tests for the Equality of Means and ANOVA 
tests) examined whether there were any significant differences in the survey results when 
compared with the demographics and types of schools that were studied.  Significant 
differences were found in relationship to the demographic variables of gender, age range, 
religious or theological educational level, and the institutions where the degrees were 
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earned.  With regard to the respondents’ theological literacy, statistical analyses 
discovered that the study’s male respondents scored significantly higher in their content 
knowledge of communal life than the study’s female respondents.  Likewise, the 
respondents between 20-30 years of age scored significantly higher in their content 
knowledge of communal life than those between 51-60 years of age.  Relative to the 
respondents’ alignment with Church teachings regarding their beliefs, attitudes, and 
practices of the catechetical tasks, statistical analyses found that the respondents between 
the ages of 51-60 scored significantly higher in their alignment with Church teachings on 
prayer than respondents over 61 years of age, who were generally veteran public school 
administrators hired to teach in Catholic schools after their retirement from public 
service.  Likewise, graduates of the Catholic schools also scored significantly higher in 
their alignment with Church teachings in the area of prayer than those with minimal 
religious or theological formation. In addition, respondents who received their highest 
educational degree from a Catholic institution scored significantly higher in their 
alignment with Church teachings in the area of moral formation than those who 
graduated from non-Catholic institutions.      
 Significant differences were also found when the respondents’ mean scores for 
Parts 1 and 2 of the IFG survey results were compared to the type of schools in which 
they served— coed or single gender, boarding or day, and rural or urban. For example, 
the respondents of coed Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese in Nigeria 
scored significantly higher in their content knowledge of liturgical life than their 
counterparts in single-gender schools. Conversely, the respondents of single-gender 
Catholic secondary schools scored significantly higher in their alignment with Church 
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teachings relative to their knowledge of the faith than their counterparts in coed schools.  
In addition, the respondents of boarding Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese 
of Nigeria scored significantly higher in their content knowledge of the knowledge of 
faith and moral formation than their counterparts in day schools. Conversely, the 
respondents of day Catholic secondary schools scored significantly higher in their 
alignment with Church teachings concerning missionary spirit than their counterparts in 
boarding schools.  Lastly, the respondents in rural Catholic secondary schools in the 
Awka Diocese of Nigeria scored significantly higher in their content knowledge of the 
faith than their counterparts in urban schools. The comparison of scores of both the urban 
and rural schools in the affective domain revealed no significant differences.  
Conclusions and Implications 
Based upon the demographics data of the respondents, the data collected relative 
to each of the study’s research questions, and the data gathered from the face-to-face 
interviews, the following conclusions and implications may be made.  
Demographics 
The gender make up of the Catholic lay administrators, who participated in this 
study (N=72) was fairly balanced (54% females, 46% males).  Hence, the six-member 
administration teams surveyed within the various school-types (coed, single-gender, 
boarding, day, urban and rural schools) of the Awka Diocese comprised both Catholic lay 
men and women.  Hence, it may be concluded that both female and male Catholic lay 
faith leadership are operative in the Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese of 
Nigeria.  The Catholic Church calls upon all baptized Catholics, especially those men and 
women, who minister within its schools to do their part to foster the pastoral mission of 
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the Church of spreading the good news of the gospel to all and of forming disciples in 
Christ (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE, 1977, 1982, 1997, 2007; 
Pius XI, 1929; Second Vatican Council, 1964, 1965a; USCCB, 1999, 2005a, 2005b). 
Demographic data of this study suggests that within the Awka Diocese’s Catholic 
secondary schools, both female and male Catholic lay administrators are working toward 
these ends.  
Demographic data also revealed that the age-range of the respondents spanned 
multiple decades: 20-30 years (15%), 31-40 years (40%), 41-50 years (14%), 51-60 years 
(4%), and over 61 years (27%).  The wide variance in ages within the administrative 
teams enabled the natural exchange of diverse experiences and perspectives to occur 
among and between the administrators, who shared a common faith, a common culture, 
and a common mission.  This reality combined with their reported respect for each other 
facilitated the concepts of teamwork, collaboration, and collegiality to develop between 
and among them. 
Respect for diversity, teamwork, collaboration, and collegiality among and 
between those who minister in Catholic schools are strongly supported in Church 
documents (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE, 1977, 1982, 1988, 
1997, 2007; Pius XI, 1929; Second Vatican Council, 1965a; USCCB, 1999, 2005a, 
2005b) as they not only contribute to the building of an authentic Christian faith 
community, but also contribute to the fostering of the integral human development of 
those within that community. Both ends are essential aims of Catholic schools.  In 
addition, the works of Catholic school experts (Cook, 2001; Dunlap, 2004; Groome, 
2011; Heft, 2011; Jacobs, 1996; Miller, 2006; Moore, 2000; Nucci, 2001; Nuzzi, 2004; 
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Sergiovanni, 2009; Shimabukuro, 2001, 2007) identify respect for diversity, teamwork, 
collaboration, and collegiality as essential components of Catholic education, and critical 
factors to realizing its mission.  
In addition to the wide variance in the respondents’ ages, the demographic data 
revealed that the majority of lay Catholics administrators, who participated in this study, 
were between the ages of 31-40 years (40%) and over 61 years of age (27%). The 
younger group reported to be novices with 1 to 6 years of administrative service within 
the Awka Diocese’s Catholic secondary schools.  The older group, were veteran 
administrators with over 19 years of administrative service, however most of their service 
was in the state’s public school system.  The Awka Diocese’s policy of hiring retired, 
public school administrators-teachers, who are Catholics in good standing with the 
Church, to minister within its Catholic schools contributed to this demographic finding  
(Awka Diocesan Policy on Education, 2006).  This practice by the Awka Diocese brings 
with it two implications.  First, it implies that the experienced public school 
administrators will be able to mentor those new to administration within the Awka 
Diocese’s Catholic secondary schools.  Secondly, it implies that the Awka Diocese will 
need to ensure that the public school veterans are informed and prepared to exercise their 
administrative roles and responsibilities as Catholic school faith leaders and classroom 
catechists.  
Both Church documents (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE, 
1977, 1982, 1997, 2007; NCCB, 1972; Pius XI, 1929; Second Vatican Council, 1965a; 
USCCB, 1999, 2005a, 2005b) and the writings of Catholic school experts (Cook, 2001; 
Dunlap, 2004; Groome, 2011; Heft, 2011; Jacobs, 1996; Miller, 2006; Moore, 2000; 
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Nucci, 2001; Nuzzi, 2004; Palestini, 2009; Sergiovanni, 2009; Shimabukuro, 2001, 2007) 
confirm that the roles and responsibilities of those who lead and teach in a Catholic 
school extends beyond the roles and responsibilities of those who lead in a public school. 
This extension includes fostering of the Catholic identity of the school and the faith 
formation of its members.  It requires promoting the pastoral mission of the school and 
infusing gospel values within the culture of the school and within the schools’ 
administrative and classroom policies and practices. Finally, it is inclusive of the 
universal Church’s call to integrate the six tasks of catechesis in one’s own life and in the 
life of one’s school.  
The demographic data also revealed that all 72 respondents in this study reported 
to be practicing Catholics and of the Igbo race.  Most of the respondents (85%) were 
baptized Catholics as infants.  As cradle Catholics, they perceived their Catholic parents, 
their Catholic Igbo culture, and their active participation in the life of the Catholic 
Church to be contributing factors to their faith formation.   
The Catholic Church has historically recognized parents to be the primary 
educators of their children, in matters of faith and morals as well as in their socialization 
process, and it has repeatedly acknowledged the significance of a strong Catholic family 
life to the faith development of individuals (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 
2005; CCE, 1977, 1982, 1997, 2007; NCCB, 1972; Pius XI, 1929; Second Vatican 
Council, 1965a).  In addition, the Church has recognized the essential role that culture 
has in the faith formation of human beings, and urges its Catholic schools to be respectful 
and inclusive of the cultural values of those they serve and of those they seek to 
evangelize and catechize (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE, 1977, 
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1982; Second Vatican Council, 1965a; USCCB, 2005a, 2005b).  Likewise, the Church 
has continually affirmed the essential role that active participation in the life of Church 
has upon one’s faith development and one’s relationship with Christ and to others 
(Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE, 1977, 1982, 1997, 2007; NCCB, 
1972; Pius XI, 1929; Second Vatican Council, 1965a; USCCB, 1999, 2005a, 2005b).  
The demographic data also revealed that the formal theological or religious and 
academic educational background of the respondents were minimal.  The majority of the 
respondents (65%) reported that their formal theological or religious instruction was 
limited to their preparation for reception of the sacraments (Eucharist, Reconciliation, 
Confirmation, and Marriage).  Few (8%) reported having no formal theological 
instruction, while 27% of them reported graduating from a Catholic school (elementary 
or secondary) and receiving their religious instruction within that context.   
With regard to their formal academic education, the majority of the respondents 
(65%) reported that their highest educational degree was a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor 
of Science.  Only 10% of the respondents reported having a Master of Arts degree.  The 
remaining 25% reported their highest degree to be the National Certificate of Education 
(NCE), which is the Nigerian government’s minimum certification requirement to enter 
the teaching profession. Also 85% of respondents reported that their academic degrees 
were earned from a public institution, whereas 10% reported earning them from a 
Catholic institution. The remaining respondents (5%) received their degrees from a 
private, non-Catholic institution. 
It may be concluded that the participants’ formal theological formation is non-
existent and their academic education is limited for their duties as administrators and 
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classroom catechists.  This implies that the Awka Diocese needs to provide both 
theological or religious formation and professional development assistance to those who 
work in its schools, so that they may perform their duties and roles as Catholic school 
leaders and classroom teachers with success. 
Limitations in both theological and professional programs were impacted by 
several conditions. First, the Nigerian government closed all Catholic teacher-training 
colleges of the Awka Diocese in 1970, and these colleges remain closed today.  
Secondly, to date there are no formal diocesan sponsored theological and professional 
development programs for those who minister in Catholic schools in the Awka Diocese. 
Thirdly, to date there are no higher Catholic educational institutions in the Awka 
Diocese, however the Bishop of the Diocese of Awka has recently approved the erection 
of a Catholic university, which is presently under construction.   
The Church has repeatedly affirmed the importance of theological and 
professional preparation of those who lead and teach in its schools as it knows the 
mission of Catholic education cannot be effectively achieved without it (Catholic Bishops 
Conference of Nigeria, 2005; Congregation for the Clergy, 1997; CCE, 1977, 1982, 1997, 
2007; John Paul II, 1988; Second Vatican Council, 1965a, 1965b; USCCB, 1999, 2005a, 
2005b).  Hence, the Church urges Catholic universities and diocesan offices to work 
diligently to provide such programs for those who minister in its schools. The Bishop of 
the Diocese of Awka is responding to that call in building the Diocese’s first Catholic 
university, and by encouraging the Awka Diocesan Education Commission to find ways 
to make formation programs available.  
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Research Question 1: The Cognitive Domain of the Six Tasks of Catechesis 
Research Question 1 of this study sought to discover the extent to which the 
Catholic lay administrators of the Awka Diosese’s Catholic secondary schools were 
theological literate of the six tasks of catechsis, and the IFG survey was used to answer 
this question. This study found that the 72 respondents, who completed the IFG survey 
are strongly literate of the aforementioned tasks.  Collectively and independently, they 
scored in the strong/high level of understanding (76%-100%) relative to their content 
knowledge of the six tasks of catechesis.  The group’s (N=72) composite mean score for 
all six tasks was 88%. While no respondent received a 100% score for all six tasks of 
catechesis, many received a 100% score on many of the tasks.  Based on these data, it 
may be concluded that the respondents are theological literate of the six tasks of 
catechesis, and that they have a strong knowledge of the basic concepts of the six tasks 
explored, as the IFG measure basic knowledge of the tasks. 
Research Question 2: The Affective Domain of Six Tasks of Catechesis 
 Research Question 2 of this study sought to discover the extent to which the 
beliefs, attitudes, and practices of Catholic lay administrators of the Awka Diocese’s 
Catholic secondary schools regarding the six tasks of catechesis align with Church 
teachings, and the IFG survey was used to answer that question.  The data collected for 
this question found that the beliefs, attitudes, and practices of the 72 respondents were 
strongly aligned with those of Church teachings of the aforementioned tasks. Collectively 
and independently, the respondents scored in the strong/high category of alignment (3.26 
– 4.00) relative to all six tasks of catechesis.  The groups’ (N=72) composite mean score 
for all six tasks was 3.49. While no respondent received a perfect score (4.00) for all six 
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tasks, many received it for specific catechetical tasks. Consequently, it may be concluded 
that the beliefs, attitudes, and practices of respondents concerning the six tasks of 
catechesis were strongly aligned with Church teachings on all six tasks.  
Based on the findings of research questions 1 and 2 as measured by the IFG 
survey, it may be concluded that the Catholic lay administrators of the secondary schools 
in the Awka Diocese are in compliance with Church’s call on the integration of the six 
tasks of catechesis in their schools and in their classrooms. The Catholic Church has 
repeatedly declared the importance of not only knowing the doctrine of one’s Catholic 
faith, but also the necessity of practicing one’s Catholic faith within the life of the Church  
(Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; Second Vatican Council, 1965a, 1965b; 
USCCB, 1999, 2005a, 2005b)). Likewise, the CCE (1982) in the Lay Catholics in 
Schools: Witness to Faith declared that the witnessing of a lived faith rooted in the 
teaching of Christ is critical for those who lead and teach the Catholic school, as it is 
central to being effective in fostering the faith formation of those they serve.  The works 
of Catholic school scholars (Cook, 2001; Dunlap, 2004; Groome, 2011; Heft, 2011; 
Jacobs, 1996; Miller, 2006; Moore, 2000; Nucci, 2001; Nuzzi, 2004; Sergiovanni, 2009; 
Shimabukuro, 2001, 2007; Shimabukuro & Fox, 2010) also affirmed that the realization 
of the catechetical mission of Catholic schools is greatly dependent upon the integration 
of faith, life, and culture of those who lead and teach within them.  
Research Question 3: Theological and Spiritual Topical Interests 
Research Question 3 sought to discover what theological topics the Catholic lay 
administrators of the Awka Diocese’s Catholic secondary schools wished to study in their 
future faith formation programs, and the IFG survey was utilized to answer this inquiry.  
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The topics of highest interest were Catholic Social Doctrine, Marriage, Prayer and 
Spirituality, Sexual Ethics, and Politics and Religion.  The study of each would not only 
widen the respondents’ knowledge of relevant topics to Christian living in general, but 
also it would expand their knowledge and understanding of the six tasks of catechesis that 
they are called to integrate within their schools and classrooms.  For example, their 
knowledge of the faith would be enhanced by their study of Catholic Social Doctrine, 
which concerns the social teaching of the Church.  Likewise, their knowledge and 
practices of prayer would be enriched by their study of prayer and its interrelationship to 
spirituality.   Their exploration on Marriage, would not only strengthen their knowledge 
of this sacrament, but also provide them new insights regarding the catechesis of 
communal life.  Likewise, their study of sexual ethics would increase their knowledge 
and understanding of the Church’s teaching on the moral formation of individuals.  
During the interview process, the Catholic lay administrators acknowledged that 
resources relative to this task is wanting as its facilitation has become more challenging 
due to the rise in secularism and relativism in the modern world. Lastly, the topics of 
religion and politics would touch upon all six tasks of catechesis, as they permeate every 
facet of human life.  It would also provide the opportunity to critically review the issues 
confronting their country politically and religiously in the context of the teachings of the 
Catholic Church.  
The Church calls all who serve in its Catholic schools, both administrators-
teachers to be life-long learners and life long seekers of truth, justice, and wisdom 
(Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE, 1982; John Paul II, 1988; Second 
Vatican Council, 1965b; USCCB, 1999; 2005b). The findings of this study suggest that 
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the respondents of this study desire to be better informed.  However, they need the 
assistance of the Awka Diocese to provide them with the resources and programs to 
receive this information. 
Interviews 
The data collected from the follow-up interviews with a representative sample of 
the study’s population (12 administrators, male and females of varying ages and from the 
various types of schools surveyed: coed, single gender, boarding, day, rural, and urban) 
revealed the following conclusions. First, that the Catholic lay administrators of the 
Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese perceived themselves to be theological 
literate of the six tasks of catechesis, however they considered their knowledge to be 
basic in scope, rather than comprehensive, as they had had limited formal theological or 
religious instruction regarding them.  They also noted that their knowledge of the tasks 
had been nurtured by their Catholic upbringing, the influence of their Catholic Igbo 
culture, and their active participation in the life of the Catholic Church.   
Secondly, the interviewees also perceived that they had integrated the six tasks of 
catechesis within both their school-wide and classroom activities in multiple ways. For 
example, they noted integrating them within school wide assemblies, within classroom 
curricula and instructions as well as through liturgical celebrations, outreach programs, 
personal faith witness, and positive interpersonal relationships among and between 
administration, faculty, students, and their parents.  Catholic school experts (Groom, 
2011; Shimabukuro, 2007) support the importance of such integration measures. Groome 
highlighted the importance of personal faith witness in his text, Life to Faith and Faith to 
Life noting that effective Catholic school educators intentionally integrate their faith into 
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their life, and willingly witness this synthesis in and out of school. Likewise, 
Shimabukuro (2007) argued that effective Catholic educational leaders and teachers 
integrate the religious dimensions of the Catholic school throughout the whole school 
curriculum.  
From the data collected from the interviews, it may be concluded that there were 
two common factors that aided the Catholic lay administrators-teachers in integrating the 
six tasks of catechesis within their schools and classrooms.  The first was their schools’ 
policies and programs, which provided the time and structure for faith-based activities to 
occur.  For example, school wide assemblies, liturgies and outreach programs as well as 
daily religion classes, class discussions, class prayer, class liturgical celebrations, and 
communal projects. The second factor was the willingness of the administrators-teachers 
to witness their faith to those in their charge, both school-wide and in their classrooms.  
From the data collected from the interviews, it may also be concluded that there 
was one common factor that hindered the Catholic lay administrators-teachers in 
integrating the six tasks of catechesis within their schools and classrooms. This factor 
was perceived to be the schools’ high demand for student academic excellence, which led 
to academic efforts taking precedence over faith formation efforts.  The interviewees 
perceived two conditions to contribute to this factor.  First, all Catholic schools in the 
Awka Diocese are required to meet state-defined, academic educational standards for 
each grade level and undergo yearly testing to determine their status in this regard. 
Secondly, the interviewees noted that there is much competition among Catholic schools 
for student enrollment, and since parents select schools with high academic ratings, the 
schools place much attention to attaining and sustaining their excellence in academics. 
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These findings imply that the Awka Diocese needs to take measure to assist its Catholic 
schools to find a balance between their call to foster the faith formation of their members 
as well as to facilitate their academic excellence, for the Catholic Church recognizes both 
to be aims of Catholic education (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE, 
1977, 1982, 1988, 1997, 2007).          
Finally, from the data collected from the interviews it maybe concluded that there 
is agreement among the Catholic lay administrators of this study regarding what 
theological topics they wish to know more about.  Both survey respondents and 
interviewees selected Catholic Social Doctrine, Prayer and Spirituality, Sexual Ethics, 
and Religion and Politics as top priorities.  However, the interviewees also perceived the 
topic of interpersonal relationships, in general and the topic of ecumenism and 
interreligious dialogue, in particular to be of interest to them.  The works of Catholic 
school researchers Jensen (2001), Donlevy (2007), and Breen (2009) supported the 
importance of knowledge in these additional areas to the mission of Catholic education. 
Jenson found that the Christian communal life of the Catholic school is created and 
sustained by healthy interpersonal relationships formed over time and in a spirit of trust 
by those who lead and teach in schools.  Donlevy argued that effective Catholic school 
leaders establish a respectful and welcoming environment within their schools for 
Catholics and non-Catholics alike, and work deliberately to promote spirit of ecumenism 
within their schools. Finally, Breen emphasized the effective Catholic schools 
intentionally create opportunities for interreligious dialogue, which will assist both the 
teachers and students to discover other truths in other religions as well as to develop an 
appreciation of their own beliefs.  Hence, these findings imply that all of the above topics 
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are worthy of inclusion in the Awka Diocese’s future theological and spiritual formation 
programs. 
Recommendations 
Recommendations for Future Research 
Based upon the results of this study, the following represent recommendations for 
future research regarding Catholic secondary education in Awka Diocese in Nigeria. 
1. Conduct a mixed methodology study (the IFG survey and interviews) with the 
students in the Catholic secondary schools of the Awka Diocese in Nigeria to 
explore their theological literacy of the six tasks of catechesis (knowledge of the 
faith, liturgical life, moral formation, prayer, communal life, and missionary 
spirit) and their perceptions regarding the integration of these tasks in their 
respective schools and classrooms.  
2. Conduct a replication study utilizing the IFG survey and follow-up, face-to-face 
interviews to investigate the extent to which the Catholic lay administrators of 
Religious-order sponsored Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese in 
Nigeria are theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis and the extent to 
which they perceive these tasks to be integrated in their schools and classrooms. 
3. Conduct a replication study utilizing the IFG survey and follow-up, face-to-face 
interviews to investigate the extent to which Catholic lay administrators of 
Catholic secondary schools of other dioceses in Anambra State of Nigeria, such as 
the Archdiocese of Onitsha and the diocese of Nnewi, are theologically literate of 
the six tasks of catechesis and the extent to which they perceive these tasks to be 
integrated in their schools and classrooms.  
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4. Conduct a qualitative case study that would explore the perceptions of the three 
purposefully selected principals (a cleric, a vowed religious, and a lay 
administrator) regarding the integration of the six tasks of catechesis within their 
Catholic secondary schools in Awka Diocese in Nigeria. The study would also 
include observations of the administrative practices at each school site.  
5. Conduct a mixed methodology study (survey and interviews) examining the ways 
in which and the extent to which the clergy and vowed religious administrators of 
Catholic secondary schools in Awka Diocese in Nigeria support their Catholic lay 
counterparts in their spiritual and theological formation relative to six tasks of 
catechesis and their integration within their respective schools. 
6. Conduct a mixed methodology study (survey and interviews) with the members of 
the Awka Diocesan Educational Commission to identify the ways in which and 
the extent to which they facilitate both the theological and professional 
preparation of Catholic lay administrators-teachers of the Catholic secondary 
schools in the Awka Diocese in Nigeria. 
7. Conduct a mixed methodology study (survey and focus groups) with the 
purposefully selected sample of Catholic lay administrators of the Catholic 
secondary schools within the Awka Diocese to identity the extent to which their 
family life and their Catholic faith practices impact their theological literacy, 
beliefs, attitudes, and practices relative to the six tasks of catechesis in their 
schools. 
8. Conducted a mixed methodology study (survey and interviews) with the 
administrators of the Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria 
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to identify the ways in which and the extent to which their Igbo culture and its 
practices have impacted their faith formation as Catholic administrators and 
Catholic school catechists. 
9. Conduct a mixed methodology study (survey and interviews) with the 
administrators of the Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese regarding 
the ways in which they address and integrate the Catholic Bishops Conference of 
Nigeria Policy on Education within their schools as well as the extent to which 
they receive the training and resources necessary to accomplish these tasks. 
10. Conduct a quantitative study (survey) to identify what resources are available to 
the administrators-teachers of Catholic secondary schools in Awka Diocese 
regarding the six tasks of catechesis as well as to the extent to which these 
resources are utilized within the schools and classrooms by the administrators-
teachers. 
11. Conduct a quantitative study (survey) with all Diocesan Educational 
Commissions within the Ecclesiastical Province of Onitsha to identify the formal 
faith formation programs that are operative in their dioceses, which serve to 
enhance the knowledge base and practices of those who lead and teach in the 
Province’s Catholic secondary schools regarding the six tasks of catechesis.  
12. Conduct a mixed methodology study (survey and focus groups) to identify the 
theological topics that the students who attend Catholic secondary schools within 
the Awka Diocese of Nigeria desire to explore in their schools’ curricula, as well 
as to identify the theological topics that their current curricular programs address. 
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Recommendations for Future Practice 
Based on the findings of this study, the following represent recommendations for 
future practices in the area of theological literacy, beliefs, attitudes, and practices of 
Catholic lay administrators-teachers in Catholic secondary schools of Awka Diocese in 
Nigeria.  
1. That Awka Diocesan Education Commission establish a Catholic educational 
leadership certification program for the Catholic lay administrators-teachers of 
Catholic secondary schools in Awka Diocese, Nigeria to address the mission of 
Catholic education: faith formation and integral human development.  
2. That the Awka Diocesan Education Commission establishes a policy that makes 
earning of the Catholic educational leadership certification, a prerequisite for 
employment within the Catholic schools in Awka Diocese, Nigeria. 
3. That Awka Diocesan Education Commission encourage the local Ordinary to 
institute a Catholic Educational Leadership Program, within the new diocesan 
university of Awka under construction, to assist those who minister in Catholic 
education obtain the spiritual and professional knowledge and skills needed to 
effectively realize the mission of Catholic schools.  
4. That Awka Diocesan Education Commission provide ongoing diocesan 
workshops, conferences, and seminars on theological topics of interests as well as 
on the concepts of Catholic identity, evangelization, and catechesis for those who 
serve in its Catholic secondary schools. 
5. That the administrators of the Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese 
provide ongoing, school-sponsored workshops, conferences, and seminars on 
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theological topics of interests as well as on the concepts of Catholic identity, 
evangelization, and catechesis for those who serve in their schools. 
6. That Awka Diocesan Education Commission provide updated and ongoing 
theological resources both electronically and through printed materials on 
Catholic identity issues, Catholic Social Doctrine, and the six tasks of catechesis 
for those who lead and teach in the Awka Diocese of Nigeria. 
7. That the clergy and vowed religious work cooperatively with Awka Diocesan 
Educational Commission to plan and organize ongoing, formal, faith formation 
for the Catholic lay administrators-teachers of Catholic schools in Awka Diocese, 
Nigeria.  
8. That Awka Diocesan Education Commission encourage its Catholic secondary 
school administrators to establish policies and programs that support and sustain 
the critical balance between fostering the Catholic identity of the school and the 
academic achievement of students by giving each aim equal attention and 
resources. 
9. That Awka Diocesan Education Commission repeatedly articulate and promulgate 
to those who teach in its Catholic schools the importance of the pastoral and 
catechetical mission of the Church and the reliance of the Church on its schools to 
bring this mission to fruition.  
10. That all school administrators (priests, vowed religious, and lay) provide time in 
their schools and with their teachers for the review, reflection, and discussion of 
the Catholic secondary school’s mission, philosophy, and responsibility to 
integrate the six tasks of catechesis into its culture, and to work collaboratively on 
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ways to fulfill those aims within their respective schools and classrooms. 
Closing Remarks 
Before returning to his Father, the Risen Christ gave a sacred mandate to his 
apostles:  “Go therefore, and make disciples of all nations baptizing them in the name of 
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have 
commanded” (Mt 28:19-20, The New American Bible).  This call to evangelize and 
catechize—to bringing the Gospel to the ends of the earth and to teaching the depth and 
breadth of its meaning to believers—forms the Catholic Church’s “deepest identity” 
(Paul VI, 1975,  ¶ 14) and defines its primary purpose.  Throughout its history, the 
Catholic Church has championed this mandate the world over (Benedict XVI, 2012a, 
2012b; John Paul II, 1979, 1990; Paul VI, 1975; Wuerl, 2013).  
In Nigeria, Africa the Catholic Church’s evangelization and catechetical mission 
was undertaken by the Congregation of the Holy Ghost priests (C.S. Sp.) (Obi, 1985).  It 
began in 1885 in the southeastern region of Nigeria, in Igbo Land, where the Awka 
Diocese resides. Evangelical and catechetical efforts flourished because the Holy Ghost 
missionary priests worked collaboratively with the Igbo communities to build Catholic 
schools as a means of spreading the good news of the gospel and of teaching believers the 
fullness of its message.  Traditionally the Catholic Church has recognized Catholic 
schools as privilege places for evangelization and catechesis, and has recognized Catholic 
school teachers to be the agents primarily responsible for achieving this mission 
(Benedict XVI, 2012, 2012b; Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE 1977, 
1982, 1988; Congregation for the Clergy, 1997; Pius XI, 1929; Second Vatican Council, 
1965a). Consequently, through the establishments of missionary Catholic schools in 
southeastern region of Nigeria and through the dedication of their catechist-teachers, the 
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word of God was made incarnate in Igbo Land (Njoku, 1980; Onwubiko, 1985). (Njoku, 
1980; Onwubiko, 1985).  
The evangelization and catechetical efforts of the Catholic Church in Igbo Land, 
Nigeria however were halted by the Public Education Edict of 1970, which legitimized 
the Nigerian government’s takeover of all Catholic schools in the East Central State of 
Nigeria without due consultation and compensation.  The seized Catholic missionary 
schools were stripped of their Catholic identity and Catholic curriculum, and were 
converted into public schools.  The Edict also sanctioned the Nigerian government’s 
closure of all Catholic teacher training colleges.  Collectively, these actions were fueled 
by the Nigerian government’s aim to establish a “home-based” school system, and to 
eradicate a “foreign-based” one (Njoku, 1980; Onwubiko, 1985). (Njoku, 1980; 
Onwubiko, 1985).  
While the Nigerian government succeeded in eliminating the country’s Catholic 
missionary schools, it was unsuccessful in ending the Nigerian Catholic Church’s 
commitment to its evangelization and catechetical mission.  From 1970 onward, the 
Bishops of Nigeria worked diligently to reestablished Catholic schools in their dioceses.  
The rebuilding of diocesan Catholic elementary schools was their starting point.  The 
process was long and arduous (Arinze, 1981; Ochiagha, 1981). Eventually, the building 
of diocesan Catholic secondary schools followed.  In the Awka Diocese, the context of 
this study, diocesan Catholic secondary schools became operational in 1980. Presently, 
the administrators and teachers of the Awka diocesan Catholic schools are clerics, vowed 
religious women, and lay Catholics.  Unlike their consecrated religious counterparts, 
however the Catholic laity have received little formal spiritual or theological preparation 
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for their catechetical ministry, as the Catholic teacher training colleges remain closed 
today by government control.  However, professional training for both groups was 
attained within government-controlled colleges (Nnajiofor, 2007; Okochi, 2008; 
Ugochukwu, 2007). 
In 1975, Pope Paul VI called upon the baptized faithful within the Catholic 
Church to champion a new spirit of evangelization and catechesis.  The pontiffs who 
succeeded him (Benedict XVI, 2012a, 2012b, John Paul II, 1979, 1990), the 
Congregation of the Clergy (1997), the USCCB (1999, 2000, 2005a, 2005b), and the 
Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (2005) have all perpetuated this summons. 
Together, in one voice, the Catholic Church continues to encourage all baptized 
Catholics, especially those who lead and teach in its Catholic schools to commitment 
themselves to a new evangelization and new catechesis of their Catholic faith.  Central to 
this new evangelization is the need for an enliven and enriched catechesis—of knowing, 
proclaiming, witnessing, and integrating the six tasks of catechesis (knowledge of the 
faith, liturgical life, moral formation, prayer, communal life, and missionary spirit) with a 
deeper conviction in one’s own life so that one may share his or her faith more ardently 
with others (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE 1977, 1982, 1988; 
Congregation for the Clergy, 1997; Pius XI, 1929; Second Vatican Council, 1965a). Such 
a commission requires not only knowing what the six tasks of catechesis are, but also 
understanding how to integrate these dimensions of faith into one’s own life and into 
one’s ministry in a way that is aligned with Church teachings (Catholic Bishops 
Conference of Nigeria, 2005; CCE 1977, 1982, 1988; Congregation for the Clergy, 1997; 
Second Vatican Council, 1965a).  
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All who lead and teach with the Awka Diocese’s Catholic schools, like Catholic 
school educators the world over are called to be evangelizers and catechists of the 
Catholic faith.  They are expected to be theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis 
as well as to be able to integrate these tasks into their schools and classrooms with 
confidence and competence.  The clerics and vowed religious women by virtue of their 
vocation are theologically knowledgeable and prepared to meet these responsibilities, 
however their Catholic lay counterparts have not been prepared formally for their duties 
as catechists. 
Hence, this study sought to discover to what extent were the Catholic lay 
administrators-teachers within the Catholic secondary schools of the Awka Diocese in 
Nigeria theologically literate of the six tasks of catechesis (knowledge of the faith, 
liturgical life, moral formation, prayer, communal life, and missionary spirit). It also 
sought to identify the extent to which their beliefs, attitudes, and practices regarding these 
tasks were aligned to Church teachings.  In addition, it sought to ascertain how these 
administrators-teachers integrated the aforementioned tasks within their schools and 
classrooms.  It sought to identify what theological topics that these Catholic 
administrators-teachers wished to study in future faith formation programs. Lastly, it 
sought to discover what factors either aided or hindered their integration of the six tasks 
of catechesis in their schools and classrooms.  
The data collected by the study’s survey and its interviews revealed many 
informative findings. First, they revealed that even though the Catholic lay 
administrators’ spiritual or theological formation is minimal, they demonstrated having a 
strong, basic knowledge of the six tasks of catechesis (knowledge of the faith, liturgical 
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life, moral formation, prayer, communal life, and missionary spirit). They also indicated 
that their beliefs, attitudes, and practices regarding these catechetical tasks are strongly 
aligned with the teachings of the Church.  They substantiated that the administrators-
teachers integrated the six tasks of catechesis into their schools and classrooms in many 
ways: through school wide assemblies, polices, practices, activities and celebrations; 
through classroom curricular activities; through personal witness and positive 
relationships; through missionary outreach programs, and through interfaith dialogue.  
The data also revealed that Catholic lay administrators-teacher perceived Catholic Social 
Doctrine, Prayer and Spirituality, Marriage, Sexual Ethics, and Religion and Politics to be 
topics of high interests for future study. Moreover, the findings indicated that the 
respondents have a willingness, openness, and desire for a structured, ongoing faith 
formation program.  They suggested that the presence of school-wide polices and 
programs that provided both structure and time aided the respondents in their integration 
process of the six tasks of catechesis within their schools and classrooms. In addition, 
they revealed that the state and schools’ demands for academic excellence often trumped 
the schools’ faith formation efforts. Of note, the demographic data and interviews 
revealed that for the respondents, their Catholic parents and family life, their Catholic 
Igbo culture, and their active participation in the life of the Church contributed greatly to 
their faith formation and their faith knowledge regarding the six tasks of catechesis, and 
that these three factors influenced the way they practices their faith.  
Also of note, the IFG instrument utilized in this study was designed to measure 
basic knowledge relative to the six tasks of catechesis, not comprehensive Catholic 
theological literacy.  Hence, the strong/high scores received by the respondents in both 
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the cognitive domain (content knowledge) and affective domain (alignment to Church 
teachings) of the IFG survey reflect a basic literacy of the six tasks of catechesis and a 
basic understanding of the Church teachings regarding them.  Also of note is that the 
researcher of this study is a priest of Awka Diocese, who knew some of the Catholic lay 
administrators-teachers, who participated in this study.  Hence, it is possible that the issue 
of social desirability may have influenced these participants’ responses on their survey 
questionnaire and their interviews.    
In conclusion, the researcher has great hope for his home diocese of Awka in 
Nigeria because this empirical study suggests that the Catholic lay administrators-
teachers, who are called to be the evangelizers and catechists in the Catholic secondary 
schools of the Awka Diocese demonstrate an “active, conscious, and living” Catholic 
faith, which is essential to their pastoral mission. In addition, it substantiates that Catholic 
lay administrators-teachers have a foundational knowledge of the six tasks of catechesis 
(knowledge of the faith, liturgical life, moral formation, prayer, communal life, and 
missionary spirit) and are currently integrating these tasks in their schools and classrooms 
in many ways. The study also discovered the Catholic lay administrators-teachers have a 
desire to deepen their theological literacy and expand their practices of aforementioned 
tasks, and look forward to the creation on structured ongoing faith formation programs at 
the diocesan level. Finally, the data from this study offer the Bishop and Educational 
Commission of the Awka Diocese empirical data that will assist them when planning 
their diocesan faith formation programs, which are necessary for their Catholic school 
administrators-teachers to be the evangelizers and “teacher-catechists” that the Catholic 
Church in the name of Jesus Christ calls them to be. 
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August 8, 2012 
 
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects 
University of San Francisco 
2130 Fulton Street 
San Francisco, California 94117 
 
Dear Members of the Committee:  
On behalf of the Religious Education Department at the National Catholic Educational 
Association (NCEA) I am writing to grant permission to Reverend James Okafor to 
utilize the Information for Growth Survey (IFG) (NCEA, 2006) for his study on the 
cognitive knowledge and understanding and affective beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions 
of Catholic secondary school administrators who also serve as teachers in the Diocese of 
Awka, Nigeria.  In addition, he has permission to adapt the demographic questions found 
in Part III of the survey to accommodate the sample of participants he is studying.  
The NCEA will charge the researcher $5.00 for each completed and returned answer 
sheet for the survey. The cost of each question booklet will be $1.50.  The researcher will 
obtain materials from Computerized Assessments and Learning, LLC (CAL) located at 
1202 East 23rd Street, Ste. D, Lawrence, KS 66046 (ncea.caltesting.org). He will also 
provide the raw data to the Religious Education Department at NCEA after the 
participants have completed the survey together with a summary of his findings.  
If you have any further questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me at 
571-257-1994 or LDahlhoff@ncea.org 
Sincerely, 
 
Lori Dahlhoff 
Executive Director  
Religious Education Department 
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Revised Demographic Items for IFG 
1. What is your gender?    
(A) Male                   
(B) Female 
 
2. What is your age?     
(A) 20-30                   
(B) 31-40                   
(C) 41-50                   
(D) 51-60                   
(E) Over 61 
 
3. Which of the following applies to you? 
(A) I was baptized Catholic as an infant                 
(B) I was baptized as a child                 
(C) I was baptized as an adult                
(D) Other---------------------------  
 
4. What is your racial background? 
(A) Igbo                   
(B) Other--------------------------- 
 
5. Which statement best describes your formal religious/theological education in the 
Catholic Church? 
(A) No formal religious/theological education              
(B) Minimal religious/theological education limited to the preparation of the sacraments. 
(C) Graduate of a Catholic school (elementary and/or secondary) and 
religious/theological education within that context.                                                           
(D) Other------------------------ 
 
6. What is your highest degree? 
(A) National Certificate of Education (NCE)               
(B) Bachelor of Arts (BA) / Bachelor of Science (BS)            
(C) Master’s Degree                            
(D) Doctorate                   
(E) Other----------------------------- 
 
7. From what type of Institution (s) did you get your degree(s)? Mark all that apply: 
(A) Catholic Institution                
(B) Public Institution                                       
(C) Private, but non- Catholic Institution 
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8. For how long have you been an administrator/educator in the Catholic school? 
(A) 1- 6 years                  
(B) 7- 12 years                 
(C) 13- 18 years                                         
(D) Over 19 years 
 
9. What is your administrative position in your school? 
(A) Principal                                                   
(B) Vice Principal                                                   
(C) Academic Dean                  
(D) Students’ Dean                 
(E) Coordinator of School Liturgy                 
(F) Guidance and Counselor                                                                                                           
(G) Chair of Religion/Theology department                   
(H) Other----------------- 
 
10. What course or subject do you teach? 
(A) Language (Foreign or Native)                                      
(B) Mathematics                              
(C) Science                                                                                                                                      
(D) Business/Economics                 
(E) Religion/Theology                              
(F) History/ Social Studies/Government               
(G) Music/Arts                  
(H) Other--------- 
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INTERVIEW GUIDE 
 
1.  
            A.  From the perspective of an administrator, please name two specific ways in 
 which your school integrates the knowledge of faith. 
 
B.  In your judgment, what one factor made the integration possible? 
        
C.  In your judgment what one factor made this integration difficult?  
 
2. 
A. From the perspective of an administrator, please name two specific ways in 
 which your school integrates the liturgical life. 
 
B. In your judgment, what one factor made the integrations possible? 
     
C. In your judgment what one factor made this integration difficult? 
 
3. 
A. From the perspective of an administrator, please name two specific ways in 
which your school integrates prayer. 
 
B. In your judgment, what one factor made the integrations possible? 
 
C. In your judgment what one factor made this integration difficult? 
 
4 
          A. From the perspective of an administrator, please name two specific ways in   
    which your school integrates moral formation.  
 
          B. In your judgment, what one factor made the integrations possible? 
     
          C. In your judgment what one factor made this integration difficult? 
 
5. 
          A.  From the perspective of an administrator, please name two specific ways in 
 which your school integrates communal life.  
 
          B. In your judgment, what one factor made the integrations possible? 
     
          C. In your judgment what one factor made this integration difficult?  
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6. 
         A. From the perspective of an administrator, please name two specific ways in   
   which your school integrates missionary spirit.  
 
         B. In your judgment, what one factor made the integrations possible? 
     
        C. In your judgment what one factor made this integration difficult? 
 
7. 
        A.  From the perspective of a classroom teacher, please name two specific ways you 
 integrate the knowledge of faith within your classroom and its curriculum 
 
        B.  In your judgment, what factor made the integrations possible? 
        
        C.  In your judgment what factor made this integration difficult?  
 
8. 
        A. From the perspective of a classroom teacher, please name two specific ways you 
 integrate the liturgical life within your classroom and its curriculum. 
 
        B. In your judgment, what factor made the integrations possible? 
     
        C. In your judgment what factor made this integration difficult? 
 
9. 
       A.  From the perspective of a classroom teacher, please name two specific ways you 
 integrate prayer within your classroom and its curriculum.  
 
       B. In your judgment, what factor made the integrations possible? 
     
       C. In your judgment what factor made this integration difficult? 
 
10. 
       A.  From the perspective of a classroom teacher, please name two specific ways you 
 integrate moral formation within your classroom and its curriculum.  
 
      B.  In your judgment, what factor made the integrations possible? 
     
      C. In your judgment what factor made this integration difficult? 
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11. 
      A.  From the perspective of a classroom teacher, please name two specific ways you 
 integrate communal life within your classroom and its curriculum.  
 
     B. In your judgment, what factor made the integrations possible? 
     
     C.  In your judgment what factor made this integration difficult?  
 
12. 
     A.  From the perspective of a classroom teacher, please name two specific ways you 
 integrate missionary spirit within your classroom and its curriculum.  
 
    B.  In your judgment, what factor made the integrations possible? 
     
    C.  In your judgment what factor made this integration difficult?  
 
 
13. From the perspective of a school administrator, what are two theological topics   
would you recommend to be incorporated in future faith formation for Catholic school 
administrators?  
 
14. From the perspective of a classroom teacher, what are two theological topics would 
you recommend to be incorporated in future faith formation for Catholic school 
classroom teachers?  
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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION AND CONSENT FORM 
Date:   
 
Dear………..  
 
My name is Fr. James Okafor, a priest of Catholic diocese of Awka, Nigeria. Currently, I 
am a doctoral student in the Department of Leadership Studies in the School of Education 
at the University of San Francisco, California, USA. I am doing a study on the 
theological literacy; beliefs and practices of the six tasks of catechesis (knowledge of the 
faith, liturgical life, moral formation, prayer, communal life, and missionary spirit) of the 
Catholic lay educators of Catholic secondary schools in the Awka Diocese. I am 
interested in studying the extent to which the lay educators are theologically and 
spiritually formed in the Catholic tradition. I have permission from Rev. Fr. Dr. Sebastian 
Onuora, the Diocesan Education Secretary, to conduct this research at your school. 
 
You are invited to participate in this study because you are a lay educator who holds one 
of the following positions in your school: (a) Principal (b) Vice Principal, (c) Academic 
Dean, (d) Dean of Students, (e) Coordinator of School Liturgy, (f) Guidance and 
Counselor, (g) chair of religion or theology department or any other administrative 
position. I obtained your name either through your principal or manager. The study will 
be in two parts: paper-based Information for Growth (IFG) survey and a semi-structured 
face-to-face interview. Only 12 people will be randomly selected for the interviews. If 
you are selected for the interview, I will arrange with you on the date and time for the 
interview. The interview will be recorded and transcribed. A copy of the transcript of the 
interview will be given to you for your approval. 
 
The survey itself may take 60-90 minutes to complete and the interview will last between 
45-60 minutes. You are free to decline to answer any questions you do not wish to 
answer, or to stop participation at any time. The survey will be anonymous and the 
individual results will remain confidential and be known only to researcher. No 
individual identities will be used in any reports or publications resulting from the study. 
Study information will be coded and kept in locked files at all times. Individual results 
will not be shared with the employer or the personnel of your school. 
While there will be no direct benefit to you from participating in this study, the 
anticipated benefit of this study is a your contribution toward the body of research on the 
Catholic education in Nigeria and the understanding of the role of Catholic educators in 
the catechetical ministry of the Church, especially in Awka Diocese, Nigeria. There will 
be no costs to you or your school for participating in this study.  
 
If you have questions about the research, you may contact me at +14085008218. If you 
have further questions about the study, you may contact the IRBPHS at the University of 
San Francisco, which is concerned with protection of volunteers in research projects. You 
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may reach the IRBPHS office by calling +1(415) 422-6091 and leaving a voicemail 
message, by e-mailing IRBPHS@usfca.edu, or by writing to the IRBPHS, Counseling 
Psychology Department, University of San Francisco, 2130 Fulton Street, San Francisco, 
CA 94117-1071. 
 
PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH IS VOLUNTARY. You are free to decline to 
be in this study, or to withdraw at any point without influence to your present or future 
status as an employee in a Catholic secondary school in the Awka diocese. Although the 
Diocesan Education Department is aware of and approves this study, it does not require 
that you participate. Your decision as to whether or not to participate will have no 
influence on your present or future status as an employee at Catholic secondary school in 
Awka Diocese. 
 
 Thank you for considering being part of this research. If you agree to participate, please 
complete the attached Consent Form and Pre-Interview Demographic Questionnaire and 
submit them to your principal or manager or the Education Secretary. Thank you for all 
you do to promote a Catholic education in your school.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
Fr. James Okafor 
Doctoral Student 
University of San Francisco 
California, USA 
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CONSENT TO BE A RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 
I freely accept your invitation to participate in the paper-based Information for Growth 
(IFG) survey. 
Name/Signature----------------------------------------------------------- Date----------------------- 
Name of the school---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I am also willing to participate in a fellow-up interview, if selected. In addition, I give my 
permission for the interview to be tape-recorded, transcribed, and sent to me for approval. 
 
Name/Signature---------------------------------------------------------------------Date------------- 
Signature of the Principal/Manager/Education Secretary (On behalf of the researcher) 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Date -----------------------------------------------------------  
 
 
Pre-Interview Demographic Questionnaire 
Name………………………………………………………………………………………. 
Name of the School………………………………………………………………………... 
Current administrative position in the school……………………………………………… 
Subject(s) you teach in the school…………………………………………………………. 
List the degrees you have earned, the year(s), and the Institution(s)-
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
How many years have you been an administrator in the present school? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
How many years have you been teaching in the present school? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
List (if any) formal Theological or Spiritual formation programs you have participated in 
either as an administrator or as a teacher in the last three years. Indicate year(s), name(s), 
and the sponsor(s) of the 
program(s)…………………………………………………………………………………..
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................ 
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October 29, 2012 
 
Dear James Ifeanyi Okafor: 
 
The Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects (IRBPHS) at the 
University of San Francisco (USF) has reviewed your request for human subjects 
approval regarding your study. 
 
Your application has been approved by the committee (IRBPHS #12-127). 
 
 Please note the following: 
1. Approval expires twelve (12) months from the dated noted above. At that time, if you 
are still in collecting data from human subjects, you must file a renewal application. 
2. Any modifications to the research protocol or changes in instrumentation (including 
wording of items) must be communicated to the IRBPHS. Re-submission of an 
application may be required at that time. 
3. Any adverse reactions or complications on the part of participants must be reported (in 
writing) to the IRBPHS within ten (10) working days. 
If you have any questions, please contact the IRBPHS at (415) 422-6091. 
On behalf of the IRBPHS committee, I wish you much success in your research.   
 
 
Sincerely, 
Terence Patterson, Ed D, ABPP 
Chair, Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects 
-------------------------------------------------- 
IRBPHS – University of San Francisco 
Counseling Psychology Department 
Education Building – Room 017 
2130 Fulton Street 
San Francisco, CA 94117-1080 
(415) 422-6091 (Message) 
(415) 422-5528 (Fax) irbphs@usfca.edu 
 
 
 
 
 
